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INTRODUCTORY.

Character of Bulletin. This bulletin is written as a popular re-
port of the experimental and demonstration work carried on at the
Eastern Oregon Dry Farming Substation, Moro, Sherman County; the
Barney Branch Experiment Station, Burns, Barney County; the Dry
Land Demonstration Farm, Metolius, Crook County; and the Irriga-
tion Demonstration Farm, Redmond, Crook County. It covers the
work of each farm since its establishment to the end of the year 1913.
giving the essential facts for each as to the conditions encountered,
plan of the work, important results obtained and conclusions and
recommendations as to tillage and cropping methods, in each different
region. No technical discussion of the results obtained is entered
upon, if for no other reason than that the work has only proceeded
at Moro for four years, at Burns two years, and at Metolius and Red-
mond, one year. All the discussions bear particularly upon the advan-
tages and feasibility of a more diversified and intensive sort of farm-
ing than that now prevalent in the Eastern Oregon region.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS.

Assistance of Associates. To the men in the field the writer
wishes to acknowledge his great indebtedness and deep appreciation
for their invaluable services. The spirit of enthusiasm with which
they have attacked their work and the thoroughness with which they
have carried out the plans, often under difficulties, have been the most
vital factors in the success of these farms. These men are:

Mr. H. J. C. Umberger (Asst. Agronomist U. S. Dept. of Agricul-
ture), and Mr. Orren Beaty (Oregon Agricultural College)
superintendent and foreman respectively of the Eastern Oregon
Dry Farming Substation at Moro during the years 1910 and
1911.

Mr. D. H. Stephens (Asst. Agronomist, 15. S. Dept. of Agriculture)
superintendent of the Eastern Oregon Dry Farming Substa-
tion at Moro, 1912 and 1913.

Mr. L. R. Breithaupt (Oregn Agricultural College)superin-
tendent of the Barney Branch Experiment Station, 1912 and
1913.

Mr. W. L. Powers (Assistant Professor of Irrigation and Drain-
age, Oregon Agricultural College), and Mr. P. H. Spiliman
(Oregon Agricultural College) superintendent and foreman
respectively of the Crook County Demonstration Farms, 1912.
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To his associate, Professor G. R. Hyslop (Associate Professor 01'
Field Crops, Oregon Agricultural College), the writer is especially in-
debted for assistance in preparing the tabulations and the corrected
experimental data used throughout the report.

Federal Co-operation. The experimental work at both Moro and
Burns is conducted in co-operation with the Bureau of Plant Industry,
U. S. Department of Agriculture, and more especially with the Office
of Cereal Investigations of that Bureau, M. A. Carleton, Cerealist, and
C. R. Ball, Acting Cerealist, In Charge. This co-operation, through the
funds ($2500 at Moro and $1000 at Burns, annually,) and seed fur-
nished, has enabled the Stations at those two points nearly to double
their Opportunity for investigational work.

To the Office of Forage Crop Investigation, C. V. Piper, Agrostol-
ogist, In Charge, and the Office of Biophysical Investigations, L. J.
Briggs, Biophysicist, In Charge, the Moro and Burns Stations are in-
debted for co-operation in furnishing respectively, varieties of forage
crop seeds and weather observing instruments.

County and Railroad Co-operation. The contributions of funds
for the land, improvements and initial equipment at Moro and at Burns
by the people of Sherman County and Harney County respectively, is
a lasting tribute to their progressiveness.

The funds for the Demonstration Farms in Crook County, con-
tributed jointly by the County, the Oregon Trunk Railroad (Deschutes
branch of the Great Northern Railway Company), and the Oregon-
Washington Railroad and Navigation Company, supplied the money
necessary to undertake the work at Metoijus and Redmond, and indi-
cate in a very substantial way, the desire for agricultural advance-
ment in that regiort. The free transportation given by both of these
railroad companies, for the travel of the Experiment Station officers
over their lines, and for the movement of large amounts of freight,
such as seeds, supplies, machinery, and other farm equipment used on
the various Experiment Station farms, was of great financial assist-
ance in forwarding the agricultural investigational and demonstration
work in the Eastern and Central Oregon region.

The O.-W. R. & N. Company further aided in the work through
the operation of several college demonstration trains and the free dis-
tribution of field peas and field corn seed.

Assistance Development League. To the Central Oregon Develop.-
ment League and particularly to Mr. Wm. Hanley, of Burns, Presi-
dent,great credit should be given for initiating and carrying through
the movement for securing the appropriations to carry on the experi-
mental and demonstration and agricultural advisory work in both
Harney and Crook Counties. To this league should he given credit,
also, in large measure, for the ultimate legislative action which per-
mits this work to become permanent throughout all the counties of
the state.
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Co-operation in Ilarney County. Harney County has the distinction
of being the first county in the state to put the county agricultural
advisory work in operation, as well as the first county to secure a
Farmers' Short Course. The record of this county for agricultural
progressiveness is one that her people and her County Court may well
feel proud of. In 1911 the County appropriated $15,000 and secured
the establishment of the Branch Experiment Station at Burns; in 1912
the County secured from the College the first county Farmers' Short
Course ever given in the state; in 1913 the County made an annual
appropriation of $2000 for carrying on the agricultural advisory and
demonstration work, extending the benefits of the information obtained
by the Experiment Station to all parts of the county; and now, in
1914, she has just secured the second county Farmers' Short Course
ever given by the College.

ESTABLISHMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL AND DEMONSTRATION

FARM AT MORO.

As a result of several years' of college extension work in the shape
of demonstration trains, farmers' institutes, etc., carried on through-
out Eastern Oregon by the Oregon Agricultural College, a consider-
able interest in the adoption of better tillage and cropping methods
and more diversified farming was aroused. This interest led the Ore-
gon State Legislature in 1909 to pass "an act to appropriate $2500
annually for - the maintenance - of an experiment station of the
Oregon Agricultural College on dry or non-irrigated lands in the State
of Oregon," to be conducted In co-operation with the U. S. Department
of Agriculture, which was to provide an equal sum annually for the
maintenance of said experiment station. The enactment provided that
this fund was to be used for maintenance only; that the land, build-
ings, and improvements, and initial equipment for the station were to
be provided by the county in which the station was located, the county
court being authori2ed to draw upon the general funds for this pur-
pose. It further provided that the purpose of said station should be
to investigate and demonstrate such methods of tillage, soil treatment,
and crop production as are best fitted to the dry land area of the state,
and that said station should be located, established and managed by
the Board of Regents of the Oregon Agricultural College, as a branch
experiment station of that institution.

Pursuant to the enactment (the U. S. Department of Agriculture
having agreed to co-operate with the state in maintaining such a branch
experiment station), the Board of Regents appointed a committe, con-
isting of Mr. W. M. 3ardine (of the 11. S. Department of Agriculture,

Agronomist in charge of experiments with dry land grains), and the
writer, to examine into and report upon the conditions and needs of
Ilie different dry farming areas of Oregon and recommend the location
for the dry farming experiment station.
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Factors Determining Location. A very thorough investigation
was made of the entire dry farming area of Oregon. As a result of he
committee's recommendation, the station was located by the Board of
Regents at Moro, in Sherman County, this being accepted as the best
point from which experimental and demonstration work in dry farm-
ing could do the greatest number of people the greatest possible good.
Of the factors determining the best location for this work, the fcrllow-
ing were considered the most essential:

First, that the farm be located where it would bring most quick-
ly, valuable and permanent results, thus giving assistance to the farm-
ers in the shortest possible time.

Second, that the farm be located under soil and climatic condi-
tions representative of the actual conditions under which the greater
riart of the farming in this region is now done.

(The idea that it would be desirable to locate this farm under
the most extreme conditions of soil, rainfall, elevation, or wind, to be
found, so that its methods of operation, if successful there, would be
successful anywhere else, was not concurred in by the College author-
ities. In the first place, it was believed that this farm should be run
on such a money-making basis as would demonstrate the possibility
of profitable agriculture on the three hundred twenty acre farm unit.
There is in Eastern Oregon a large area of land having the extreme
ccnditlons above mentioned where no farming is now being done, and
where no permanent dry farming on a three hundred twenty acre basis
ever will be done. Moreover, methods used under extreme conditions
differ very widely from those under the more moderate conditions
which prevail over most of the Eastern Oregon area now farmed;
hence demonstrations worked out under extreme conditions would in
no way lit the great bulk of the genuine farming interests of this
region. Finally, If this station is to be a true demountration farm
it must demonstrate the possibility of more successful agriculture with
the same and the real conditions under which the farmers looking fo,
assistance are actually working.)

Third, that the farm be placed in the midst of an area where the
destructive effects of the extensive method of farming large holdings
are most prevalent, thus making more striking a demonstration of the
permanent profits of the more intensive and constructive methods un-
der the same conditions.

Fourth, that the farm be located where it could be easily viewed
and widely pointed out from some main artery of travel in order that
it might attract attention not only from the present inhabitants of all
this region but from newcomers as well.

Filth, that it be located where it would be most readily accessi-
ble both from the standpoint of time and expense. Its success de-
pends upon the number of interested visitors who see the results ac-
comp]ished with their own eyes. The difference of an extra half-day's



Fig. 1. The farm buiIdngs at the Eastern Oregon Dry Farming SibstaOoa More, Ore.
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travel and expense might be sufficient in many cases to deter farmersfrom visiting the station as frequently and freely as is desirable for
its greatest success.

Sixth, that it be located in a community of such progressive and
cooperative spirit and keen interest as would make the greatest useof the results obtained, or where there be such agricultural organ-ization as would bring the people from other parts of the same regionor newcomers from outside, or as would help to spread broadcast
by work and by example the successful methods that may be developedat this station.

After the station had been located pursuant to the requirements of
the legislative enactment, the County Court, consisting of Wm. Hen-
richs, County Judge; Wm. Walker, and Duncan Chisholm; appropri-
ated $20,000 for the purchase of the land, buildings, improvements,
and initial equipment. A report of the expenditure of this fund aswell as of the annual maintenance fund, may be had on application tothe College or County authorities.

ESTABLISJENT OF EXPERIMENTAL AND DEMONSTRATION

FARM AT BURNS.

The keen interest of the progressive people of Harney County in
the possibilities of developing the dry farming industry on the greatCentral Oregon plateau, where practically not an acre of land had
ever been dry farmed, and yet where there were some two million
acres of tillable land on which there was some possibility of developing
production under these methods, led the Oregon State Legislature in
1911 to pass an act to appropriate Four Thousand Dollars annually for
the maintenance of a branch experiment station of the Oregon Agri-
cultural College in Harney County. The act provided that the land,
buildings, improvements, and initial equipment for the station be
furnished by the County, the County Court being authorized to draw
upon a general fund for this purpose, and that the station be located,
established, and managed by the Board of Regents of the Oregon
Agricultural College, as a branch experiment station.

A committee appointed by the Board of Regents, consisting of Mr.
J. K. Weatherford, President of the Board; Mr. E. E. Wilson, Secre-
tary of the Board; Regent C. L. Hawley; and the writer, made careful
examination of the territory and located the farm six miles east of
Burns. Practically the same factors were considered in locating this
atation as those cited as bearing upon the location of the station at
Moro, only, of course, as applying to Harney County. In pursuance
of the terms of the enactment, the Court of Harney County, consist-
ing of Grant Thomuson, County Judge; E. P. Sylvester; and Geo. A.
Smith, appropriated $15,000 for the purchase of land, the erection
of buildings, and other improvements, and the purchase of initial
equipment. A detailed statement of the exnenditure of this fund



ig. 2. The farm buildings at the Tarney Brneh Experiment Shtiog, burns, Qre,
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as well as the maintenance fund of this station, may be had upon appli-
cation to the College or County authorities.

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE DEMONSTRATION 1'ARMS AT

I%JETOLIUS AND REDMOND.

As a result of the first annual meeting of the Central Oregon
Development League, at Prineville, in the fall of 1911, a great deal
of enthusiasm was aroused over the possibilities of aiding the new
settlers of that region through demonstrations of scientific farming.
A committee of that organization accepted the proposals of the two
great railroad companies of the districtthe Oregon Trunk Branch
of the Great Northern Railway Company, and the Oregon-Washington
Railroad and Navigation Companyand of the Crook County Court,
and the Portland Commercial Club, which offered jointly to provide a
fund of $10,000 to be expended for carrying on agricultural and
demonstration farm work in Crook County under the direction of the
Oregon Agricultural College. Of this fund, the railroad companies
offered $2500 each, the County Court $3,000, and the Portland Com-
mercial Club $2,000. The offer was accepted by the Agricultural Col-
lege, and a committee consisting of Dr. W. 3. Kerr, President of the
College; Mr. C. L. Hawley, of the Board of Regents; and the writer,
made careful examination into the condition and needs of the county
and early in 1912 located a farm for the demonstration of dry land
crops and methods at Metolius, and for irrigated crops and methods
at Redmond. A report covering the expenditure of the funds for this
work may be had on application to the College or County authorities.

AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS IN EASTERN OREGON.

The semi-arid portion of Oregon lies altogether to the east of
the Cascade Mountain range, comprising roughly two-thirds of the
area of the state. Eastern Oregon is drained by the Columbia River
or its tributaries, except for a narrow strip along the southern edge
of the state in Klamath, Lake, and Malheur Counties. The topography
(page 11) of Eastern Oregon wit.h its resultant, effect upon climate
(Table iv.) is such as segregates the region, in so far as agricultural
conditions are concerned, into three distinct areas. These three divis-
ions the writer has designated as the Columbia Basin, the Blue Moun-
tain region, and Central Oregon, and frequently so refers to them in
this bulletin.

Topography. The Columbia Basin area consists of broad rolling
uplands with deep narrow canons, whose streams, the chief of which
are the Deschutes, the John Day, and the iJmatilla, flow north into the
Columbia River. The elevation of the agricultural lands increases
gradually from about 100 feet above sea level at the Columbia River
to about 3000 feet as the Blue Mountains are approached on the east



Fig. 3. Rough map of Oregon, showing natural geographirol and agri cultural divisions, boundaries of which follow county lines
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nd south, or as the foothills of the Cascade Range are approached
on the west. The average elevation of the agricultural lands of the
area isabout 2000 feet.

The Blue Mountain division consists of numerous small valleys,
Interspersed in the range of mountains by that name, whose streams
lrain on the west through the John Day River into the Columbia, and

on the east through the Grand Ronde and the Powder River and num-
rous smaller streams into the Snake, which flows north into the

Columbia. The elevations of the agricultural areas of this division
vary from about 2000 feet on the Tipper John Day River, increasing
towards the east and north, to about 4500 feet in the Wallowa Valley,
with an average elevation for the whole district of about 3000 feet.

The Central Oregon division may be described as a great inland
plateau, bounded on the west by the Cascade range. There are very
few streams in Central Oregon draining this great plateau, but its
topography is broken into broad level valleys by scattering ranges
of low rocky ridges. The chief streams of the division are the Des-
chutes, which drains the foothills of the Cascades on the west:
Crooked River, which flows north and west into the Deschutes; and
the Malheur and Owyhee Rivers, flowing into the Snake Biver on
the east. A number of lakes are scattered over this great plateau, into
which drain numerous small streams. The elevation of the agricul-
tural portions of this division ranges from about 2500 feet in northern
Crook County, increasing towards the south and east, to an elevation
of about 5000 feet. The average elevation of the agricultural lands
of Central Oregon could safely be placed at about 4000 feet.

Growing Season. The growing season of the Columbia Basin
varies a great deal, largely of course with the elevation. The last
killing frost of spring ranges, in the different localities, from April
15 to May 15, and the first killing frost of the fall from September
1 to October 15, so that the average growing sea.son is frorfi about
May 1 to October 1 for the region as a wholeor about 150 days.

The last killing frost in the spring in the different parts of the
Blue Mountain region varies from May 15 to June 15, and the first
killing frost in the fall from September 10 to September 30, the
average growing season being from about June 1 to September 25
or 115 days.

In the Central Oregon region the last killing frost in the spring
varies according to the locality, from June 1 to July 1, and the firsL
killing frost of fall from August 20 to September 20, a fair average
for the entire region being June 15 to September 5or 80 days, ex-
cept in southern Klamath or southern Lake Counties, or close to the
Snake River, where it is about 100 days. Over nearly this entire
region, where the elevations are above 3500 feet, light frosts may be
expected any month of the growing season.
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Precipitation. The annual precipitation of the Columbia Basin
ranges from 9 to 15 inches over the larger portion, increasing in
amount as the elevation increases toward the south. In Tlmatilla
County, however, the precipitation is much higher, as this county is
markedly affected by nearness to the Blue Mountains. Over the ma-
jor part of the wheat growing area of this county the annual precipi-
tation is in the neighborhood of 20 inches, and goes as high as 24
inches. Outside of this county, however, the average precipitation for
the region, will not exceed 11 inches.

The annual precipitation of the Blue Mountain region ranges from
12 inches in the John Day and Baker Valleys to 22 inches in the
higher mountain valleys, the average for the region being about 18
inches.

In the Central Oregon region the annual precipitation varies from
about 11 inches in northern Crook County to 17 inches as the eleva-
tion increases towards the south or toward the mountains on the west,
but will not average more than 11 inches throughout the larger por-
tion of this area, except in southern Kiamath and Lake Counties, where
there is an average of about 15 inches.

As may be seen by reference to Table IV, on page 15, more than
two-thirds of the total precipitation comes during the winter montha
throughout Eastern Oregon. There is a slight secondary maximum
precipitation during the months from April to June, while during the
summer monthsJuly to Septemberthe rainfall is extremely scanty.
The annual rainfall limits for successful dry farming production are
considered as ranging from 10 to 20 inc'hes. Much the larger share'
ol the dry farming area of Eastern Oregon is very close to or right at
the lower limit. In addition to this fact, the April to June precipitation,.
which comes perhaps at the most critical part of the growing season
(at the time when the grain is filling out), is very light. The depth
of the snowfall and the length of time the snow lies upon the ground,
as well as the rapidity with which it thaws, are extremely variable,
thus a!terng accordinjy its value as protection to the crop, and the
amount of its moisture which penetrates the soil. On this account,
the character of the winter weather each season has an important
l'earing upon the following crop. The relative humidity is low, rang-
ing train tO 00 per cent, '! ar. n '.e ut about 50 per cent. The
evaporation is high, averaging 45 inches during the growing season
from a free water surface. Fortunately, both the summer and winter
temperatures are reasonably moderate. Wind movements also are
very moderate except locally in the Columbia basin and Blue Mountain
region. As the Columbia River is approached, wind movement in-
creases, while again, in some of the mountain valleys, such as the
Grand Ronde, wind rates are rather high.

As far as the data are available, the weather at Moro and at
Burns is shown for the past ten years by months in Tables I., II., and
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III. The more important weather conditions at some of the chief
roints throughout Eastern Oregon so far as data are available, are
shown in Table IV.

Table I.

MONTHLY RAINFALL RECORD AT MORO, OREGON.

1905 to 1913.

With the average monthly and annual precipitation for tho OntirO period.

Rainfall data secured previous to December, 1909, from O.-W. 11. & N. Co., Grass
Valley, Oregon; since December, 1909, from the Station records.

Table II.

MONTHLY RAINFALL RECORD AT BURNS, OREGON.

1904 to 1913.

With the average monthly and annual precipitation for the entire period.

Month 1904 1905 1906 1907 1908 1909 1910 1911 1912 1913 Ave.

January . .77 1.93 3.54 2.08 .99 3.86 1.29 1.94 1.94 1.55 1.99
February 2.52 .28 1.88 2.36 .23 1.52 1.97 .50 1.35 .15 1.23
March 2.88 1.63 3.64 2.33 .34 .64 1.74 .18 .53 .86 1.48
3.pril 1.50 .65 .27 1.06 .71 .10 .32 .36 1.97 .99 .79
Msy .66 .53 2.43 .51 1.05 .51 .34 .75 1.69 .25 .87
June .71 2.45 1.41 1.59 .73 .23 .06 .66 1.17 2.93 1.19
July .58 .01 .36 .26 .42 .07 .08 .13 .91 1.99 .48August ........ 15 .43 .10 .31 .00 .00 .00 .44 .19 .18
September 1.67 .62 .59 1.01 :81 .90 .83 .55 .61 .15 .77
October . .86 .55 .23 .27 1.35 1.01 .1.16 .13 .16 1.63 .7.9November .......... .96 .51 .48 2.98 3.33 .72 1.6 1.08 1.29
December 1.99 .57 1.88 3.49 .59 2.29 1.27 .71 1.19 2.05 1.60

Totals . .14.66 10.23 17.12 15.57 8.01 14.11 12.34 6.6.9 13.64 13.82 12.61

Month 1905 1906 1907 1903 1909 1910 1911 1912 1913 Average

January ..... 76 1. 2.65 .55 2.56 1.33 1.18 8.58 1.33 1.66
February . . .20 .85 .48 .02 1.03 1.33 .46 1.36 .21 .66
March .05 1.65 1.60 .68 .68 .87 .25 .69 .76 .80
April .03 .10 1.06 .11 .10 .56 .35 .78 .60 .41
May 1.70 1.05 .90 1.41 .49 1.72 1.05 1.33 2.27 1.32
June 1.30 1.85 .39 .37 .99 .62 .64 .42 1.42 .94
July .36 T. .30 .22 .10 .00 .00 .02 .06 .11
August T. .34 .71 .34 .02 .00 .00 .74 .05 .24
September . . .75 .35 .50 .12 .45 .47 3.53 .21 .40 .76
October . . . . 1.36 T. .20 1.11 .87 .20 .83 .78 1.87 .80
November . . .85 2.59 1.46 1.12 3.34 2.73 .33 1.30 1.45 1.68
December . . 1.35 2.22 2.53 1.63 1.14 1.27 .61 2.12 1.69 1.62

Totals . . . 8.71 12.00 13.43 7.68 11.77 11.10 9.23 13.33 12.19 11.05
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Table III. LOWEST TEMPERATURES AT BURNS, OREGON.

By Mouths- 1904 to 1913.

Month 1004 1905 1906 1907 1908 1909 1910 1911 1912 1913 Ave.

January 0 -4 -4 -8 -6 -7 -24 -9 -21 -13 9.6

February -6 -19 -9 20 9 9 -9 -7 6 0 .3

March 12 7 -12 16 12 18 21 7 13 8 11.4

Ap!il ... 25 25 24 24 19 12 19 12 22 18 10.5

May 23 25 30 32 22 29 20 25 26 25.8

June ... 29 34 33 30 30 30 23 31 29 31 30.2

July .. . . 32 41 42 39 38 31 37 29 36 34 35.9

August .. 35 29 37 32 27 31 33 34 25 34 31.7

September 37 27 26 26 17 24 28 19 26 26 25.6

October . 20 13 16 27 27 19 15 15 12 16 17.6

November 7 19 12 -2 15 9 -5 -2 -14 10 4.9

December 20 -10 5 6 9 -11 0 -6 -2 -1 1.0

Table IV.

Station Elevation

Columbia Basin
Hood River
The Dalles
Wasco
Mono
Grass Valley
Blalock
Mikkalo
Oondon
Ella
Heppner
Pe die ton
Weston

Blue Mountains
Dayv ille
La Grande
Baker
Sparta
Joseph

Central Oregon
Warmspring
Metolius
Redmond
Bend.
Prineville
1-lcslaod (ur. Larine)
Whitaker
Imperial
JClamath Falls
Silver Lake
Lakeview
flurns
i-iappy Valley
Riverside
Vale

EROSTS AND PRECIPITATION.
Eastern and Central Oregon.

Frosts Precipitation-Normal
Average Annual Spring.

Last in First in May
Fall June.

Oct. 12 13.8 3.82
Nov. 3 15.4

ipring
April 28
April 10

fApril 15 Oct. 11 t' 1.57
tMay 15 Sept. 10 110.91
IMay 15 Sept. 10 tlO.60
March 24 Nov. 1 9.68

I April 27 Sept. 27 t 9.92
June 2 Sept. 24 til.94
May 5 Oct. 15 t 873

jMsy 0 Oct. 1 14.16
Msy 7 Oct. 3 i 14.2

tMay 13 Sept. 24 23.9

May 26
IMsy 20
June 1

jsay 13
5June 17

Sept. 25 11.7
Sept. 22 19.12
Sept. 26 13.2
Sept. 23 22.5
Sopt. 7 17.8

1.1 .5
11 .0
13 .0

116.03
9.08

20.
211.0
111 .0
13.5
10 .8
17.0
10.5
1.3.73

9 .79
10.0

1 .81
2.5
2.46
2.47
I . 61
1.7
3.6
1.90
1.78
4.99
5.60

*Light frost any month. lAverage of two years, 1912 and 1913. Sluterpolated. -

Summer.
Aug.
Sept.
1.74
.91
.9

1.09
.82
.68

il

2.3
85

1.89
1 . 39
2.79

1500 iMay 20 Sept. 12
2525 rjune 12 Sept. 12
2990 .1une 12 Sept. 91)
3629 1June 16 Aug. 29
2864 iJuno 8 Aug. 21
4225 t*July 1 Aug. 29
4100 1Ju1y 1 Aug. 29
4100 +*Jaly 1 Aug. 29
4100 )*June 20 Sept. 15
4700 I *Jj 14 Aug. 24
4800 I tJure 14 Aug. 24
4157 t*June 25 Aug. 25
4200 June 17 Sept. 1
3000 (June 26 Aug. 30
2242 ?May 30 Sept. 9

1.39 1.48
4.72 .98
3.88 1.58
4.79 3.23
1.76 .87

1.93 1.59
1.8 1.5
2.5 1.3
2.93 1.42
2.33 1.27
3.5 2.0
2.0 1.0
2.0 1.0
2.94 1.02
3 .13 1.25
4.01 1 .37
2 .08 85
4 . 65 1.73
1.71 .98
2.66 1.04

300
112

12G..
1843
2381

237
1400
2884

830
1950
1070
1800

2200
278-'
3461
4150
4400
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It may be observed that both at the Moro Station and at the Burns
Station the precipitation and the growing season are very close to the
minimum of the regions they represent, so that the production ob-
rained at these stations should be equaled or exceeded in every part
of the dry farming area, if the best production methods are used. In
tact, at Burns, the Experiment Station is located in the northwest
part of the Harney Valley, which is probably the coldest portion of
that great area, due to the natural air drainage from the mountains to
the north. Certain it is that during the years 1912 and 1913, July
frosts were suffered on the Experiment Farm which did not occur
elsewhere, and the same seed varieties of corn that would not mature
on the Experiment Farm succeeded with some of the cooperators on
the foothills. This is excellent evidence as to the variation in the
growing season temperatures. As noted elsewhere, the precipitation
on the valley floors throughout Central Oregon is considerably less
than that on the adjoining slopes or foothills. In addition, foothill
lands as a rule receive a certain amount of moisture from the runoff,
either on the surface or in the subsoil, from the slopes above them
Such sloping lands are also better drained, and hence more free from
alkali and hardpan, and as a rule have a stronger soil.

THE SOILS OF EASTERN OREGON.

The soil in Eastern Oregon is fairly uniform. The characteristic
dry farming soil of the Columbia Basin is the silt loam. There are
two variations of this typea light silt loam, containing a larger por-
tion of sand as the Columbia River is approached, and a heavy silt
loam, containing less sand and more silt and clay as the elevation in-
creases on the approach to the Blue Mountains. Commonly the sub-
soils of the wheat lands of this region are slightly sandier in char-
acter than the surface. The limited areas of river bottom land are
gravelly loams or sandy barns, while the major share of the irrigate1
lands in the Hermiston district are coarse sandy soils.

In the Blue Mountain division a wider range of soils is found,
although here too the chief type is the silt loam, ordinarily of the
better qualityhigher in silt and in humus content. Sandy loams am!
gravelly barns are found in portions of the Grand Ronde, Baker, and
Powder River valleys, while in the higher mountain valleys clay barns
are not at all uncommon.

In Central Oregon, different from the other divisions, the prevail-
ing type is a brown or gray sandy loam, both on the irrigated and dry
farming lands. Limited amounts of the silt loam type are found In
portions of Central Oregon, while on some of the winter overilow
lands, such as the floor of the Harney Valley, a heavy black silt loam
occurs. On the long lanks of the hills in Central Oregon lies a red-
dish clay loam, and again, on portions of the floor of the Catbo Val-
ley, this type occurs. An unusual type peculiar to the Central Oregot
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region is the pumice soil found at the head of the Deschutes River
Valley, in the Walker Basin, and south into upper Klamath County,
and extending out in lesser mixtures to the south and east of Bend.
Another type of unusual qualities an4 in considerable areas is the
marsh soil, bordering the lakes of Crook, Kiamath, and Lake Counties.

Everywhere in Eastern Oregon. in all typos of soil are found
"spots" of alkali of greater or less extent, and in many regions, hard-
pans. All Eastern Oregon soils, of course, have an alkaline reaction;
and this, when not abnormal, is advantageous, particularly in promot-
ing bacterial activities. The alkali "spots" referred to, however, are
those areas where, owing to lack of natural drainage, the alkali salts
have accumulated in such an amount as to be injurious to the growth
of vegetation. These alkali areas are discussed elsewhere, as are also
the hardpans.

It is impossible in this bulletin to discuss fully tle soils of Eastern
Oregon; accordingly, only the types with which the majority of the
farmers have to deal, will be briefly described.

The Silt Loams. This is the most common and most important
soil class in Eastern Oregon. The silt loams are found in large areas
in practically every county in that part of the state. For total pro-
duction; for adaptation to the widest variety of crops; for natural
fertility and for most other desirable farming qualities; this class of
soils is perhaps the most valuable. While the silt barns vary in com-
position in different parts of the state, their important qualities re-
main fairly constant. They are universally of high plant food content,
particularly in total potassium and phosphorus, yet their greatest claim
to productiveness is their physical character. The average Oregon silt
barns are a happy medium between the sandy loam on the one hand
and the clay loam on the other, having the bad qualities of neither
and the good qualities of both. Often called 'volcanic ash" soils, par-
ticularly in Eastern Oregon, because of their origin and uniformly fine,
po'dery texturethey are derived largely from the volcanic basalt, a
(ine-grained dark gray rock high in the mineral plant food elements.
The weathered products of this rock. alluvially deposited and mixed
with organic matter in greater or less degree, according to the precipi-
tation of the region, form the soil cover of the rolUng plateau lands
of the Columbia Basin, and the inter-mountain valleys of Eastern Ore-
gon.

As their name implies, the chief component of the soils of this
class is silt, which is intermediate in texture or size of particles be-
tween the clay component on the one hand and the finest grade of sand
on the other.

They are very uniformly fine grained powdery soils, hay-
ing the desirable qualities of clay for the retention of moisture
and plant foods, and large surface area for the breaking down of
plant foods through chemical and bacterial activities and for feeding
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plant roots. Because of the relatively small amount of the clay com-
ponent which they contain, as compared with the amount of silt, these
soils drain quickly, warm up and become mellow earlier, and handle
more easily through a longer working and growing season, than the
clay loam type. The cold slowness, puddling, clodding, baking, and
cracking qualities common to clay soils are absent. On the other
hand, they contain little sand and do not dry out during drouth or
leach of plant foods as do the sandy barns. Physically, this class of
soil requires for its maintenance in the highest state of fertility, addi-
tions of (1) humus forming material through good rotations and (2)
ample cultivation. To both extra humus additions and extra tillage,
silt loams respond quickly and generously. The natural fertility of
the silt barns is so high that where good rotations are used commercial
fertilizers are not required.

The silt barns of the valley floors or rolling table lands vary in
color through all the shades of gray to black, while those of the hill
lands range through the shades of red to a deep chocolate or brownish
black color.

The silt barns of the valleys of irrigated Eastern Oregon are not-
able for their high production under intensive handling, especially of
forage crops for dairying or diversified farming, such as the cbovers,
alfalfa, roots, potatoes, corn, grasses, grain, etc., and at the lower
elevations, for high grade fruit production. In the dry farming area
of Eastern Oregon these silt barns find great favor because of their
remarkable qualities for moisture retention, ease of tillage, and avail-
ability of plant food. Their striking featurehigh silt content
makes them almost ideal for moisture conservation and dry farming
production. They have but the one great weakness, and that is their
lack of humus. Hence, this quality must be most carefully regarded.

Hardpans, 'slick spots," and alkali, as occurring in these and the
other soil types, vegetation as indicating the quality of the soil, and
other points to be observed in the selection of land, are discussed else-
where.

The Sandy Loams. This is the second most important class of
soils in Eastern Oregon, as it is the soil cover of an area perhaps equally
as large as that occupied by the silt barns. It is decidedly the most
common type found on the Central Oregon agricultural lands and ad-
joining the rivers throughout Eastern Oregon. These soils are of gooI
plant food content, but under heavy cropping without proper rotation
do not have the endurance of the silt barns, as they do not have so
great a total plant food supply. Because of their earliness, ease of
tillage, quick maturing, and high availability of the plant foods con-
tained, under irrigation they are adapted to the most intensive meth-
odstrucking, intensive dairying, small fruits, etc. On this account
the fertility can be maintained easily enough at the highest state by
the use of legumes, manures, and fertilizers. For growth of any suc-
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culent crop such as roots, cabbage, potatoes, corn, etc., heavy fertiliz-
ing will give very profitable and quick returns. Legumes, manure, and
applications of potassium in commercial form, give splendid results.
This type is one of the best in Eastern Oregon for alfalfa growing.

On the dry farming lands this type is less desirAble, but still a
productive soil, as no leaching has occurred under th semi-arid con-
ditions and the plant food supply, highly available, has been retained.
Tt must he more carefully farmed than the silt loams under these con-
ditions, however, in order to maintain fertility, with good rotations
and more or less livestock production, as commercial fertilizers may
not be used. Like the silt barns, its greatest weakness is its lack of
humus.

Coarse San1y Soils. The largest area of these is found in the
Hermiston region. They have much the same qualities as the sandy
'oams, except that their undesirable qualities are more pronounced.
They blow badly when exposed to wind, and hence great care must
be used in clearing them and cropping them in order to avoid great
injury from this cause. They are also difficult to irrigate, owing to
their high porosity, which causes the water to percolate into the sub-
soil very rapidly, thus making it difficult to distribute by ordinary
methods and causing a greater loss by leaching of the soluble plant
foods. It is probable that material advantages on the coarser of these
soils may be had by distributing the water through jointed galvanized
iron pipe or canvas irrigation hose. On the other hand, these soils
have the great advantage of earliness in handling and remarkable re-
sponse to the application of barnyard and green manures as well as
other forms of organic matter. Rotations and systems of farming
permitting a rapid increase in their humus content are perhaps their
r,iost important requirement.

The "Pumice" Soils. This peculiar type covers only a limited area
at the head of the Deschutes River in Central Oregon. It is white,
gray, yellow, or light brown in color, and very coarse and porous in
texture, being made up largely of paftially disintegrated pumice.
Pumice is a very soft, exceedingly light and fine grained rock of vol-
canic origin, which might be most aptly described as volcanic spume.
The qualities and agricultural value of "pumice" soil form an inter-
csting problem to be worked out as development proceeds, for they
are as yet largely undetermined. The plant food content appears to
be reasonably good but the peculiar physical character of light weight
and great porosity combined with the high altitudes at which it is
found, makes the best use of this soil hard to forecast. In general, its
physical qualities are similar to the coarse sandy soils, except that on
account of the spongy character of the particles it is more retentive
of moisture.

The Clay Loams. In some of the mountain valleys and in por-
lions of Central Oregon on some of the hill slopes, and occasionally
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in the valley coors, clay barns are foundgenerally sandy clay loams.
These soils are stronger in plant food content than the sandy boains
or the lighter silt barns, but they are stickier and somewhat harder
to work, and more inclined to cloddiness or heavy crusting. When wet
they smear to some extent and do not scour well on a moldboard plow.
A disk plow generally handles them better. They range from brown
to dark gray in color, are retentive of moisture and plant foods, and,
while requiring a little more careful and thorough tillage, are very
productive and altogether an excellent type of soil where well drainEd.
The addition of organic matter improves their tilth, and good cultiva-
tion keeps them in excellent shape.

Occasionally throughout Eastern and Central Oregon patches of
very heavy sticky clay are found, frequently being called "adobe."
These spots are small in extent, however, and if heavily dressed with
manures and thoroughly worked, are productive.

The Marsh Soils. As their name suggests, these soils are the Fe-
Eults of the accumulations from the decay of generations of the rank
growth of the fresh water marshes, sedges, rushes, "tules," etc., mixed
with more or less silt and other sediments brought in by the neighbor-
ing streams. The largest areas of these soils are found adjoining
such bodies of water in Central Oregon as Klamath Lake, Silver Lake,
and the like. These Central Oregon marsh soils are very high in or-
ganic matter, intensely black in color as a rule, rich in nitrogen, al-
kaline in reaction, and of course practically always lacking sufficient
drainage. Where lying between the stream and higher ground, these
soils vary according to the degree of drainage, from either deep, black,
well decayed organic matter, or deep, raw, brown, peaty muck, at the
center of the marsh, to a silty or clayey muck covered with a shallow-
er layeF of organic matter as the land rises at the edges of the marsh.
Most of the Central Oregon marsh lands are strongly alkalinein some
cases so strong as to require reclamation from these excessive salts be-
fofe they can be used.

The ilrst step with marsh soils is reclamation through drainage
)1 through dyking and drainage. These soils are then cleared of

their rank growth of marsh grasses, lightly burned, deeply plowed,
cropped with grain several years, then with such intensive dairy crops
as mangels, turnips, corn, hay and grains, and still later in smaller
units to more intensive crops such as potatoes, cabbage, celery, on-
ions, etc., becoming wonderful truck producers. When reclaimed and
developed, these are among the richest, easiest worked and highest
priced soils in the state. Where they contain excessive alkali, how-
ever, their reclamation is difficult.

SOIL CONDITIONS ON THE EXPERIMENT FARMS.

The soils on the Experiment. Farm at Moro vary in depth from 1
to 10 feet, and in quality from a medium silt loam to a light silt
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camin some places underlaid with a fine sandy loam. Underneath
the soil cover is the country rockbasalt. The humus content of the
soils of the Moro Farm is very low, the farm having been heavily and
continuously cropped for many years; hence the fertility is a little
less than average. There are much richer and heavier soils in Sherman
County and decidedly richer and heavier soils in Umatilla county
than the soil at the Moro Station. On the other hand, close to the
river, on the "breaks" of the Columbia, there are lighter and sandier
soils than at Moro. There are some rather strongly alkaline spots on
the farm. The Moro farm is rolling in topography, having fields with
every degree of slope and direction of exposure. The elevation is close
to 2000 feet.

On the Farm at Burns nearly every variety of soil occursap-
proximately one-tenth of the area being sandy loam; two-fifths, a silt
loam of good quality, better drained, with a deeper liardpan, less 'slick
spots," covered with a better growth of sage brush, and containing
more organic matter; and two-fifths, a fine gray silt loam underlaid
with hardpan and before being plowed, covered with "slick spots";
that is, a heavy hard crust or cake, 3 or 4 inches in thickness, in
spots all over the surface of the soil. The depth to hardpan at Burns
varies from 18 inches to 5 feet with an average of about 3 feet. The
thickness of the hardpan varies from 1 inch to 3 feet with an average
of about 18 inches. The Burns Farm is almost level, sloping slightly
towards the north. It was in sage brush when taken over and is sur-
rounded on all sides by dry sage brush lands except on the south. The
elevation is about 4200 feet.

The soil on the Metolius Farm is a sandy silt loam containing
rufficient clay to make it somewhat sticky when wet, varying from
18 to 36 inches in depth, underlaid with cemented shale. This type
of soil, shallow depth, and cemented shaley base, is characteristic of
northern Crook County, particularly the Big Agency Plains. The
shallowness of the soil of this great dry farming area is rather an
unusual feature and leads to the belief that the cemented shale under-
lying must have a certain amount of retentive capacity for the stor-
age of moisture. The contour of the Metolius Farm is slightly roll-
ing and the elevation is about 2500 feet.

On the Redmond Farm the soil is a medium brown sandy loam,
varying in depth from 10 to 36 inches with an average depth of
about 20 inches, and underlaid with lava rock. This type of soil and
shallowness, with frequent outcroppings of the lava rock and more
or less loose "floating" rock over the surface, which is covered with
sage and scattered juniper trees, is characteristic of the Redmond-Bend
district. While there is plenty of alkali in the soil of the Redmond
Farm, it is not injurious unless allowed to accumulate because of in-
sufficient cultivation. The elevation at Redmond is about 3000 feet.



THE AGRICULTURAL PROBLEMS OF EASTERN OREGON.

The agricultural lands of Eastern Oregon may be classified as (1)
those which have been farmed for some years, and (2) those which
are yet to be plowed or are just newly settled. While the area of the
latter class of lands is larger than the former class, yet on the other
hand, the number of people concerned is much less at the present time.
The problems, while somewhat different in character, are fully as great
and as immediate in importance on the old settled lands as on the
new. Each of the classes of lands named may be again divided into
irrigated and dry farming, the farming procedure naturally being some-
what different on these two types.

TABLE V. PRESENT OCCUPATION OF LANDS IN EASTERN OREGON.

niii Total land Cultivated S Tillable land
area land uncultivated

PRESENT OCCUPATION OF LANDS IN EASTERN 0 EGONCONCLUDED

22

Public
land open to

entry

aHood River County not included in this figure. Average Vane of land in this county is
$340 per acre and size of farm very small and out of proportion to the rest of the division.

S Estimated.

The Older Settled Areas. The most striking need on the old
settled dry farming lands, both from the fertility and economic stand-
points, is for a more intensive and diversified system of farming to
maintain or increase fertility, employing a smaller farm unit, and
thus increasing the population and social and economic development
of the rural districts. The present large size of the farms, together
with the continuous grain cropping on the "bonanza" scale, and the
practices associated therewith, is reducing the fertility of the soil at
such a rate as seriously to threaten the permanency of agriculture in
this entire region. Associated with these large sized wheat farms, so
common in the Columbia Basin in particular, there is a corresponding
scanty population, which in some of the oldest and best farming areas
of that region is actually on the decrease. Added to this is the fact

Columbia Basin
Blue Mountain
Central Oregon

81,164
261,743
449,588

26,742
247,196
356.714

1,592
4,831
4,327

a676
503
60'7

,s$22
22
20

a231
215
238

Eastern Oregon total.... 792,495 630,652 14,660 595 21 228

Columbia Basin
Blue Mountain 6,477,440

9.290,240
1,475,461

495,748
1,879,679
1,976,770

102,224
28 4. 321Central Oregon... 26,569,320 700,509 9,483,108 9.827,646

Eastern Oregon total 42,236,000 2,671,718 13, 839,557 6,164,201

cres now
irrigated

Total
number of

farms

Av.
acres
per
farm

Av. Average
value increase
land in value
per 1900-13.

acre Per cent

Total
Division irrigable

acreage
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that, as a rule, the largest land holders are either absentee owners or
not permanent residents on the farm; hence the major portion of the
income the land produces is taken out of the country instead of re-
maining there to assist in its development In the richest couaty of
the Columbia Basin dry farming area, it has been estimated that not
10 per cent of the dry farm land owners live on the land, and that
less than 5 per cent of the land acreage is lived on by the owner.
Many of these large land owners live in nearby towns. Many live at
a distance and rent their lands. Renters as a class, as is generally
recognised, will not build up a farm or aid much in the development
of the community. In another county in the Columbia Basin it is
estimated that 50 to 60 per cent of all the land is owned by men liv-
iiig outside of the county, the resident taxpayers owning about one-
third of the property of the county. In this same county the propor-
tion of the different size of farms ran as follows, according to a care-
ful examination made of the assessor's tax rolls, by the writer:

Farms between 640 and 1000 acres in size-50 %.
Farms between 1000 and 2000 acres in size--34%.
Farms between 2000 and 5000 acres in size-16%.
The writer believes, and all the experimental data so far ob-

tained go to prove, that the most successful size of farm for this par-
ticular county, if the intensive diversified system of farming best
adapted to that locality is used, would be found within the limits of
from 320 to 640 acres.

From the assessor's rolls it was learned that 146 combined har-
vesters and threshers were used in this same small county. 'rhis is
the machine of the "bonanza" farmer only.

To illustrate further the economic features directly associated
with the area of large sized farms, the population of this county bad
decreased from 4000 to 3000 during the preceding four years. Fur-
ther, the leading banker at the county seat and chief town of this
county stated that on one occasion in a single month after the harvest
was completed the deposits in his bank dropped from $700,000 to
$100,000, and that unquestionably the greater part of the funds with-
drawn were expended elsewhere than in Eastern Oregon. Concerning
the effect upon soil fertility of "bonanza" farming, no more discus-
sian need be given at this point, as it is covered fully elsewhere.
it is enough to say that all the facts of agricultural history, as well as
scientific facts and practical observations, go to show that this type
of farming is ruinous in the long run, both to the land and its people,
and it is therefore truly called a destructive type. The whole effort
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and aim of the Experiment Station in the Columbia Basin has tJetn
to show, through its investigational and demonstration work, that. it
the proper production forms and methods are used, intensive and di-
versif-led dry farming production, both from the fertility and economic
standpoints, may be put into successful operation on units as small
as 320 acres. The main lines of effort by which the Experiment Sta-
tion is endeavoring to accomplish this object are:

By the introduction and breeding of better varieties of grains of
all kinds.

By the growing and distribution of purer and better seed.
By the improvement of methods of tillage and seeding, particular-

ly those related to better moisture conservation, and the con-
trol of weeds.

By the reduction of the area lying idle in summer fallow each year.
By the introduction of restorative forage and seed crops to re-

place as far as desirable the acreage devoted to grains or
summer fallow.

By the accompanying introduction of more livestock on the farms.
By the rotations of crops which this greater variety of plants and

animals would permit.
By the consequent increase in soil fertility and production per acre.
By the improvement of marketing methods and rural economic

and social conditions.
By showing the greater attractiveness in itself of this diversified

style of farming as well as the greater profits thereof.

The most successful farmers throughout the region believe that
all of these things may be done and the results desired gradually
brought about, so that these lands will eventually be populated by the
successful small farmer that makes his home on his land and develops
a permanent and attractive agriculture. The writer does not deem it
improbable that in these ways, on the approximate one million acres
of dry land now tilled in the Columbia Basin, the total production
might be increased from 50 to 100 per cent and the population multi-
plied five times.

The Newly Settled Lands. In the newly settled or undeveloped
dry farming areas lying largely in Central Oregon and the Blue Moun-
tain region, the effort of the Experiment Station is to help the new
farmer nuder new conditions to get started rightto adopt the suc-
cessful diversified farming methods from the very beginning. The
work at the Burns Experiment Station is along much the same lines
as that at Moro, except that greater stress is laid on investigating and
coping with those problemswhich face the new settler in an untried
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country of rather extreme conditions. Clearing lands, conserving suf-
ficient moisture for the first crop, coping with the blowing of the soil
and with alkali hardpans, finding crops that may be profitably mar-
keted by the farmer who lives 150 miles from the railroad, producing
such a crop against extremes of frost and drouththese are some of
the problems the Burns Station must solve for the new dry farming
lands of Central Oregon.

The Irrigated Lands. On the irrigated lands the problems are
as a whole much simpler. Here again intensive diversified farming
must he developed, fertility maintained and increased (sometimes by
artificial means), often at the higher elevations the hardier crops de-
veloped, and the most profitable and marketable ones under such con-
ditions, found. One of the most important problems of the irrigated
lands, both in old and new territories, is the proper use of the irriga-

tion water and the protection of lands against excessive alkali. Through-
out Eastern Oregon these last two problems have as yet hardly been
touched upon. There is little question that 90 per cent of the farmers
ün the Irrigated lands use double the amount of irrigation water and
(me-half the amount of tillage that they should use to get the most
profitable results. On the other hand, in certain irrigated districts
there is at the present time as great a need for the expenditure of
funds for the reclamation and protection of irrigated lands from ex-
cessive alkali, through drainage, as there is for building and main-
taining the irrigation ditches themselves. In fact, in some of the
irrigated regions now developed and others yet to be developed, drain-
age against alkali is far more important than the irrigation itself. Al-

ready on portions of the Klamath lands the concentration of alkali
has gone so far as entirely to stop production, and on other areas it
has greatly decreased the profits. To a limited extent this same condi-
tion may be found to occur elsewhere in Eastern Oregon.

Again, there is the problem of the reclamation and use of the
marsh lands and other soil areas having unfavorable conditions.

There is thus a very large field through which the Experiment

Stations in Eastern Oregon are endeavoring to meet the needs of the
people of that region.

In Central Oregon alone it is estimated that there are approxi-
mately 1,000,000 acres of irrigable land, of which only about 400,000
acres are now under the ditch and cultivated; and at least 2,000,000
acres of dry farming lands, of which, at the time the Experiment Sta-
tion at Burns was started, there was probably little more than 100,000
acres cultivated.

The following brief summaries indicate how extensive is the in-
estigational and demonstration work carried on at the Experiment

Farms at Moro and at Burns.
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Table VI.

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMRNTAL WORK.

Dry Farming SubstatlonMoro, 1912.

Crop
Varieties. Plots.
No. No.

Rows.
No.

Fielda
Acres.

Winter Wheat 33 44 0 45
Winter Wheatrate and date test. 1 10 0
Winter Emmer 3 3 0
Winter Barley 19 17 0
Winter. Oats 3 2
Spring Wheat

Series A 39 39
Series B 34 34
Series C 21 . . 40
Series D 33 4 .

Series E 24 20
Spring Wheatrate and date test . 1 16
Spring Barley

Series A 26 . 26
SeriesB 7 .. 7
Series E 25 27 .String Oats
Series A 15 15
Series B 7 7
SeriesC S .. 13
Series E 13 15

Spring Oatsrate and date test 1 9
Spring Rye 2 2
Grain Ssrghurns 11 10
Corn 12 17 . . 2Field Peas 14 20 . 10
Field Peasrate at seeding test 1 5
Alfalfa 5 13 . .Alfalfa Nursery 11 . . . 10

Grasses 4 4
Sorgo 1 2
Kale 1 1
Rape 1 1
Potatoes 22 5
Rotation Experiments 60
Tillage Experiments 120
Summer Fallow . 60

Total 396 430 191 128
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Table VII.

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMBNTAL WORK.

Harney Branch Experiment Station.
1913.

Crop No. of . No. No Field
Varletisa.....Plots. Rows.....Acres.

In connection with the work on these farms, it should be stated,
once and for all, that no methods or expenditures are used for doing
the actual farming work that cannot be employed with equal success
and profit by any farmer. In other words, the methods or crops recom-
mended as successful by the Experiment Stations are those methods or
crops which give the highest net profit with the minimum expenditure
of labor to get the best permanent results. Experiment Station work
is costly, not because of the time and money spent on the successful
methods or crops but because of that expended on the unsuccessful
which do not bring a profitable return and must be discarded. For
instance, the Moro Station in 1912 tested 33 varieties of winter wheat.
A number of these were fairly successful but only one was decidedly
Lise best, while the larger number were unsuccessful, that is, not profit-
able. Only ordinary good methods were used in growing these varieties
of wheat. The best variety paid a handsome net profit, with just such
methods as the average good farmer would use, but the cost of the

Winter Wheat
Winter Wheat Rates
Winter Barley

17

6

30
6

7

10

Winter Emmer 2 3 3

Winter Rye 1

Winter Rye Rates 4

Field Pea 69 13 75 27

Sand Vetch Rate 1 3

Spring Wheat, common 25 25 . F

Spring Wheat, Durum 18 20 1

Oats 15 16 . il

Barley 30 .34 2

Emmer (Spring) 4 4 2

Grasses 15 4 11

Flax 12 52

Rape 1 1 12

Potatoes 40 6 45

Alfalfa 25 32 12

Corn 30 30

Millets 15 . 30

Buckwheat 3 3 .

Artichokes 1 2

Rates of seeding . 22

Dates of seeding 12 27

Fertilizers 10

Tillage 8

Rotation 8

Summer Fallow .. 51

Totals 330 237 314 113
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entire experiment with 33 plots of wheat was not covered by the profits
from the wheat yielded, because of the low yield of a large number of
the varieties that were inferior. This holds true in practically all the
work carried out on experiment farms. The Experiment Station can-
not say to the farmer that a certain method is the best method until
H; has tried out all other methods alongside of it and found them in-
ferior. Such trials cost money.

SECTION II.
TFIF SCIENT'IC PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING MOISTURE CON-

SERVATION AND USE.
Our present day.knowledge of the moisture of the soil is based

upon a great many investigations carried on by scores of scientists th
world over and covering many years of work. From the standpoint
of the practical farmer, however, the principles bearing upon the move
inent and use of moisture in soils are comparatively simple and if once
thoroughly understood and their application considered in every prac-
tice undertaken, the knowledge of them may prove of tremendous value
In farming operations.

Forms of Soil Moisture. Moisture occurs in the soil in three forms
called gravitational or free water, capillary or film moisture, and
hygroscopic moisture. From the practical standpoint the last named
form need not be considered.

Gravitational moisture is that which, coming to the soil as pre-
ipitation or from the irrigation ditch or from seepage, moves down-

ward in response to gravity through the spaces between the soil
particles.

Capillary moisture is that which clings to the soil particles in
minute films but moves from one soil particle to the next, upward
against the force of gravity or in any direction where drier soil occurs.

The difference between these two forms of moisture may be read-
ily understood by comparison with the action of the oil in a lamp. The
oil poured into the bowl of the lamp is like the gravitational water in
the soilthat which creeps upward over the fibers of the wick is like
the capillary moisture in the soil.

Gravitational Moisture. In a coarse sandy soil gravitational wa-
ter from the falling rain or irrigation ditch moves downward rapidly
through the large pore spaces between the particles. In a fine grained
soil like clay, it moves downward very slowly, as the pore spaces are
very small and the friction against its passage increased. In a soii
with a roughly plowed, rather cloddy surface, the pore space is in-
creased and percolation is rapid, thus rainfall strikes in at once, and
quickly passes into the subsoil. In a soil where the surface particles
have run together so that the ground is smooth and hardcrusted
overpercolation is slow and sometimes prevented altogether, the
gravitational water running off over the top of the ground down the
slopes into drainage courses, thereby causing surface washing. Where
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Fig 4. A and B represent the dffcrence n the average size of particle in a fine

sandy learn soil A and a silt loam soil B and because of this diCerence in size,

the great difference in the number of particles contained in a given area of each soil.
It can be seen readily enough that the sie of the spaces between the particles (pore

spaces) in A is very much greater than in B and hence water would s.trike in audi
run through soil A much mere quickly than B. In soil B percolation would he very
sliw owing to the fricticn in the small sized pore spaces. B also might be likened to

a dust'' mulch or a surface soil that has run together and crusted__preventing the
ready absorption and percolation of rainfall while A is like the fine cloddy mulch
which takes in moisture quickly. If a certan amount of humus (vegetable matter,

rcots, etc.) were introduced into B it would absorb moisture more quickly and not run
together so badly, while humus introduced into A would bind the coarse particles to-
gether and prevent their blowing so easily.

On the other hand it can be seen that the soil particles in B have a very much
greater tstal soil surface than those in A and hence can hold a much larger amount of
capillary or film moisture and supply more dissolved plant food for crop use. Aleo

capillary action will carry moisture a greater distance upward in soil B because the
steps in the ladder of coil particles up which the moisture climbs, are so much closer

together.

the surface of a silt loam or clay loam soil has been pulverized very
finely, cultivated until it has become ashy or dustlike in fineness, per-
colation is greatly hindered or largely prevented both because of the
dryness aild fineness of the soil. Running together and crusting or
surface washing occurs, if there is much rainfall. Where the surface
toil contains an abundance of decaying vegetable matterorganic
,natter_humusgravitatiOnal moisture is more quickly absorbed, both
because of the greater porosity of such a soil and because of the spongy
cbaracter of the humus itself. Where the soil is covered with a stubble
nr growing crop and the subsoil is filled with roots, gravitational mois-
ture from the rainfall strikes in instead of running off the surface.
Where there is a standing stubble or growing crop or rough plowed
tiurface, the snow is held from drifting off and thaws and is absorbed
by the soil. Where the surface soil is run together and frozen, moisture
from thawing snow penetrates through it very slowly.

In humid climates or where abundant water is supplied through
Ihe irrigation ditch, gravitatirnal moisture percolates downward unti'
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IL reaches a layer of rock or soil impervious to percolation. Then this
moisture accumulates, filling all the pore spaces. The level to whichthe free water fills these pore spaces of the soil is called the water
fable, tinder dry farming conditions rarely if ever, is there sufficient
rainfall to supply enough gravitational moisture to fill the subsoil pore
apace in this fashion, so that in such areas there usually is no waterfable.

Capillary Moisture. As the gravitational moisture moves down
and through the soil, it coats each soil particle with a film until it is
all consumed in thus wetting the soil particles, in this way converting
iLself into the capillary form. The capacity of soils for holding moisture
in the capillary form varies, of course, as the texture of the soil varies.rhe sandy barns of Central Oregon will hold about 15 per cent of theirdry weight in capillary moisture and the silt barns of the ColumbiaBasin about 18 per cent. The average soil will hold a maximum in
every foot of its depth of about 2 1/ inches of water in this capillary

Pig. 5. Represents three soil particles with
capillary moisture films surrounding some. The
thickest film is at the bottom of the soil column
where grsvitatjonal moisture has left the particle
coated with a film as large as it will hold. The
thinnest film is at the top of the column where
eviporation or crop roots have reduced the soil
moisture. With the moisture films in this conch-

ticu, capillary action will cause the moisture from
the thicker films below to move stcsdily upward
and replenish the thinner films above. This action
will continue as long as any film moisture remains
on those partilces of soil that are in contact with
each other. Of course, if by cultivation the con-
tact between the soil particles is broken, then
moisture no longer moves from one film to the next
and capillary action ceases until the soil particles
settle or are ccmpacted together and come in con-
tact again.

forth. In other words, the total annual rainfall of 10 inches in the
olumbja Basin may be held in the form of this film moisture in the

first 4 feet of Soil. This may be understood readily enough when itis realized that a cubic foot of soil contains an enormous number ofparticles, the surface areas of which added together amount to from1 to 4 acres in extent. It would take only an exceedingly thin film ofmoisture over so great a surface to equal a layer of water a foot squareand 2% inches in depth. The finer grained the soil, of course, the
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greater the surface area of the soil particles contained in a cubic foot
snd thus the greater the capacity for holding capillary moisture.

The movement of capillary moisture is affected also by the char-
acter of the soil in about the same way. In a sandy loam, capillary
moisture will move upward against the force of gravity in the dry soil
to a distance of about 3 feet, while in a tine grained silt loam it will
rise 5 or 6 feet, and in the finest grained soils a distance of 10 feet
r even more. In the coarser soils while the capillary moisture does

not rise so high, it moves more rapidly, while in the finest grained
soils the movement is very slow.

Upon this powr of the capillary moisture to niove upward against
the force of gravity into the root area of the crop, depends, to a con-
siderable extent, the success of crop production. The moisture crops
use is nearly altogether this moisture in the capillary form which the
minute root hairs readily absorb from the films surrounding the soil
particles until the soil is practically dry. As fast, however, as this sur-
face layer of soil is dried up by the crop roots, the capillary move-
ment of moisture from the lower depths of the soil brings new sus-
tenance into the root area, renewing the films over the soil particles
and over the roots themselves. With this rising moisture, of course, is
brought the soluble plant foods from the deeper soil layers.

On the other hand, it is through the agency of capillary action that
the largest loss of soil moisture occurs, as this action brings moisture
not only to the root area but to the surface of the soil where evapora-
tion takes place. Because the vapors arising from the moist soil into
the air are not readily discernible to the naked eye, few farmers realize
bow very large the loss of soil moisture through evaporation really is.

Evaporation of Moisture. Extensive records kept 0 measure-
ments of the evaporation from a free water surfacea large tank of
water exposed to the wind and sun on the surface of a fieldshow
that from 20 to 100 inches of water may be evaporated in the course
of the year and evaporation from the surface of a moist soil is nearly
as great. The evaporation, of course, is greater during the warm
aummer months. Air at a temperature of 100 F. will hold nine times
as much moisture in the shape of vapor as air at the temperature of
32 F. Thus it is that during the winter there is very little loss of
moisture from the soil because of evaporation, but in the summer the
loss is very great. At the Moro Station the evaporation during the
growing season usually totals about 45 inches, being greatest from a
free water surface during the period from April to September, as shown
in Table VIII.

The greatest evaporation from the soil, however, takes place dur-
ing the months of April, May and June, for although the temperature
is somewhat lower at this time the surface soil is much more moist
and therefore the loss from evaporation is grter. In July and August
the surface soil has become very dry and thus evaporation is reduced,
as evaporation does not take place to any great extent below a depth
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of 5 or 6 inches unless the soil surface is left very rough and loose
and filled with air spaces. Evaporatioa ceases nearly altogether at a
depth of one foot below the surface.

The wind, of course, effects evaporation greatly. When the air
over the soil surface once becomes charged with moisture vapor, the
rapidity of the evaporation of the soil is greatly reduced. Winds, how-
ever, carry away the charged air and constantly bring drier air to
take its place, thus hasteniI3g evaporation. This is particularly true
during the summer or when the winds are unusually hot and dry.

Note in Table VIII that very high evaporation in 1911 during the
months of June, July and August and the correspondingly high wind
velocities during that period while the temperatures were normal. In
eastern Oregon the winds from the west ordinarly are more cool and
moist than those from the east, and hence perhaps somewhat less in-
jurious on this account. The monthly wind velocities, as determined
at the Moro Station, are shown together with the evaporation and
temperature data. In Central Oregon the temperature 19 lower, the
growing season shorter and wind is less prevalent, hence the evapor-
ation loss is somewhat less.

Another factor affecting the evaporathn is the amount of dis-
solved salts contained in the soil solution. The lijger the salt con-
tent of the solution the less the evaporation, hence the richer the soil
s in plant foods the less loss of moisture there is from this cause-an

important advantage to the dry farmer who maintains the maximum
'ertility in his soil.

TABLE VHI. MONTHLY TEMPERATURE, EVAPORATION, AND
WIND VELOCITIES AT MORO.

Montb

1912

(to
S

1913

0 °'
0

.ianuary 80.4 4.86 29.3 3.74 29.7 2.29
Lebruary 30.7 5.30 36.8 4.89 28.8 2.57j'farch 43.5 2.494 5.27 38.0 1.116 6.21 . 39.6 5.72April 46.3 6.121 9.60 45.7 4.601 8.44 46.8 4.137 6.72
May 50.3 5.924 8.50 54.7 6.851 7.77 54.6 6.053 8.52Juue 60.6 9.702 11.50 61.4 7.847 5.85 60.4 7.364 6.76July 69.4 11.880 9.00 71.5 7.904 5.63 66.3 7.983 5.99August 65.9 8.675 9.20 62.7 6.634 5.33 65.1 7.724 6.13September 54.8 4.364 6.50 55.0 4.506 2.81 55.9 4.953 3.95Jctober 46.9 1.780 4.90 44.9 2.594 2.00 47.3 2.411 4.96November
l)ecember

38.4
34.1

.428 6.40
3.30

40.7
31.3

.749 2.98
4.60

40.9
24.2

3.96
257



TranspiraiOn of 4isto'e. Very similar to tie ev'pora113O from
the soil is the transpiration of moisture from the crop itself. The
minute pores covering the leaf surface of the piant give off moisture
which is evaporated into the air just as is that moisture which is found
in the pores of the soil. Owing to the very dilute solution of plant
luods containcd in the soil water, plants must absorb many times their
own weight in water in order to obtain sufficient food. This water is
breathed off" or transpired through the leaves, aiding in this way in

protecting the plant in hot weather just as perspiration aids the animai
in keeping cool.

Different plants vary a great deal in the amount of moisture they
transpire under like conditions, as is shown below, requiring all the
way from 300 to 1000 times their own (dry) weight in water by the
time they reach maturity.
TABLE SR. WATER-REQUIREMENT MEASUREMENTS OP VARIETIES AND CROPS

AT AKRON, COLORADO, IN 1911.

(As Determined by Briggs and Schants, 13. 5. Dept. of Agriculture, Bureau Plant In-
dustry, Bul. 284).

(Based on Grain Produced.)

Crop Variety

Water requirement (Lbs. of waler
per lb. of dry matter in crop.)

Relative
require-
ment as
compared
with

Wheat

( Brown kaoliang 726

J BIacl<hull kafir 803

Sorghum White durra 806 790 55
(. Dwarf milo 1,122

Hannchen 1,124
Beldi 1,155

narley Beardless 1,210 1,244 Ca

Wl1ite Hull-less 1,475

Emmer 1,180
Kubanks 1,19.1
Galgalos 1,245

Wheat Spring Ghirka 1,882 1,357 100
Marvel Bluetem 1,786

Sixty-Day 1,383
Burt 1,500

Oats Swedish Select 1,632 1,680 124

Canadian 2,204

Ilye Spring 2,215 163

Field peas Canada 2218 16i

Of Of

Variety Crop
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TABLE X. WATER-REQUIREMENT MEASUREMENTS OF VARIETIES AND CROPS
AT AKRON,* COLORADO, IN 1911.

(Based on Total Dry Matter Produced of all Parts above Ground.)

Water requirement (Lbs. of water
per lb of dry matter in crop.)

uConditions very similas- to those in Central Oregon. Average evaporatien April to
September 45 inches. Rainfall 15 inches. Elevation 4400approximately.

Crop Variety Relative
require-

Of Of ment asVariety Crop compared
with

Wheat

Millet Kursk 287 56

Blackhull kafir 278
Red Amber 298

&rghum Brown kasliang 301 306 60
White durra 321
Dwarf milo 383

Tumble weed 275
Weeds Russian thistle 336 322 63

Pig weed 356

Esperansa 819
-Corn Northwestern Dent 368 389 73

Iowa Silvermine 420

sugar beet Klei nwanzleben 377 74
Rape Dwarf Essex 441 87
Potato Irish Cobbler . 448 88

Rubanka 468
Balgalos - 496

Wheat Spring Ghirka - - 506 507 100
Marvel Bluestem 531

L Emmer 534

I Hannchen 527
Barley White Hull-less 542

Beldi 543 539 106
- Beardless 544

Canadian 598
Oats Sixty-Day 605

Swedish Select 815 614 122
Burt 639

Bweet Clover - - . Wild 709 140
Bye Spring 724 143
Sagebrush Mountain sage 765 151
Field pea Canada soo 158
Alfalfa Grimm 1.008 211
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The wheat plant gives off about 500 times its own weight in
water of transpiration or about 1300 times the weight of the grain it
produces. Thus to produce a bushel of wheat, together with its straw,
about 40 tons of water are required. An inch of rainfall on an acre
of land, or, in other words, an acre inch, contains about 113 tons of
water, hence an inch of rainfall if it were all utilized in the growing
of the crop would produce about 3 bushels of wheat per acre and 10
inches of rainfall, which is the average annual precipitation over the
bulk of Eastern Oregon dry farming lands, would produce 30 bushels
of wheat per acre. Yet the average annual production of wheat in
Eastern Oregon is only about 7 or 8 bushels. It is evident at once that
the chief reason for this is because a large portion of the rainfall is
iiot conserved or utilized for growing the crop.

Extent of Moistuie Losses. When it is remembered that prac-
tically the only loss of moisture that may occur from the dry farnhing
soil is that of evaporation we can realize how important this process
becomes. In July, 1911, the evaporation from a free water surface
at Mcro amounted to nearly 12 inches, which would be at the rate of
3 inches per week or nearly a half an inch per day. From an acre of
iand such a loss would amount to about 340 tons per week, or nearly
50 tons of water per acre per day. This daily loss more than equals
the water required to produce a bushel of wheat while the evaporation
for the month was more than the entire annual rainfall and equal to
the amount of water required to produce approximately 36 bushels of
wheat per acre.

Even if the loss from the soil were but half of this amount it is
not difficult to see how rapidly the dry farmer's crop can evaporate into
'thin air." Hence in dry farming practically the very foundation of

successthe conservation of moisturerests upon the prevention of
evaporation losses. The success of such prevention depends very large-
ly upon controlling the capillary action of the soil which brings mois-
ture to the surface where it may be evaporated. The relation of evap-
oration to capillary action may be likened to the action of the oil in
the wick of the lamp. Just as rapidly as the flame in the lamp burns
away the oil at the tip of the wick, capillary action brings more oil
up to the flame from the reservoir in the bowl So the heat of the sun,
through evaporation, dries out the surface soil, and as rapidly as the
surface becomes dry, capillary action brings naw moisture up from that
stored away in the subsoil. This continues, of course, more and more
slowly as the supply nears exhaustion until finally the soil is practically
dry.

Control of Moisture Losses. Since the winds and temperatures
which increase evaporation can not be controlled to any groat extent
ny the farmer, his whole attention must he given to preventing the
capillary rise of moisture to the surface soil. Fortunately this can be
done with great success. As already described, the rise of capillary
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moisture takes place by the passage of the film of water surrounding
one soil particle to the next. These minute films cannot move except
through contact with the surrounding particles of films of moisture.
Hence capillary action through a loose, cloddy layer of soil where the
contact of the soil particles is more or less broken and the air spaces
are large, is very slow and irregular. Further, the movement of capil-
lary moisture over a dry surface is exceedingly slow. Where the sur-
face of the soil particles are moist, capillary action is rapid (the moist
surface "sucking" the way for the easy movement of more moisture).
IL is the knowledge o these facts regarding capillary action that has
given the farmer control of moisture movement. Wherever the soil
is firm and compact clear to the surface, the soil particles are in close
contact with each other and the soil moisture has a ladder of short
steps up which it can climb very readily to the surface, but as soon
as the soil is loosened and dried out by turning with any sort of tillage
implement, capillary action is hindered and practically stopped and
thus evaporation is prevented. A layer of only 4 or 5 inches of 5011
shuts off the heat of the sun and the action of the wind sufficiently to
prevent evaporation, nearly altogether, from the moist soil below that
depth.

The Soil Mulch. This loose, dry surface layer of soil produced by
cultivation has come to be called the soil mulch, and in the use of the
right Sort of soil mulch lies the dry farmer's chief means of prevention
of moisture loss. A loose, dry layer of soil 3 inches in depth is just
as effective in stopping capillary action, and thus holding in the mois-
ture, as is the old fashioned straw mulch used in the garden. It is like
spreading a blanket of dry, huffy, cotton or wool over the moist soil.
Such a blanket would resist the rise of capillary moisture a long time,
during the hottest, driest summer weather. A loose, dry soil blanket
is equally effective.

If the surface soil has settled during the winter and become com-
pact and run together with the thawing snow and rains of spring so
chat the entire mass of soil particles lie in close contact with each
other, and capillary action continues unbroken to the very surface,
then, in the early spring when the evaporation season starts, the
eoil mulch should be created. This is done by stirring the soil with
the disk and harrow, thus breaking up capillary action and preventing
evaporation. Later, when the spring rains come again and re-compact
and re-moisten the soil mulch, then again should cultivation be given
to re-establish the dry loose layer. Whenever the soil mulch becomes
moist, either from rainfall above or ascending moisture from below,
t must again be stirred and dried out.

Occasional light showers during the spring or early summer gen-
erally do more harm than good as they merely make it necessary to
r,new th mulch and do not penetrate into the sub-surface soil sufficient-
ly to be of benefit. By renewing capillary action through the mulch they
often cause larger loss through evaporation of stored moisture than
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they bring in their total fall. On the other hand, a very heavy isolated
rain by beating down and running together the mulch, generally is
prevented from penetrating into the subsoil and is lost, largely through
the surface run-off caused. A slow rain extending over a considerable
period is usually the most beneficial.

The "Dust Mulch." It should be clearly understood, however,
that the so-called "dust mulch" is not the best sort of soil mulch
Where the soil has been cultivated in such a way or so often as to be-
come very finely pulverized, dust-like, or ashy in texture, an undesir-
able condition is reached. Such a mulch is easily run together and
crusted over from the rain, while from the fact that the air spaces be-
tween the finely pulverized soil masses are smaller, capillary action
from below more readily resumes its spread. A rather coarse, daddy
mulch, composed of small clods and fine soil crumbs is preferable. It
is not so easily destroyed hy running together and crusting over with
the rain and its larger air spaces more effectively shut off capillary
movement to the surface. Further, as already mentioned, the rainfall
will penetrate and percolate more freely through a cloddy mulch into
the soil beneath. A "dust mulch" resists percolation of the rainfall
and keeps the moisture near the surface where it runs off as surface
wash or is quickly lost through evaporation. A finely pulverized mulch
makes a poor seed bed for fall sowing. It runs together and crusts
so badly over winter as to choke out wheat or cause surface washing,
and, later, baking and cracking.

While moisture will rise through capillary action from depths of
4 or 5 feet or even depths of 10 feet below the surface of the soil, yet,
in the average soil, this action is very slow, and this perhaps is fortu-
nate. It it were rapid, moisture would be brought so quickly to the
surface that early in the spring or summer the winter supply of mois-
ture would be either evaporated and lost altogether or consumed by
the crop in making stalk and leaf growth in the early part of the season,
so that when the plant reached the grain making stage towards matur-
ity, insufficient moisture would remain to permit profitable yields.

The drying of the surface soil by evaporation or of the root
area by the feeding of the crop, of course, increases the rapidity with
which moisture is drawn from the layers below. But even under these
circumstances the movement is not sufficiently rapid to give the crop
all the moisture it can use, hence, the growth of the straw, fortunately
in this way is reduced and the formation and ripening of the grain
started before the moisture supply is exhausted.

Deep Storage of Importance. Deep storage of soil moisture is of
the greatest importance to the dry farmer, not merely because the
deeper in the subsoil the moisture is stored the less readily it can reach
the surface and be exhausted by evaporation or consumed in the early
growth of the plant, as already described, but because this condition
induces deep rooting of the crop. Thus, as the hot weather approaches
and the grain filling period comes, the crop roots have a great area
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of soil from which not only to obtain stored moisture but plant food
as well, and the deeper stored moisture, which cannot reach the upper
layers of soil rapidly enough through capillary action to supply the
needed sustenance, can be utilized by the deeply rooted plants. It is
this subsoil moisture which acts as the dry farmer's reserve and per-
mits him to produce a successful crop "without rain." (etting the
moisture into the soil is almost as important as is its conservation after
it gets there. It is at least of rst importance, for moisture cannot be
conserved until it is taken into the soil reservoir.

To induce deep storage the surface soil must be maintained in an
absorptive, sponge-like condition throughout the precipitation period
as far as possible, as already described, by plowing or disking, increas-
ing the humus content, etc., so that precipitation will strike in and be
carried to the subsoil immediately, not only by percolation but by
capillary action downward.

Indeed, one of the most important functions of capillary action is
to carry moisture downward into the lower, drier areas after percola-
tion has ceased. Here again a moist subsoil is of greatest importance,
for a Car reaching capillary movement downward is hastened where
the soil particles are already moist, "sucking" the way for a more
rapid passage of further moisture.

Where the surface soil is left hard and compact over winter and
early spring, not only loss from surface washing occurs, but moisture
does not penetrate into the subsoil. It remains largely in the surface
layers. This results in shallow rooting of the crop plants and a con-
sequent larger growth of leaf and stalk, a larger loss by evaporation,
a greater exhaustion of the plant foods in the surface layers and, of
course, greater suffering in the dry, hot weather when filling time
comes.

In properly handled soils in regions of 10 to 15 inches rainfall,
the moisture may be carried to depths of 8 and 10 feet and at this
depth it is by no means beyond reach of even the comparatively shallow
rooted grain crops. Their roots strike steadily deeper and deeper and
draw upon this deeply stored moisture directly and indirectly through
the lesser distance that capillary action must carry the more deeply
stored moisture to them. As a matter of fact, it is not uncommon to
find a portion of the roots of the wheat plant penetrating to a depth
of 8 or 10 feet, although this does not occur, of course, except where
moisture has penerated that far, for root penetration follows only in
the path of moisture.

The Maximum Moisture That May Be Conserved. Where the
proper methods have been followed to secure the maximum absorption
of the moisture into the soil and maximum retention through the pre-
vention of evaporation, from 80 to 90 per cent of the winter precipita-
tion may be conserved in the soil until spring, and where thoroughly
.ultivated summer fallowing is practiced, from 50 to 60 per cent of the

precipitation may be carried through the summer and added to the
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precipitation of the following winter, so that the fall seeding on prop-
erly summer fallowed land may begin its growth in the spring, it is
believed, with 70% of the total precipitation of the two winter seasons
preceding. In other words, where the precipitation in the Columbia
Basin from October, 1911, to April, 1913, amounted to 17.4 inches and
the best methods werd used, it is believed that 70% of this precipitation
or 12 inches would be found stored in the first 8 or 10 feet of soil on
the first of April, 1913, ready for the use of the crops sown on the
summer fallowed lands the previous fall. Since the larger part of this
supply would be available for crop use it is evident that there is suf-
Ocient moisture to produce 30 to 36 bushels of wheat per acre.

It is safe to say that moistire, if properly conserved, may by no
means be the oniy limiting factor in crop production in Eastern Ore-
4on, hut that the use of the right variety and proper cultural methods
as well as the maintenance of soil fertility are equally necessary it
maximum yields are desired.

In other words, if only 60 per cent of the normal 20 inches of
two years' precipitation may be stored, and if 70 per cent of the stored.
moisture may be extracted by the crop, a production of 26 bushels per
acre would be possible on the basis of the average total moisture re-
quirement of wheat, provided all other conditions such as variety, fer-
tility, cultural methods, etc., were favorable. It. is unnecessary to
state, of course, that the average production of the Eastern Oregon dry
farmer does not equal a half of this yield. While it may not he possi-
ble easily to reach the maximum conservation suggested, yet there is
room for great improvement, not only in the amount of moisture con-
served but in its best utilization through the right cultural methods,
fertility maintenance, etc.

Purpose of the Summer Fallow. Further, it would seem that there
could be little question but that one of the large advantages of thor-
oughly cultivated summer fallow is the storage of two year's precipita-
tion for the production of one crop. Vhere the summer fallow is
plowed in June and left rough and uncultivated over summer there is
so little moisture conserved that the only advantage of such practice
is to break down plant food, increasing the immediate supply of the
available or soluble forms for the succeeding crop, although probably
this method of summer fallowing adds slightly in conserving moisture,
acting as a deep, loose mulch and aids slightly also in getting rid of
u-eeds. On the other hand, there is no question but what the early
plowed, thoroughly cultivated summer fallow not only brings an im-
portant advantage to the following crop in the larger amount of mois-
ture conserved from the previous year's precipitation, but in addition
makes available fully as much plant food and destroys a very large
proportion, if not all, of the weeds present. Weeds are heavy moisture
consumers and have become a heavy tax on Eastern Oregon dry farm-
ing production. A weedy summer fallow will leave the soil almost as
dry as will a crop of grain. The organic matter they may add to the
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soil is of inferior quality and little value as compared with the moisture
and available plant food they consume.

Again, if it is possible to store 70% of the winter's precipitation
certainly in IJmatilla County and other portions of Eastern Oregon
where the rainfall is 18 inches or over there is sufficient moisture to
make it possible and desirable in favorable seasons to grow a substi-
tute crop in place of the summer fallowsuch substitute crops par-
ticularly as are not heavy moisture consumers, or as would aid in
maintaining fertility and permit diversified production, thus increas-
ing the annual income.

SO1E UNUSUAL SOIL MOISTURE CONDITIONS IN CENTRAL
OREGON.

A very considerable portion of the level tillable plateau lands of
Central Oregon are supplied with an under-ground flow of water at a
varying depth of from 10 to 20 feet below the surface. The possi-
bility that this water supply might eventually be drawn upon for crop
use, has frequently been suggested by the writer. When land is cleared
and moisture conserving tillage put into operation, study of the moist-
ure movements in dry farming lands has shown that where the natural
precipitation of 10 or 12 inches annually is properly conserved, the
moisture through capillary action steadily goes downward, as has been
discussed elsewhere, and, if proper tillage methods are continued the
conserved soil moisture has been known to reach a depth of 10 feet
or more. The writer's idea has been that if the moisture from pre-
cpitation can be thus conserved it would in time make connection
with the moisture rising from the ground water level already men-
tioned. The effect of such a union between the moisture of precipitation
nd that from the ground water would be practically a moderate sort

of sub-irrigation, with the resultant benefits to crops, particularly decp
rooted crops.

Owing to the slowness of the capillary movement of moisture
upward through the soil, it is not probable that when such a uniom' is
made, sufficient moisture could be drawn from this 12-foot unde'-
ground level to supply the whole needs of the crop, but a sufficeot
amount could be obtained each season to form-a very importan addi-
tion and a reserve supply to that obtained by conservation of the pre-
cipitation, thus considerably increasing crop yields and tending to in-
sure a fair crop in the driest years through the certainty of thcre be-
ing always a good subsoil moisture supply at the grain fih1in period.

The greatest benefit from this connection with the ground water
would be derived from the deeper rooting produced in crop plants.
As is well known, the chief reason for the development of the rooting
ystem of a plant is its pursuit of soil moisture. If there is a con-

siderable depth of moist soil, we have a corresponding deep rooting
stem of the plant, which develops to the limits of the moist area.

Thus, if in Central Oregon the precipitation moisture may be con-
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nected up with the ground water moisture, plants will root deeply, be
ible to withstand drouth, obtaining a larger total amount of moisture,
and find a very much larger soil area from which to secure plant
foods. This would be particularly true with such a deep rooting plant
as alfalfa, which would readily follow as far as moist soil will lead it,

clear down to the level of the ground water, at a depth of 10 or even
20 feet, and thus alfalfa would eventually under these conditions be-
come a sub-irrigated crop. That such an effect as described would

be an enormous benefit to the entire Central Oregon dry farming area
is beyond question.

On this account, at the very beginning of the experimental work
on the Burns Farm, the soil moisture movements have constantly been

studied with the keenest interest by means of soil borings carried on
systematically throughout the year on the Experiment Farm and by
.jorings in many different parts of Harney County. Surface wells were
also dug on the Burns Farm so that the changes in the level of the
ground water as well as the movement of the surface moisture might
be observed The results of these observations have been most in-
teresting, and the rapidity with which the connection between the two
moisture layers has taken place has been a surprise.

In the summer of 1911, when the Experiment Farm at Burns was
aelecied, borings by the writer in the sage brush covered soil showed
that over the greater part of the farm area the soil was extremely
dry to a depth of 6 and 8 feet, it being very difficult to draw the soil
from the borings because of the dryness. The native bunch grass and
other native semi-arid plants on the surface were brown and burned
dry. Later, repeated and more careful borings showed that the ob-
servations from these original borings were correct, there being a
layer of dry soil over a large portion of the farm to a depth of
from 7 to 9 feet, the average depth through dry soil to the water table
heing about 11 feet. At the beginning of the cropping season for 1913

on 80 per cent of all of the land cleared and plowed in the fall of
1911 and spring of 1912 and thoroughly cultivated thereafter, the soil
was moist all the way from the surface to the water table at 11 feet.
On the crops planted on this area, where moisture connection had been
made, the effect was very evident. On the remainder of the land the
dry layer of soil between the surface moisture and the underground
moisture varied from a few inches up to six or eight feet in thick-
ness. Where the watr table was overlaid with a seam of gravel or
coarse sand or sandy loam, the capillary rise from tbe water table was
of course largely prevented and the greatest thickness of the dry soil
layer was found over such strata. On the adjoining soil areas where
the sage brush still remained on the land in its original condition, the
vinter's precipitation had moistened the soil to a depth of from 12
to 18 iuches, while underneath this moist surface layer was found the
same deep layer of dry soil as existed in the cultivated lands in the
year previous to their being cleared and plowed. Wherever the heavy
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hardpan occurred below the surface soil, either on the uncleared or the
ceared and cultivated land, the surface penetration of the moisture
was greatly hindered, but on cultivated lands showed softening and

ow penetration of the moisture. Heavy hardpans in the same way
shut off the capillary rise of the moisture from the water table below.

The detailed observations on these interesting changes in moist-
ure conditions will be published later in a separate report. It is
enough to say at this time that the change from a strictly dry farm
dependent upon the conservation of the precipitation moisture for
crop production, to what might be called sub-irrigated conditions has
actually already taken place over a considerable area of the Experi-
ment Farm at Burns. Given the same treatment, there is little ques-
tion that the same change will occur over a very large area of the
present tillable sage brush lands of Central Oregon, with the con-
sequent benefits to production, particularly of the more deeply rooted
lops. To what degree this change will benefit production cannot be

stated accurately at this time but the prospect appears inviting. There
is little question that the rapidity of the change in moisture condi-
tions described was due partially to the removal of the sage brush,
which as indicated in the transpiration table, is a heavy moisture con-
burner and as observation has shown thrives under semi-arid condi-
tions partially at least because of its deep rooting and its ability to
live more or less dormant during the hot summer weather after the
soil moisture is practically exhausted. It is probable that the sage
brush cover in Central Oregon has done much to keep the deeper sub-
boil area dry, consuming the moisture as rapidly as it is brought up
from the water table below by capillarity. However, because of the
sandy character of the Central Oregon dry farming soils, clearing
the land of sage brush would not alone bring about this change of
moisture conditions described, as may be observed from borings in
areas where the sage brush and other growth has been burned or
hilled off. Hence, there seems little question that it is the combined
elearing of the land followed by plowing and moisture conserving till-
age that permits the rapid union of the surface and subsoil moisture.
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SECTION 111

THOROUGH TILLAGE METHODS.

The highest production in the Oregon dry farming areas is de-
pendent first and foremost upon the fullest possible utilization of
the precipitation. Fully one-half of the total annual precipitation may
be coiiserved for crop use by means of thorough tillage operations.
As discussed elsewhere, this amount is ample for much higher pro-
duction than is n'iw being obtained. On the average farm probably
not more than one-fourth of the total precipitation is now used for
crop production.

Deep plowing is the first essential in moisture conservation. A

deep, loose, rough layer of plowed soil acts like a sponge in quickly
absorbing the precipitation and permitting it to get into the subsoil
for storage. Much of the rainfall is lost through surface run-off, or
through evaporation, because it never gets into the deeper soil, which
is the dry farmer's reservoir for the stored water that supplies the
crops through the dry season. A furrow less than 9 or 10 inches deep,
cannot be considered deep plowing.

Where land is plowed in the spring and for immediate sowing,
unless the packer is used, the plowing should be somewhat shallower,
and also where the soil is very sandy; but under practically all other
conditions plowing both on dry and irrigated lands should be deep.

Where plowing is done for the purpose of summer fallowing,
here is ample time for the soil to s tie and become sufficiently com-

pact before seeding time.
The formation of plow soles, as discussed elsewhere, is avoided

or overcome by deep plowing, a slight variation in the depth each year
being practiced, thereafter, to prevent further formation of plow
soles.

Fall plowing is the second step. It not only permits plowing to
greater depths than can safely be done in the spring, but it leaves
the land rough and loose through the wet season so that it holds the
snow and quickly absorbs the rainfall of early fall and spring. The
vital importance of this pointleaving the surface soil rough and
loose over winter for absorption of moisturecannot be over-empha-
sized. Plowing should never be harrowed in the fall, on that account, but
left rough till early spring when it should be dished and a little later
mulched. Leaving the land in the stubble all winter causes great loss
of the rainfall through evaporation, due to the running together and
crusting of the surface soil, which prevents the water entering the
subsoil reservoir, and also causes surface-washing.

Fall-plowed ground may be worked earlier in the spring, and
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permits earlier seeding. It is an advantage, moreover, in Jessening
the rush of spring work. Fall plowing is also beneficial in making
plant food available and killing weed and insect pests. Where the
lateness of the fall rains makes extensive fall plowing difficult because
f the dryness of the soil, this may be offset to some extent by double-

disking the stubble with the disk or double action cutaway harrow,
in the fall after the grain is harvested. In some dry farming local-
i.ties fall plowing has shown an increase in the moisture conserved, as
bigh as 50 per cent of the total annual precipitation.

Disk Plowing. The difficulty in plowing hard dry soil in the fall
may be offset by the proper use of the disk plow for fall work. Disk
plowing has not been found highly successful the country over, and
is ordinarily considered the poor farmers method, but this is not be-
cause of the plow, but because of the farmer. The poor farmer uses
the disk plow because it gets over the ground more rapidly and with
less horse power. Used hr this way, the disk plow unquestionably
dues very unsatisfactory workmaking a shallow, cloddy seed bed.
Properly used, disk plowing should be deeper than moldboard plow-
lug (10 to 11 inches), more horse power should be used, and the
plow should be kept moving faster, so that the soil is more thoroughly
pulverized and the stubble better covered.

Further, there are a good many makes of disk plows which do
not do satisfactory work under any conditions, so that careful study
t the different types of disk plows should be made if successful re-

sults are to be secured. (See discussion of requirements of a good
disk plow elsewhere). A two-bladed disk plow always does better work
than a single disk, and never more than an 8-inch to 10-inch furrow
should be turned to do the best pulverization.

At the Corvallis Experiment Station four yeafs' trials of plowing
dry soil with a disk plow before the fall rains, have shown that this

method of plowing will do fully as good work, produce as large crops
and leave the land in as good shape, as will plowing with the mold-
board after the fall rains have made the soil sufficiently moist to per-
mit the use of this implement. To get such results, however, it was
found imperative that the disk plow be a first class machine and be
set deeply and moved with plenty of horse power. Where the disk
plow is set shallow in dry soil it turns the furrow slice over in large
lumps, which are very difficult to work down into condition for seed-
ing, causes drying out of moisture from the ridged furrow bottom,
and altogether is entirely unsatisfactory. Where properly used, as
described, this style of plowing permits a great deal of the land to be
turned in the fall, which otherwise could not be plowed until late in
the spring, when there is much other work to do. In the fall, at the
time when the soil becomes sufficiently moist to plow with the mold-
board, all of the farm equipment and labor is required for seeding
before the ground gets too wet, so that as a rule little fall plowing
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can be done if it must wait until the moldboard can be used. For
crops like field peas, which must be sown as early as possible in the
spring, fall plowing is almost imperative. This makes it necessary
merely to go upon the land in the spring with the disk and then drill
in the seed.

Land which has been plowed and seeded in the spring and is to
b seeded the spring following, is especially well adapted to disk plow-

ing. in Central Oregon, particularly in the Catlow Valley, there are
in certain areas sticky soils which do not scour well on the moldboard
plow, but which, it is believed, may be more successfully handled
with the disk plow. In all other cases, however, where the soil is
sufficiently moist, the moldboard plow does the better work of the
two. It is only for plowing a dry soil in the early fall that the disk
plow is recommended, and then only under the conditions described.

Where the land is to be summer tallowed and can be plowed
reasonably early in the spring, fall plowing is not so necessary. Many
farmers in Eastern Oregon object to fall plowing, partly for the reason
described and partly because of the fall seeding of large areas, which

requires all of their time. As farming becomes more diversified, thia
latter objection will to some extent disappear. Whatever the case
may be, there is no question that it is a bad practice from every stand-
point to permit the stubble land to go into the winter without some
sort of cultivation.

Fall Disking. If the time cannot be taken for fall plowing, the
land at least can be disk-harrowed after the harvest. This practice
has proved very successful throughout Eastern Oregon. The best ma-
chine for the purpose is the double action cutaway disk harrow, al-
though the ordinary double action disk harrowsometimes called the
Walla Walla disk, or even the common single harrow, may be used
successfully for this work. With the ordinary disk harrow, double
disking should always be done by lapping half the first round, never
by disking crosswise.

This treatment may start immediately after harvest if the soil
is not too dry and does not pulverize too much, otherwise the disk-
ing should not be done until the fall rains have moistened the sur-
face soil enough so that the disk will furrow the ground, leaving it
with a rough absorptive surface which will catch the fall rains an
snow and not run together immediately. its purpose is to break and
roughen the crust that has been formed on the surface of the wheat
fields and to chop up and thoroughly incorporate the heavy stubble
into the surface soil. In this way the surface soil is put into condi-
tion to absorb thQ winter precipitation in somewhat the same way as
by fall plowing, thus preventing the surface run-off or shallow pene-
tration that would otherwise occur. Further, chopping up the stubble
and mixing it with the surface soil brings it within reach of the soil
bacterial and chemical agencies, causing it to decay, so that its plant
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food becomes more quickly available. In addition, when it is plowed
under in the spring it makes a better union of the plowed land with
the ground underneath, re-establishes capillary connection with the

Fig. 6. A Double Action cutaway Disk HarrowValuable for
Fall and Early Spring Work.

stored moisture of the subsoil, so that even heavy stubble treated in
this way does not cause the soil to dry out. This fall disk-harrowing
of the land also destroys the after-harvest weeds and causes weed
seed to germinate freely, so that they may be destroyed by a later
disking or in the spring tillage operation. Land that has been fall
iisk-harrowed also plows more easily and somewhat earlier in the
spring. No more important practice for the dry farmer can be urged
than this one of double disking in the fall.

Spring Disking. Where this fall practice is now followed, how-
ever, and the land, having gone through the winter in the stubble, is
to be plowed in the spring, it is of the greatest importance that the
plowing be preceded by a douhie-disking as early as it is possible to
get upon the ground.

This early double-disking will bring up the weeds, will help con-
serve early spring rains, break down the stubble and make the spring
plowing very much easier and more effective, in just the same way
as does the fall disking. To make a better union between the plowed
land and the land underneath is more important in the spring, how-
ever, than in the fall, as the soil has less time to settle into place
at this season. The greatest advantage of early spring disking is that
it can he done earlier and more quickly than plowingthus breaking
up the crust and creating both an absorptive surface to receive the
spring rains and a mulch to retain them until plowing can be finished.

Spring Plowing. As a large portion of the Eastern Oregon dry
farming land will always be spring-plowed, this is an important till-
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age operation. As affecting moisture conservation, the most vital
point in this practice is that it he done as early as possible. The ma-
jor portion of the dry farming area is plowed for summer fallowing
in June. The result of such late plowing is a heavy loss of moisture.
As shown below, at the Moro Experiment Station in 1913, plowing in
May as compared with June increased the yield 7 bushels per acre,
and plowing in April as compared with June increased the yield 13

bushels per acre. The larger the amount of moisture that has been
stored in the subsoil, the greater the loss that will occur because of
June plowing. At the Moro Station, where the land has been contin-
uously cropped previous to the establishment of the Experiment Farm,
the subsoil moisture was exhausted. Hence, the first two years the
results from April plowing as compared with June plowing were not
so marked, but now that the store of subsoil moisture (upon which
successful dry farming largely depends) is being increased, the ad-
vantages of early spring plowing for summer fallow are becoming
much more apparent. Dry farmers throughout Eastern Oregon are
urged to adopt this important practice. In Umatilla County the early
spring plowing has already been much more widely adopted than
elsewhere.

TABLE XI.

TNDICATION OP GOOD EFFECTS OF PLOWING EARLY FOR SUMMER FALLOW.

(Yields at Moro-.--1913).

Plowing April 1, 1912 (Ave. of 14 plats) Yield Wheat 1913.24.3 hu.
Plowing May 1, 1912(Ave of 8 plats) Yield Wheat 1913 . . .18.5 bu.
Plowing June 1, 1912(Ave. of 8 plats) Yield Wheat 1913. . . .10.6 bu.

Gain of April plowing over June plowing 13.7 bu.

Gain of May plowing over June plowing 7.9 bu

Harrowing. In connection with spring plowing, a practice of
very great value, not always observed, is harrowing immediately be-
hind the plow. As shown elsewhere, rapid evaporation of moisture
starts in April, going as high as 6 inches from a free water surface
during that month, and even higher thereafter. Hence, when with
the spring plowing a deep furrow slice of moist soil is exposed to the
sun and wind, the loss of moisture is very rapid and should be stopped
at once by creating a mulch with the harrow. Land should be har-
ed directly on the gang plow itself and a second harrowing given
rowed not only the same day but, better yet, a section may be attach-
shortly thereafter if the first does not form a good mulch.

It should be plainly understood, however, that this practice does
not apply to fall-plowed land. Fall plowing never should be harrowed,
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ar at that season of the year evaporation is declining and very small
in amount, and it is desired to leave the soil as rough as possible for
the, absorption of winter moisture. Harrowing in the fall would only
cause the soil to run together and crust, thus excluding moisture.

Subsurface Packing. The correct use of the subsurface packer
described elsewhere, is not well understood by many farmers.
As a matter of fact, the machine has not a wide use on Eastern Ore-
gon lands. There are cases, however, where the land is plowed in the
spring and is to be seeded immediately, when the subsurface packer
may be of distinct value. Care must be taken, of course, not to use
this machine when the soil is still so moist as to pack into clods or
smear. Its correct use is to follow immediately behind the plow,
working 3 or 4 inches underneath the surface of the soil, smashing the
clods beneath the furrow slice, and compressing the dry stubble and
trash turned under, thus eliminating the air spaces under the furrow
slice, which cause the rapid drying out of the plowed land and shut
off the rise of capillary moisture into tbe seed bed from the lower depths
of the soil. The harrow should follow at once after the packer.

For spring plowing that is to be seeded at once, this practice of
rub-surface packing is very important, but for spring plowed land
that is to be summer fallowed, particularly where plowing has been
preceded with the disk, sub-surface packing is unnecessary. There
s ample time for the weight of the soil itself, together with the per-

colation of the subsequent rainfall, to allow the plowed soil to settle
and capillary connection be resumed with the soil underneath. Occas-
ionally where the soil is very loose and it is desired to sow small seed
like alfalfa and rape, the subsurface packer or the corrugated roller
is valuable in giving the firmness to the seed bed which is so neces-.
eary for successful germination of these crops. Disking before plow-
ing and disking after plowing, however, are both so effective in firm-
ing the subsurface soil and re-establishing capillary connections, that
the packer is hardly an essential machine, although its use may
occasionally be advantageous, as described.

Sowing. Sowing throughout Eastern Oregon is practically al-
ways more successful when done with drills. On dry farming lands
the drill accomplishes covering of the seed without any additional
operation. Broadcasting of any kind is entirely out of place on the
dry farm and has practically been discarded. On the irrigated lands,
of course, small seeds, such as clover, alfalfa, or rape, are successfully
broadcasted in front of the drill, but even under these conditions
clover and alfalfa may be more successfully drilled in. In dry farm-
ing, of course, the important object to be sought is to get the seed
into moist soil where it will germinate, and yet not so deep that it
will rot or fail to come up vigorously because of the vitality con-
sumed in pushing through a heavy layer of soil. Alfalfa on the dry
loose soils of dry farming lands may easily be seeded too deep. The
best depths of seeding are discussed under the respective crops.
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Press-drilling. Press-drilling or the use of the press-wheel at-
tachment to the drill is a practi of some value where the soil is

loose and somewhat dry and where shallow seeding must be done.
The effect of the press attachment is to press the soil immediately
over the seed and so bring capillary moisture to it, thus avoiding roll-
ing and undesirable compaction of the entire surface soil area. The

one undesirable feature of press-drilling is that subsequent rains are
likely to run in the furrows formed by the press-wheel, thus caking
the soil over the seed or around the young seedling plant, causing
some damage on this account It is possible that a remedy for this
defect may be found by using a double-rimmed press-wheel (like the
"open" rimmed type of wheel on the corn planter) behind each fur-
row opener, but as yet there seems to be no such device upon the
market.

Rolling is a practice that may be used occasionally on the dry
farm to break an extra heavy crust formed on winter wheat, preceding
harrowing or to firm an over-loose soil, as described under Wheat
elsewhere. The corrugated roller is best for the use first described.
On very light sandy soils or those that are over-loose from spring
plowing, and on which small seeds such as alfalfa are to be sown, the
roller may be used advantageously to firm the seed bed and thus bring
the moisture to the seed. The undesirable feature of rolling is that
it leaves the surface soil smooth and compact so that moisture loss
through evaporation is high; hence, practically all rollings should be
followed with light harrowings to recreate a surface mulch, or in
seeding, the roller should precede the drill. The corrugated roller is
very effective as a clod masher where the ground is over-cloddy. Where
soil blowing is likely to occur, the smooth surface left by the roller
increases the damage from this source. Rolling is an infrequent prac-
tice and must be judiciously used to prove advantageous.

Surface Cultivation. The objects of surface cultivation of the
soil are largely to maintain a good mulch, destroy weeds, and occas-
ionally to prevent blowing, as discussed elsewhere under that head.
The most common tool used for this purpose is the ordinary smooth-
ing or spike-tooth harrow, which is used to a considerable extent in cul-
tivating summer fallow at any time during the season when the weeds
are very small, or cultivating wheat or other grains or row crops, as
elsewhere described. The great rapidity and cheapness with which
harrow cultivation can be done is one of its especial advantages in
dry farming tillage. A 27-foot harrow with nine horses will cover
eighty acres of land per day at a cost of 15 to 20 cents per acre.

For further cultivation of row crops than this, the regular two-
row, six- or eight-shovel, corn cultivator is used, the shovels being re-
placed by gopher blades where shallow flat cultivation is desired, as
crop growth advances and danger of root pruning with deep cultiva-
tion increases. For such weeds as the Russian thistle, the special
knife blades illustrated on page 50 are peculiarly effective.
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Fig. 7. Bow cultivator fitted with home mode knife blades for polling Russian thisti
from between the rows.

The Hallock weeder (as illustrated on page 57) is very success-
fully used for the cultivation of row crops in place of the harrow,
covering the ground more thoroughly. It may also be used in culti-
vating small grain, with less danger of tearing out shallow rooted
spring-sown grain than the harrow.

Cultivation of the summer fallow is accomplished mainly with
the ordinary harrow, particularly in the early part of the season when
the weeds are very small; but thereafter one of several different types
of "weed killers" is used. Perhaps the hest type, and the one most
widely used, is what is called the "slicker," which consists of a heavy
knife-like blade which runs several inches underneath the surface of
the soil, pulling out weeds, such as the thistle and mustard, very ef-
lectively. The "slicker" and other types of "weed killers" are dis-
cussed on page 513.

50

Fig. S. Bsr weeder or slicker' used at the Moio Station for summer tallo'.v culti
vstion. Very effective with young weeds.
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Aside from maintaining a good mulch and killing weeds, one of the
most important features of the cultivation of the summer fallow is to
avoid pulverizing the surface soil to such an extent as will cause it to
stop percolation of rainfall and cause the soil to run together and
crust badly over winterin other words, to avoid the much-advertised
"dust mulch." This means that no type of cultivator should be used
on the summer fallow which causes excessive pulverization. For ex-
ample, the Acme harrow type of cultivator should not be used, and
even the common harrow when used too often through the summer,
tends to create a "dust" mulch. On the other hand, the desired clod-
dy mulch can be maintained by cultivating so early after a rain as to
form clods, or by using the disk in the fall to throw up clods from the
subsurface soil. Of course, the fundamental requirement for produc-
ing a good mulch is abundance of humus, which, as described else-
where, aids in maintaining the crumb and small clod structure of the
surface soil and prevents, as well, crusting later on.

The idea occasionally expressed by the farmer who is interested
in trying new methods, that a.surface cultivation must be given every
week throughout the summer or the like, is of course just as far from
being correct as that no cultivation at all should be given. Cultiva-
tion must be given, and always can be profitably given, whenever the
moisture conserving mulch has been destroyed or whenever weeds
appear, so that the practice is altogether governed by good judgment
and no other fixed rules. In an ordinary season where the land has
not been allowed to get excessively foul with weeds, two or three har-
rowings of the summer fallow early in the springone immediately
after the plowing and the others whenever the weeds or mulch re-
quire themfollowed by a couple of cultivations with the "slicker"
in the summer, and possibly a final cultivation before seeding in the
fall, would maintain satisfactory conditions.

Thorough summer tillage of the summer fallow land will increase
the yield for two years following. By this means in many parts of
Eastern Oregon, two crops may be raised in three years; so that sum-
mer fallowing with thorough tillage once in three years may take the
place of summer fallowing every other year.

The cost of such thorough tillage, far from being prohibitive, is,
on the contrary, inviting, when compared with the probable return.
At the outside, such thorough tillage would require but three extra
cliskings and four extra harrowings, at a total extra cost of about
$2.00 per acre, resulting, in some cases on record, in an increase of
10 bushels of wheat per acre the first year following the summer
fallow, and an extra crop of some spring-sown grain or forage the
second year after the summer fallowing.

Tiljn.ge Program. On this basis, a tillage program for the three
years on reasonably clean ground, would be somewhat as follows, the
rotation being: 1summer fallow, 2wheat, 3fallow substitute
crop.
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FIRST YEARDouble-disking in the fall after harvest. Fall plowing
Double-disking in early spring. Harrowing two or three weeks later.
Harrowing after the next heavy rainfall. Harrowing, or the "slicker,"
in June. The "slicker" in July. Harrowing, or "slicker," in August.
Disking in September.

SECOND YEARPress-drilling wheat in fall after first rain, but
not later than the first of November. Harrowing weedy wheat several
weeks after sowing. Harrowing wheat twice at intervals in spring.

THIRD YEARDouble-disking after harvest. Fall plowing.
Double-disking early the next spring. Harrowing in two weeks, liar-
rowing before seeding. Press-drilling barley, or emmer, or field peas,
corn, rape, or sorghum, in rows, or other "fallow substitute" crop.
Harrowing young crop with weeder and cultivating row crops later.

DRY FARMING MACHINERY.

The proper machinery equipment is of great importance to the
dry farmer, since not only the quality of his work but the economy and
ease with which it is done count heavily where the area that must be
handled is so large as it is under Eastern Oregon conditions. A com-
plete discussion of dry farming machinery cannot be undertaken here,
but only the more important points emphasized.

Plows. Wherever it is possible to use it, the moldboard plow
does the best quality of work. For the dry farmer, a sulky gang plow,
generally three bottoms, of the heavy rigid-frame high-lift type, with
foot-lift lever and tongue, does the most satisfactory work and stands
the longest usuage.

The disk plow, as previously described, finds a special use in plow-
ing hard dry soils before the rains have come, or in plowing sticky

1
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Fig. 9. Art exceptionally good disk plowwith bearings on both sides of the blade.
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e.lay or gumbo soils which will not scour on the moldboard plow. It has
also been found especially effective in plowing newly cleared sage
brush land. A careful selection should be made, however, in order
to get a disk plow that will do good work. It should have a
high clearance of beam so that it will not choke, particularly
on newly cleared land; a rigid frame, so that it will stand the heavy
draft in dry soils and stay where set; the best quality of metal in the
rotary disks, which should have a diameter of not less than 26 or 28
inches; and the very best of bearings to stand the heavy wear, pro-
tected from dirt and easily lubricated. The plow should have bearings
on both sides of each disk in order to hold the blades to their work,
as well as to reduce the wear on the bearings. Properly adjusted
scrapers are an important feature of the disk plow, especially in sticky
soils. They aid greatly in complete turning of the furrow slice and
covering of trash. Never more than an 8-inch to 10-inch furrow should

be attempted in order to do effective work with the disk, and it should
be set not less than 10 inches in depth, should have at least two shares,
and ample horse power to move it. Under these conditions it will do
effective work in a soil so dry that a moldboarcl plow could not be
used at all.

The special deep tillage plows recently introduced will plow to
a depth of 14 or 16 inches as no other plow will do. It is doubtful,
however, whether plowing to such a great depth is of sufficient benefit
to pay for the added cost, except where there are subsurface hardpails
which can thus be destroyed, or when lands are alkaline and it is de-
sired to disperse the soil layer in which the alkali salts have concen-

trated.
A regular subsoil plow, because of the cost involved in its use

and because of the mellowness of the subsoil ordinarily found in semi-
arid regions, is not recommended for dry farming use.

The reversible plow is of special use on hillside fields or on irrigated
!ands where dead furrows are to be dispensed with as far as possible.

Harrows. The common spike-tooth smoothing harrow, of course,
is an indispensable part of every farmer's equipment. The many uses
of this implement have been described elsewhere. With a number of
sections hitched together, giving a spread of anywhere from 10 to 30
feet, one man can cover a very large amount of ground in a day,
destroying hosts of weeds at their first appearance or re-creating a
mulch. A single section attached just behind the plow in the spring is
an especially excellent use of the implement.

The lever harrow, which permits setting the teeth at any degree
of inclination desired, is decidedly the best type for the dry farmer.

For cultivating the summer fallow where the weeds are bad, a
special surface tooth with the point turned at right angles to the shaft
and the turned portion drawn to a cutting edge, is found effective.
The angled point runs below the surface of the soil, not cutting but
pulling the weeds.
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The harrow cart is commonly replaced with a saddle horse in Eas-tern Oregon.
The spring-tooth harrow is of special value only on stony ground.The disk harrow is another indispensable implement, particularlyfor its use in cutting up stubble and breaking the crust or chopping inbarnyard manure or green manures prior to plowing, and in firmingand reducing the seed bed after plowing. Lapping half each round is

required for effective work. The most effective type of disk harrowfor the dry farmer probably is the double action cutaway disk, of whichan illustration is shown. In the ashy or sandy soils common to Eastern
Oregon this implement does very effective work in chopping up stub-ble and crust in the fall. It covers the ground more rapidly than thesingle disk, of course, but requires a larger number of horses, as itdouble disks the ground in one operation. The quality and characterof the bearings, their protection and lubrication, the quality of themetal in the blades, and the advantages of the two-lever type which
permits separate adjustment of each gang, are the important features
to be considered in selecting any type of disk harrow. For dry farm-
ing purposes and in the light dry farming soils, the disks should pre-ferably have a diameter of 18 or 20 inches. The tongue truck easesthe team.

Manufacturers offer special harrow attachments for plows, whichharrow the furrow slice as fast as it is turned; for spring plowing
these are of value.

Rollers and Packers. Where a roller is to be used at all, the cor-rugated type is probably the best, as it not only firms the soil but is
an excellent clod masher. A roller, however, is not a very important
implement for the dry farmer except under certain conditions already
discussed. Where it is merely desired to smash clods on ground that
is too cloddy to make a good seed bed, a home-made planker, or float,does effective work without packing the soil so much. The subsurface
packer, as already discussed, may sometimes be used to advantage on
lands which are plowed the same spring they are to be seeded, but it
ic not an essential implement for the Eastern Oregon dry farmer. For
firming the soil, a disk harrow may be almost as successfully used.

Grain Drills. The hoe type of furrow opener is used widely
throughout Eastern Oregon as is also the single disk type. On ground
poorly prepared, or hard or trashy the single disk drill does the bet-
ter work. On a clean well prepared seed bed, the hoe drill is satis-
factory, but the double disk furrow opener is perhaps even better, as
it gives a better distribution of the seed. For all-around average con-
ditions, the single disk furrow opener with a closed boot for passage
of the seed to the bottom of the furrow, is probably the best type, but
on well prepared seed beds the double disk distributes the seed better
and leaves the ground more even. The chief objection to the hoe
type is found in trashy ground. Seven-inch drills, with wide tread,
force feed, steel ribbon grain tubes, and with reducers for the seed
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box which will permit of sowing the smallest seed, such as alfalfa, as
well as the largest, such ac field peas, form the type desirable for the dry

farm. Since in dry farming, broadcasting of any kind of seed is un-
desirable, the grain drill must be depended upon for sowing practic-
ally every size of seed. Those drills which do not have reducers for

the grain box, permitting the seeding of alfalfa, are generally fur-
nished with a grass seeder attachment from which the alfalfa seed
may be led into the grain tubes. In many of the grain drills, reducers
for sowing alfalfa seed direct from the grain box may be obtained by
applying to the manufacturer. Indeed, where it is desired to sow only

20 or 30 pounds per acre of small seeded wheat, such as Turkey, re-
ducers are also required for this purpose in some makes of drills..
Where it is desired to seed alfalfa in rows 35 inches apart, a very good.
method used at the Harney Station by Superintendent Breithaupt is.

as follows:
The drill tubes which are not to be used are closed by placing a

small sack of dry pulverized soil over each opening in the bottom of
the grain box. Over those drill tubes from which seed was to be sown,
a small sack was tacked on the front of the inside of the grain box di-

rectly over the grain tube opening. In this sack was placed the alfalfa
seed and then a slit was cut in the bottom of the sack so that the seed
would run out slowly into the feed shell. This saved filling the entire.
grain box with alfalfa. To reduce the feed of the alfalfa seed to the
very lowest limit desired, a 30- or 40-penny wire spike was bent into
a curved shape and dropped into the reducer or feed shell, thus per-
mitting the alfalfa seed to feed through only very slowly.

Where press-drilling is desired, as previously discussed, the press
attachment with a double rimmed press-wheel like the open type of
wheel found on corn planters is the best sort of attachment to use, for
the reasons given elsewhere.

In all dry farming seeding, the rate of seeding should be definite-
ly determined before the sowing is done, as the gauges on drills cannot
always be depended upon. For field peas or small grain, the amount

of seed used on a measured piece of ground easily determines the rate
of seeding being done when the gauge is set at a certain point, but for
small seed like alfalfa it is best to run the drill over a floor or a hard
smooth piece of ground to observe how thickly the seed is dropped.

In a grain drill, such points as a strong frame, the best of bear-
ingsdust-proof and well lubricatedthe internal type of feed, seed
reducers, and such features as footboard and horse-lift, are the con-
siderations that appeal most strongly to the dry farmer.

Other Seeding Machines. While hand planters are used very suc-
cessfully for small plantings of corn or beans, the single-horse corn
firill or the regular 2-row corn planter is better for larger areas. By

taking. one of the blank seed plates of these machines and boring 6 or
S small tapering holes in it just large enough to let the seed pass,
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Fig. 10. Inexpensive one horse corn drillfor small fields.

these machines may be used successfully for sowing alfalfa in hills.
By changing the plates these machines may also be used for sowing
beans or any of the sorghums. In general, the edge selection drop, the
open wheel, and the stub runner, are the types of these respective por-
tions of the corn planter most desirable for Eastern Oregon conditions.

The lister is generally successfully used in the dry sections of the
west for seeding corn, as it has the advantage of planting the seed at
the bottom of a deep furrow which, as the plant comes up, is gradually
filled in by cultivation, thus permitting a deep rooted plant which can
better stand the drouth. Trials of the lister so far made in Eastern
Oregon, however, have not proved it entirely successful, so that it
cannot be recommended as yet.

Cultivators. The regular corn cultivator for row crops is a vital
essential on the modern diversified farm. This cultivator should be
of the best typea riding 8- or 10-shovel machine, either 1-row or
c-row. The best cultivators have a balance frame, pivotal axle, ad-
justable gangs, and good couplings, adjustable wheels with interchange-
able dust-proof boxes, reversible axle, and adjustable hitch. A set of
gopher surface blades additional are furnished for such cultivators
by the manufacturer, and the long knife blades for cultivating such
weeds as Russian thistle or pulling peas may be secured of the local
blacksmith.

The important feature of the service a cultivator renders is the
stirring of the mulch coenpletoly and to a uniform depth, rather than
digging deeply at one place and throwing soil to cover the rest of the
area. To make a good mulch as well as destroy weeds, all of the
surface soil must be stirred and dried out. Hence the value of a num-
ber of small shovels.

For rapid early spring cultivation, either of small grain or rov
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Fig. 11. A weeder of the Hallock typea very valuable cultivator on any farm.

crops, the Hailock weeder is an indispensable implement for the dry
farmer. It can be used over corn a foot in height, and it is very
effective in destroying young weed growth and quickly restoring a
mulch after rains.

Probably the most widely used and effective weed killer for use
on summer fallow is the bar weeder or "slicker," which consists chiefly
of a heavy knife-like blade which runs several inches underneath the
surface of the soil, pulling out weeds such as Russian thistle as no
other implement will. These machines are made by the local black-
smith ordinarily from an old wagon tire. An improved type used at
the Moro Station is shown in the illustration. (Fig. 8, page 50).

The Acme type of harrow, which is a series of curved knife blades,
is undesirable for use on the summer fallow as it pulverizes the sur-
face soil much too finely, causing greater danger from blowing or sub-
sequent running together or crusting during the winter.

Harvesting Machinery. For small grain the best barvesting ma-
chinery for the moderate sized diversified farm advocated in this bulle-
i.in is either the header or the binder. While the combined harvester
and thresher undoubtedly does the cheapest harvesting on the very
large farms, it is a costly machine with heavy depreciation, requires
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a large crew to operate, causes more or less loss from shattering of
the over-ripe grain, does not leave the straw well distributed, and
tends to scatter weed seed. It is not adapted, of course, to the smaller
farm

Either the self-rake reaper or the mower with windrower and
huncher attachment may he successfully used not only for putting up
grain hay or pea hay but may also he used for harvestjn field peas
or alfalfa that are to be threshed. For harvesting the alfalfa seed
crop, the self-rake reaper is perhaps the best machine available, Of
course, on newly cleared land which is rough and full of sage brush

Fig. 12. Mower with cutter bar equipped with grain litters and clover buneher at.-
taohments. In foreground anethei' cutter bar with regular pea vine lifter
guards.

roots, these machines do not work so well for peas or alfalfa because
of freguent clogging up. Where peas are badly lodged, either the
reaper or mower should be fitted with the special lifter guards manu-
tactured for this purpose. These lifter guards may also be used suc-
cessfully on a binder in badly lodged grain. For harvesting field peas
for threshing, it is probable that the regular bean puller will prove
successful, (See Fig. 13, next page.)

Threshers. Because of the great distances to be covered in the
newly developed Central Oregon country and the comparatively small
size of the farms in this area, it is possible that a small sized 300- to
500-bushel thresher would be found the best means of threshing crops.
These small machines do very effective work and are low priced, so
that several neighboring famers joining together can readily own and
operate one for handling their respective crops together. They can
be operated by 6- to 10-horse power portable gasoline engines, and
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Fig. 13. Bean puller. May also he successfully used for Tuivesting field ieas.

by using special attachments may be successfully adapted to the
threshing of field peas, field beaus, or even alfalfa. As alfalfa seed
growing develops in the dry farming areas, however, regular alfalfa
hullers going from farm to farm will take care of this crop much bet-
ter than it can he handled in any other way.

The manure spreader is another machine that in the future will
be found more frequently on the diversified dry farmer's land, as well
as on the irrigated farm. The fact that on dry farms manure must be
spread very evenly and thinly in order to be successfully used, makes
a regular spreader of more importance. These machines also lend
themselves well to joint ownership by a neighborhood group of
farmers.

The fanning mill is indispensable on every successful farm both
'or cleaning seeds of all kinds from chaff, dirt and weed seeds, and
for grading seeds to separate out the heaviest and plumpest for sowing.
\Vhen it is realized that there are approximately 1,000,000 seeds in a
bushel of wheat and 12,000,000 seeds in a bushel of alfalfa, the chance
that a considerable percentage of inferior grains will produce inferior
plants or no plants at all, makes the fanning mill a most attractive
machine. A good fanning mill should be strongly made, have inde-
pendent adjustable air blast, well made sieves, and adjustable stroke.

Traction engines cannot be discussed here and are not of interest
to the diversified farmer. Aside from the high cost and the heavy
depreciation on these machines, however, even on the larger farms, it
ohould be remembered that the annual crop of colts not only keeps
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up the farm motive power from year to year, hut the surplus gives a
steady cash return. On the other hand, for clearing and breaking sage
brush land rapidly and on a large scale, the traction engines seem to
be particularly well adapted.

MACHINES FOR IRRIOATED LANDS.

Potato Planters, potato diggers and silage cutters (blower type)
are macbines that are steadily increasing in numbers on Eastern Ore-
gon irrigated lands as, diversification increases. The silage cutter is
very successfully owned and used co-operatively.

A machine not yet much used but of excellent value in hay mak-

Fig. 14. Alfalfa cultivator. The best machine for cultivating the irrigated or broad-
casted alfalfa field.

ing is the side-delivery rake. It not only does clean and quick work
but permits rapid, even curing.

For the irrigated alfalfa field, a new machine of the greatest value
for giving the spring cultivations which are so necessary to destroy
weeds, break up the surface crust, and thicken the stand, is the alfalfa
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cultivator. This machine has been tried out thoroughly and is the
most successful type of alfalfa cultivator yet produced.

SHELTERING MACHINERY.

Housing undoubtedly at least doubles the life of the average ma-
chine, and since a satisfactory machine shed can be built for $200 or
$300 to cover the average farm equipment, it is decidedly a paying in-
vestment. The general average of the yearly depreciation on the un-
sheltered machinery equipment of the ordinary farm is considered t

Fig. 15. Inexpensive machine shed bout by one of the College 000perators.

be about 16 per cent. If housing cuts this depreciation to 8 per cent
and the total equipment is valued at $1000, a saving of $80 per year
would be effected by erecting shelter.

An excellent plan has been proposed to facilitate the repairing of
machines. This is to tie a tag on every machine when it is stored
away after use, stating the parts which should be repaired or replaced.
Then, in slack time in the winter, the repairing or replacing can be
accurately done, and the machine put in first class shape fo' immed-
iate use, involving no delay at a critical time.

SECTION IV.

CROPS AND CROPPING METHODS.

A brief study of the total production of the chief field crops in
the several divisions of Eastern Oregon as shown by our most au-
thentic recordthe United States Censuswill give a fairly compre-
hensive idea of the important crops of the region.



(U. S. Census) 1909.

6 7

Morrow Wallowa
340,786 330,872

5.0 27.0

Gilliam Klamath
153,450 123,200

9.9 28.3

Wasco Grant
70,987 61,587
30.0 30.8

Klamath Crook
66,136 56,088
62.9 62.5

Harney Crook
73,687 69,960

1.1 1.4
Alfalfa Malheur Baker Umatilla Crook Blamath Wallowa MorrowTotal tons 73,798 58,102 54,483 26,103 19,735 18,222 18,086Ylds. 3.9 3.0 4.0 2.9 3.0 2.8 3.7
Timothy, alone Wallowa Union Baker Grant Wheeler Umatilla MaiheurTotal tons 12,279 9,943 8,812 5,196 2,888 2,165 1,565Ylds. 2.0 1.4 2.2 1.4 1.73 .88 2.1
Timothy & Clover Baker Grant Crook Wallows. Union 1<lamath MalheurTotal tons 10,340 9,915 6,273 5,054 4,410 4,015 3,450Tlds 2.3 1.6 1.48 2.36 1.64 1.78 1.42
G'ains, cut green

Total tons
RIds.

'lame Grasses & Pci age sail Hay
'rotal tons
Ylds.

Id Salt & Prairie Grass
'rotsl Tons
Ylds.

Lake Umotilla Wallows. Crook Wasco Klamath Grant61,700 30,261 30,026 25,511 22,179 18,004 12,0761.3 1.10 2.0 1.0 1.11 1.24 1.20
Baker Lake Malheur Grant Union Klamath Wheeler13,834 3,335 2,954 2,856 2,499 1,962 1,8022.18 1.0 .96 1.7 1.39 2.1 2.2
Lake Harney Klamath Baker Maiheur Crook Union61,700 59,178 31,143 26,710 19,827 9,400 7,1351.25 1.01 1.0 1.3 1.18 1.25 1.1.

TABLE XII TOTAL PRODUCTION OP

Rank

Note-Yield
IMPORTANT

per acre
FIELD CROPS IN EAS

varies largely with rainfall
TERN OREGON COUNTIES

or irrigation.

4 52 3

Wheat . Umatilla Sherman Union Gilliain WascoTotal Ba. 3,965,343 1,541,092 1,177,808 808,183 734,258Ylds. 21.2 12.7 28.3 8.7 14.0
Barley Umatilla Union Wallowa Baker WascoTotal Bu. 528.718 300,685 199,528 186,027 161,955Ylds. 19.0 30.7 44.9 45.6 24.0
Cots Union Baker Wllowa Crook Klamath'rotal BU. 684.556 528,240 269,652 106,514 79,188Ylds. 42.6 46.3 46:0 18.8 24.5
Potatoes Union tTmatilla Baker Wasco WallowaTotal Bei. 238,272 124,640 113.812 86,873 68,679Ylds. 119.8 107.4 148.7 56.5 154.7
IIIIV &, Fin .ioe Baker Maiheur Umatilla Kiamath LakeTotal tons 131.304 104.325 88.430 75,300 74,542Ylds. 2.1 2.1 1.9 1.4 1.3



(9 to Malheur Harney Sherman Umotilla Wheeler Gilliam Lake Morrcw
Total Bu. 60,760 55,983 43,887 41,324 12,424 10.3 78 8,759 2,582
Ylds 39.8 24.3 19.2 38.4 22.2 16 8 20.7 12.6

Potatoes Malheur Grant Harney Lake Sherman Wheeler Morrow Gilliam
'fetal Bu. 39,715 37,030 24,525 23,101 14,633 14,172 12,736 9,516
Ylds. 129.3 99.8 105.2 119.8 57.1 101.2 85.4 59.9

Hay & Forage Wsllowa Union Grant Wasco Morrow Wheeler Gilliam Sherman
Total tons 69,601 53,589 47,867 30,944 29,128 25,280 10,515 6,140
TIde. 2.1 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.4 1.7 1.1 .71

Alfalfa Union Wheeler Grant Harney Wasco Gihliam Lake She, man
Total tens 17,344 12,003 11,301 8,612 5,633 4,997 4,318 451
Ylds. 2.5 2.8 2.87 2.8 2.45 3.37 1.91 4.9

Timothy, alone Harney Crook Lske Morrow Wasco Klamath Sherman Gil ham
Totsl tons 972 954 880 619 414 411 72 30
Ylds. 1.8 1.16 1.87 1.0 1.27 1.3 2.0 1.5

Timothy & Clover Lake I Wssco
Total tons 2,200 2,112 536

Lmatilla
427

Wheeler
269

Sherman
86

Morrow , Gilliam

Ylds. 1.32 1.4 1.54 2.17 2.36 1.3

Grains, cut green Union Morrow Wheeler Gilliam Sherman Baker 1-Iarnty Mat lieu
Total tons 11,840 10,383 7,854 5,378 5,369 2,748 2,653 1,581
Ylds. 1.46 .69 1.0 .68 .65 1.32 .98 1.2

Tame Grasses & orago and Hay . . Crook Wallowa Was co Harney Sherman Gilliam Umatilla Morrow
Total tons 1,342 531 488 160 102 60 43 40
Ylds. 1.69 1.77 1.06 2.5 1.02 .6 3.3 .8

Wild Salt & Prairie Grass Grant Wallowa Wasco Umatilla Wheeler Sherman Gilliam Morrow
Total tons 6,347 2,698 1,704 1,012 464 60 50.
Ylds. 1.02 1.8 .77 1.06 1.3 .5 .44

TABLE XII TOTAL PRODUCTION
Note-Yield

8

OF IMPORTANT FIELD CROPS
per acre varies largly

9 10

IN EASTERN
With rainfall

11

OREGON COUNTIES
or Irrigation. (Continued).

(U. S. Census) 1909.

11 15Rank 12 11

Wheat . Baker Crook Klamath Malheur Grant Wheeler Lake Hsrney
'fetal Bu. 231,291 186,880 184,306 62,212 54,312 33,275 30,692 29,898
TIde. 27.2 11.07 16.4 23.0 21.3 14.6 19.3 11.03

Barley Sherman Lake Harney Crook Malheur Morrow Grant Wheeler
Total Bu. 103,777 70,202 69,834 60,630 5 6, 59 7 32,696 22,695 18,600

Ylds. 12.4 20.8 27.3 17.2 29.9 6.48 26.7 17.6



TABLE XIII.

TOTAL PRODUCTION AND ACREAGE OF CHIEF FIELD CROPS
BY DIVISIONS FOR 1909 (U. S. Census).

TABLE XIII (Continued).

TOTAL PRODUCTION AND ACREAGE OF CHIEF FIELD CROPS
BY DIVISIONS FOR 1909 (U. S. Census).

Alfalfa Clover Clover &
Timothy

Grass
Hay

Grains cut
Green

Total Hay

To a
-

- Tons Tons Tons - Tons Acres Tons
85,157 915 3,024 3,481 - 74,393 - - 112,065 171, , 0

116,974 2.206 39,983 63,605 64,544 173,289 327,641
132,586 157 17,600 190,541 49,838 274,232 397,814
334,717 3,688 60,607 253,627 188,775 559,586 896,725

Acres Bushels Acres Bushels Acres Bushels Acres Bushels Acres Bushels

Columbia Basin 523,789 7,389,700 7,364 170,321 63,467 980,366 3,870 303,259 1,076 20,080
Blue Mountain Region 67,125 1,827,558 35,676 1,556,459 20,232 727,475 3,709 471,965 1,134 34,094
Central Oregon 635,909 9,711,316 55,945 311,154 14,746 384,513 2,662 207,565 210 4,590

Eastern Oregon Total 44,995 494,058 12,705 2,037,934 98,445 2,092,354 10,241 982,789 2.429 58.764

Division
Wheat Oats Barley Potatoes Corn

Division

Columbia Basin
Blue Mountain Region
Central Oregon

Eastern Oregon Total
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Nearly all of the wheat, barley, corn, and the grain hay shown
is grown on dry lands, while the potatoes, oats and the legumes and
grass hays are from irrigated soil. In spite of the fact that Eastern
Oregon lands have been farmed for thirty years or more, grain, large-
ly wheat, is the only crop as yet produced on the dry farming lands
and during all of that period it has been grown alternately with sum-
iner fallow. Against this single cropping practice the Oregon Experi-
ment Station has fought for years. While single cropping has been
the practice universally followed in new countries, its history hae
been the same the world over. As an expedient method of starting
the agricultural development of a new territory, the wheat crop cer-
tainly has had no equal, largely because of its successes against the
handicaps that are always found in new farming regionslack of
capital, lack of labor and equipment, lack of transportation facilities,
and lack of knowledge of crop possibilities. But as these handicaps
are overcome, as they have been in a large degree in Eastern Oregon,
and as knowledge of cropping possibilities increases, there can be little
excuse for continued single cropping. It is in the end a ruinous prac-
tice, not merely from the standpoint of fertility but economically and.
socially, as is indicated elsewhere in this bulletin. The whole effort
of the Experiment Station has been to discover and demonstrate that.
other crops aid systems of production might be used which would be
equally or more profitable than grain growing and at the same time
insure the increase and the maintenance of fertility and bring about
a larger population and rural development.

That diversified production on the Eastern Oregon dry farming
lands is possible, has long been known, fully proved, and earnestly
preached in every section of the territory that the Experiment Sta-
tion could reach. It is only in the last three or four years, however,
through the medium of its Experimental and Demonstration Farms,
its co-operating farmers and its demonstration trains that the Agri-
cultural College has been able to reach the farmer and get results.
In every community now may be found a few farmers who are mak-
ing a splendid success of the new crops recommended. To convince
the average farmer that a more diversified and intensive sort of farm-
ing is possible and profitable, even on dry farming lands, requires but
a careful trial of some of the new crops or varieties of seed or farm-
ing methods recommended. The Oregon Experiment Station, after
careful trial throughout Eastern Oregon, does not hesitate to give its
endorsement to such crops for the dry farm as field peas in rows for
seed or "hogging off," alfalfa in rows for seed production or forage
for hogs or sheep, rape as forage for hogs or sheep, corn for
"hogging off"; and, for the irrigated land, corn for green feed or
silage or for "hogging off," mangel-wurzels and rutabagas for winter
succulence, and other crops which with alfalfa or clover, will permit
of intensive dairying and pork production where irrigation is followed.
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With these crops fully established as successful in practically every
section of Eastern Oregon, a single cropping system and the selling of
the raw product from the land, may cease very largely. Naturally so
great a change cannot take place quickly, but with the greater profits
that may be had from these new crops and farming systems as well
as the beneficial effects onfertility and economic and social conditions,
diversified agriculture is bound to increase throughout Eastern Ore-
gon. To bring this about more quickly it is of the greatest import-
ance, however, that these crops and their culture, be fully understood
so that they may be correctly tested out and bring success on first trial.

In the following discussions the writer endeavors to bring out the
most important features as to the proper methods in the production
of the old standbys.

The crops that are naturally best adapted to semi-arid conditions
In general are these:

That require the least moisture for their growth; example
corn.

That are deep rooting and can draw upon the deeper sub-
soil moisture; examplealfalfa.

That are earlier maturing; that is, have the shortest season
of growth; examplefield peas or rape.

That are adapted to moisture conserving tillage; example
row crops.

That may be cheaply produced; examplesmall grains.
That can adapt themselves to the drouth of more extreme

seasons with the least loss in quantity and quality of yield; example
Turkey wheat.

That are hardy to winter cold or spring frosts and thus secure
their growth before the driest weather comes; examplerye or field
peas.

That are arid-bred; that is, have been developed in regions
of limited rainfall and short growing season; examplethe Baltic
strain of alfalfa.

That decrease fertility the least, or instead increase it, since
the loss of moisture for transpiration is less where fertility is high,
and, further, since the restoration of fertility through artificial or
natural means is more difficult in arid than in humid regions. Ex-
amplealfalfa or field peas.

CEREALS.
Wheat, corn, barley, rye, oats, emmer, and possibly some of the

hardier sorghunas are the only cereals that need to be given atten-
tion by the Eastein Oregon farmer. Of these, corn, emmer and sorg-
hum are the only ones which have as yet been little grown; and all
of them, except possibly the rye, the Oregon Experiment Station has
demonstrated to be comparatively easy to increase in yield.

Corn the Experiment Station has urged as a successful crop both
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for the dry farming and irrigated lands, provided it is properly utilized,
and as a crop which should be widely grown up to elevations of 3500
feet at least. It recommends most emphatically, however, that neither
is the ordinary seed to be used nor the ordinary method of harvesting.
This is discussed later.

Sorghum may be grown only for forage as yet, with its value for
grain production still to be developed.

Emmer on the dry farming lands is distinctly a valuable crop in
place of oats or barley.

As to the old standbys, wheat, barley and oats, the Experiment
Station has demonstrated that improved varieties of seed are avail-
able which outyleld the varieties now most commonly grown in most
sections of Eastern Oregon.

Fig. 16. A typical wheat deld on the rolling lands of the Cohnnbia Basin.

Perhaps one of the greatest difficulties that the farmer who is at-
tempting to get the highest yields, will experience, is in obtaining the
improved varieties of seeds recommended in this bulletin. Many of
these varieties are not to be had upon any market, as they are recent
introductions or selections. To provide against this difficulty, the Ex-
periment Stations in every part of the state, are endeavoring to multi-
ply the highest yielding and best varieties of seeds as rapidly as possi-
tile. This choice seed is sold, in small lots only, to those who apply,
as long as the supply holds out. Those farmers who secure such seed
and maintain its purity are designated as 'co-operative growers" and
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their names and addresses, if they have any surplus seed to sell, are
furnished upon application to the local Station of the district. A price
is placed upon such seed grown by the Experiment Station, not only
to defray the cost of production, but to help insure that it be carefully
used by the co-operator.. The distribution of choice seed free of charge
has proved inadvisah1e.

WINTER WHEAT.
In spite of the fact that wheat has been grown for thirty years or

more in Eastern Oregon and that its effect in decreasing the fertility
of the soil is marked, it is still decidedly the major crop and probably
will continue to be for many years to come. The decrease in its acre-
age as diversification in farming progresses will be more than offset
by the increased yields per acre obtained under the better methods
and by the vast new wheat areas that will be put under cultivation in
the coming years. On high-priced land wheat is not at all a profitable
crop, and land prices are steadily advancing in Eastern Oregon. With
an average yield of twenty bushels per acre and an average price of
seventy cents per bushel, or $14 per acre, and the average cost for
production at $6 an acre, (exclusive of interest on investment, taxes,
etc.) the easy profits in wheat growing with land valued at $10 per
acre are readily appreciated, particularly where little thought is given
to the future. But with land at from $30 to $50 per acre (and giving
a crop only alternate years under the summer fallow system) and
with the risk of decreasing fertility and yields, the wheat crop is not
nearly so profitable as many others that we know might be grown.
Hence, every means of improving the yields of this major crop are
important because probably no crop will exceed it in acreage in East-
ern Oregon in the next half century.

After all, wheat is peculiarly well fitted to dry farming conditions.
It may be grown very cheaply and with equipment adapted to the
handling of very large areas. Further, it is a crop that is compara-
tively easy for the unskilled farmer to grow. It has a wide range of
adaptability to rather extreme conditions of rainfall, frost and soil.
When harvested, it is not perishable, is easily converted into cash, and
lends itself well to rough handling and long hauls. Further, the
average yield per acre of the Oregon wheat crop is excelled only by
that of one or two other states in the Union.

Varieties. A great many varieties of wheat have been tested by
the Oregon Experiment Station, and of all these there is no question
that for winter seeding on the average Eastern Oregon dry farming
land, where the annual rainfall is in the neighborhood of 10 inches,
that the hard red winter wheats such as the Turkey and the Crimean
varieties have proved themselves conclusively to be the best. The re-
suits obtained at the Moro, Metolius, and Burns branch stations all
coincide in indicating selected strains of Turkey as the highest yield-
ers under these conditions. Co-operative trials throughout the 10-inch
rainfall area corroborate this conclusion, and it is further backed by
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Fib. 17. A field of Turkey wheat on the Barney Branch Experiment Station farm-
1fi13. Yield, 48.5 bu. per acre. Proper tillage methods have connreted the our-
fare and subsoil moisture.

man County, in the heart of the wheat belt. Six years ago, when the
writer first traveled through that country, practically not a bushel of
Turkey was grown, and this was true practically throughout Eastern

Oregon. Indeed, recommendation that the Turkey was the best wheat
for these conditions aroused very keen opposition. In 1912, an inspec-
tion of the acreage of Sherman County, corroborated by statements of
the best informed wheat men in that locality, indicated that 75 per
c"nt of the winter wheat was Turkey. As one prominent wheat-land
owner put it"the beards were forgotten, when the yield was figured
out."
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the history of practically every dry farming region in the northern
tiers of states. Indeed, no better example of the success of this van-

ety could be cited than the change in the acreage seeded to it in Sher-
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To the farmer who has been growing a beardless wheat, of course.
he beards of the Turkey are objectionable, particularly where it is

the custom to feed the "combine" teams on the portion of the crop
cut for hay. The grain of Turkey is also too hard to make good hay.
Many farmers are now getting around this objection by seeding a suf-
ficient amount of some beardless variety to furnish the hay needed,
generally around the borders of the field which must be cut before
the harvester can start its rounds. Red Russian is one of the best
varieties for hay as it makes a heavy growth of leafy soft sweet straw.
Fortyfold is also a good hay variety.

The well-known hardiness of Turkey against winter killing, its
great drouth resistance, its freedom from shattering, together with
the excellent quality of the grain produced, are its leading charac-
teristics.

On the market the price of Turkey now holds its own with other
varieties and in some cases wins a premium, as millers use large quant-
ities of it for blending with softer wheats to bring up the gluten con-
tent, in which good Turkey is rich.

Like many other varieties of hard wheat, Turkey deteriorates
somewhat after being grown several years in the Columbia Basin
becomes "softer," increases in percentage of "yellow berry"starch.
This is due to climatic and seasonal conditionslargely to the length of
the "filling" and maturing periodwhich cannot be controlled to any
great extent by the farmer.

In the wheat growing sections of heavier rainfall, as in TJmatilla,
Union, and Wallowa Counties, where the precipitation is in the neigh-
borhood of 18 inches, the winter varietiesRed Chaff and varieties of
Club (in Umatilla), and Forty-Fold (in Union and Wallowa) are grown
pra'tically altogether, and seem to give better yields than the Turkey.
The Turkey, however, has not been tried out thoroughly in these dis-
tricts, (inferior seed of this variety is all too common in Eastern Ore-
gon) so it is by no means certain that it may not yet find first place.
Already on the lighter soils in these counties it is the leading variety.
Throughout Wasco, Sherman, Gilliam, Morrow, Union, and Wallowa
Counties and all of the Central Oregon counties, the writer does not
hesitate to recommend Turkey as the highest yielding and best variety
for the strictly dry farmed lds. On the sub-irrigated or irrigated
bottom lands of Eastern Oregon, the heavier yielding types of semi-
hard or soft wheats may be used. Wheat on irrigated land is not a
crop of much importance, at best.

As there is no method by which a crop yield may be so easily in-
creased as through the selection of a high yielding variety, the in-
dividual farmer should spare no pains In his search for the variety
best for his particular conditions. The Experiment Station can always
advise 'him as to the variety most worth trying and generally furnish
him the seed. A single season's test of a variety is never sufficient to
determine its qualities, so that a new and promising variety should
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not be abandoned until sown two or three years, even if only in a
small field.

The Seed. To have the best variety is not enough. A little care
to secure the best cuality of seed of that variety, gives a very gen-
erous return at the harvest. It is highly important that the farmer
when starting with a new variety secure the seed from growers reput-
ed for their care in the selection and purity of their products, yet a
good lot of seed once obtained, it is not necessary thereafter to follow
the old practice of changing seed, so common in many sections of the
wheat belt. The branch experiment stations at Moro gnd at Burns are
now rapidly multiplying their highest yielding strains of Turkey and
'-ther high yielding varieties of grains for distribution throughout the
dry farming territory. Let a wheat grower secure even a small amount
of this pure tested high yielding seed, multiply it on a clean piece of
ground, and in a very short time he will have seed ample for his own
use and for that of his neighbors. Thereafter, it is only necessary to
seed a small clean field each year with hand selections made from the
best yielding portion of his general crop.

In making hand selections, not the richer and moister portions of
the field should be chosen, but rather the average soil conditions. The
selections should be made from those plants that stool best; give the
largest number of compact, well filled, heavy heads; show freedom from
shattering and from rust; and have a sturdy medium, short straw;

---J
Fig. 18. Winter wheat harvest on the plateau lands of Central Oregon, near Metolius-

1912. Yield, 34 be.. per acre.

vigorous roots, and early maturity. Isolated plants that have extra
plant food and soil moisture to feed upon; volunteer plants and the
like should never be selected. To maintain uniformity and trueness to
the variety type is also an important essential in making selections.

The yield from a few bushels of hand selections are multiplied
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in another field the next year, and from this comes the seed for a
general crop. Thus, each year, by growing a small field of selected
seed together with a larger field for multiplying the selections made
the previous year, the farmer may maintain or even increase the pur-
ity and high yielding qualities of his varieties. Thus his seed will
never "run out" and make it necessary to practice exchange with his
neighbor.

Another very important practice in maintaining high quality of
seed and imperative in securing maximum yields, is the thorough use
of the fanning millnot only to clean the wheat of weed seeds, chaff
and dirt, but to grade the wheat itself so that all shrivelled, broken,
small or immature seeds are cleaned out and only the plump, heavy
seed of high vitality is put into the drill. Uniform large plump seed
germinates much better, and more evenly, and makes a more vigorous
seedling and survives winter killing or other extremes, more fully.

A third very necessary practice in Eastern Oregon is the treat-
ment of the seed for smut. The annual loss to the Oregon farmer from
smut is very heavy, running into the thousands of dollars. Smut not
only greatly lowers the market value of wheat but quickly increases
in amount from a very small start. it i therefore of the greatest im-
portance that the farmer insure his crop against it by the compara-
tively simple treatment required to do this.

For the stinking (covered) smut (hunt), the seed wheat is fan-
ned and a day or so prior to seeding time, is given either the formal-
dehyde or copper suphate ("bluestone") treatment, of which the first
is decidedly the better. Probably the simplest method of treatment,
is to dip the sacked wheat, using a home-made derrick, into a trough
containing formaldehyde and water. (One pound, or pint, of formalin
to every forty gallons of water). The sack of wheat should remain im-
mersed in the solution until thoroughly wet to the center (generally
five to ten minutes) ; it should then be taken out, the excess solution
permitted to drain off, and the grain, after being allowed to dry out
fairly well, may be sown.

A more effective method still is to pour the seed into the solution,
stirring it and skimming off any smut balls that may appear, then take
it from the solution and partially dry it before seeding.

The drill itself, of course, should he disinfected of smut with the
came solution, and the treated grain should not be put back into smut-
ty sacks or bins. Of course, where the wheat after treatment is not
sown immediately, it is better to dry it out by shoveling it over and
spreading thinly on a clean tarpaulin or floor, as the vitality of the
seed is rather easily affected by lack of care in drying it out thorough-
ly after dipping.

Considerable difficulty is experienced in Eastern Oregon because
of the lack of uniformity in the strength of the formaldehyde used. A
number of samples of commercial formaldehyde obtained from differ-
cut sources in Eastern Oregon disclosed the fact that the variation in
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the strength of the chemical was very great indeed. It is of the great-
est importance that the farmer should get the formalin (the commer-
cial form of 40 per cent formaldehyde) of guaranteed strength and
purity. There is no excuse for the acceptance of any other quality,
for it only encourages dealers to handle the diluted or impure article.
Many farmers have been using one pound or pint to forty gallons of
water, with good success. If the formalin is what it should be
one to forty is ample to insure destruction of smut and no injury to the
grain, provided of course the grain is thoroughly dried out after treat-
ment or else used at once if only partially dried. Probably more dam-
age is done to seed wheat through lack of this latter precaution than
any other. Grain that has become thoroughly wetted from dipping in
the solution if left even a few hours in the sack in this condition ab-
sorbs a large amount of moisture, which starts germination to a great-
er or less degree. When such seed is drilled into rather dry surface
soil, unless rains come immediately thereafter, the germination is
checked and the vitality of the germ greatly reduced or entirely de-
c.troyed, so that a poor or weakened stand is often had under such
conditions. With precautions taken to use a pure normal strength of
formalin and to dry out the seed thoroughly after treating, unless it
is to be sown at once in a moist soil, the formalin treatment for smut
is an unqualified success. One pound of formalin will make sufficient
solution for about fifty bushels of grain. To insure purity, the formalin
may be purchased at only slightly greater cost, in small sized original
sealed packages.

The copper sulphate or bluestone treatment, while still persisted
in by many farmers, has been repeatedly and thoroughly tested in
comparison with the formalin treatment and found less successful for
many reasons, the chief of which is that unless the solution comes in
contact with every portion of the wheat kernel the smut spores, which
so commonly lodge in the groove of the kernel, are not destroyed,
whereas with formalin every portion of the grain, is reached by the
penetrating fumes of this chemical.

Loose smut is as yet fortunately practically unknown in Eastern
Oregon. It requires an entirely different treatment than the covered
smut, which need not be discussed here.

With these three precautions observedselection and multipli-
cation of pure high yielding strains of the variety used for seeding,
thorough cleaning and grading with the fanning mill, and careful
treatment for the prevention of smut the grower has taken measures
which will do much to insure the highest possible yield from his wheat
fields.

Seeding. The advantages of winter seeding of wheat as compared
with spring sowing on the dry farming lands has long been recognized.
The acreage of spring wheat in Eastern Oregon, formerly rather
large, now forms only 20% of the total wheat acreage and is steadily
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decreasing, owing to the lesser yields generally obtained. The winter
seeding affords a much longer season for sowing the large acreages
characteristic of the dry land farm and permits more time for other
necessary spring work, such as plowing for summer fallow, that must
he done early to be most effective. The fall-sown wheat also has a.
very great advantage in resistance to drouth and to spring cultivation,
through the deeper rooting system formed.

Growing Winter Wheat. It may be noted, that in practically all
of the rotations for winter wheat recommended elsewhere,the wheat crop is almost always preceded by summer fallowing.
As this corresponds with the present practice in growing the wheat
crop throughout the dry farming area of Oregon, the best cultural
methods for winter wheat are the same, whether it is grown under
the new system or the ordinary one now in voguethat is, summer
fallowing every alternate year.

Seed Bed. Briefly then, after the harvest of the previouscrop the land should he double disked with such a machine
as the double action cutaway disk. Fall plowing may then proceed
at any time. If weeds such as mustard are bad, the ground, if not fall
plowed, may be disked again later in the fall or early the next spring
to destroy this weed growth, for the summer fallow.

Fig. 19. The right way to plow in the spring moisthre conservation A'' threebottom' plow with section' of harrow behind to create an immediate mulch.

To get the best results from spring plowing it should be done not
later than April and to a varying depth of 7 to 10 inches, the harrow
following immediately after the plow. Such cultivation should be
given thereafter as is sufficient to maintain a good mulch and destroy
weed growth, as described elsewhere. This thoroughly cultivated
summer fallow makes an ideal seed bed for the fall sowing. Of
course, where the summer fallow cultivation has left the soil too fine-
ly pulverized, it is sometimes important to disk just before seeding in
order to leave a rougher surface on the field, so that the soil will not
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run together and crust so badly over winter. On such properly pre-
pared ground the double disk drill or the hoe drill is the best type
of furrow opener to use.

Depth of Seeding. Fall seeding should be shallow, whether the
surface soil is dry ("seeding in the dust," as it is called) or whether
it has already been wet with fall rains. Deep seeding in the fall can-
not be recommended so far as experimental data shows as yet. Seed-
jug to a depth of 3 or 4 inches early in the fall so that the seed is
placed in moist soil underneath the dry surface mulch of the summer
fallow, is now being tried on the Oregon stations but cannot be rec-
ommended until there are more complete results. So far, the Experi-
ment Station recommends shallow seeding (11/2 inches), leaving the
germination dependent upon the first fall rains. This permits a very
ra.pid development of the plant after the fall rains have come and a
fairly good start before winter sets in. Deep seeding late in the fall
in every case is undesirable. In fact, it is a very common cause of
poor stands of wheat throughout Eastern Oregon. It causes either a
considerable amount of rotting of the seed or greatly weakened vital-
ity by the time the young shoot reaches the surface, so that it is much
more subject to injury from winter killing, wire worms, and the like,
and does not develop so good a rooting system. The only possibility
of success from deep fall seeding is where it is done early in the season.

So far as possible, wherever the slopes are steep, drilling should
be crosswise of the slope to prevent surface washing.

Date of Seeding. As to the best date for fall seeding, immediate-
ly after the first fall rains is recommended. As a rule, in the Columbia
Basin counties the fall rains come somewhat too late to give the crop
a good start before winter. In some cases seeding is delayed on this
account until late in November. This is undesirable but cannot he en-
tirely avoided. Where the fall rains are unusually late in coming, it
is often advisable to do at least a part of the seeding not later than
the latter part of October, (even if in the dry soil) so that the entire
wheat acreage need not be delayed in seeding because of waiting for
the fall rains to put the ground into good condition. Early fall seed-
jug in tbe "dust" or dry soil is not recommended, as often a very light
early rainfall will be sufficient to sprout the seed but not to carry it
through until further moisture comes. Late seeding in dry soil is not
subject to this risk and permits the completion of fall seeding at a
more uniform and reasonable time. Fall seeding at a number of dif-
ferent dates the past four years at the Moro station, has shown always
that the best date is very close to the date of the first good fall rains.
In Central Oregon fall rains as a rule come earlier and it is recom-
mended that no fall seeding later than October should be done, from
September 15th to October 15th being the best dates.

Rate of Seeding. The best rate of seeding has been quite fully
determined. In the Columbia Basin the best rate is from 35 to 45
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pounds per acre the lower rate where the rainfall is lighter and small-
er seeded varieties, such as Turkey Red, are used; the higher rate
where the rainfall is 12 inches or over, or with the larger seeded
varieties. With a small seeded, vigorous stooling variety like Turkey,
throughout the 10-inch rainfall belt (Wasco, Sherman, Gilliam and
Morrow Counties), 35 pounds of well cleaned seed is ample and per-
mits a sufficiently thick stand as a rule to allow thorough harrowing
the following spring. Of course, on very weedy ground which crusts
hadly over winter, a slightly heavier seeding is desirable so that more
spring harrowing may be practiced. In the wheat belt of Umatilla
and Union Counties, where the rainfall and soils are heavier, the best
rate is 45 pounds per acre. On the other hand, throughout Central
Oregon where the soils are universally sandier, the elevation higher,
and the growing season shorter, not more than 30 pounds of fall wheat
should be used; and in many cases where the well cleaned small-
grained Turkey is used, 25 pounds per acre is ample. It is not at all
uncommon throughout this region to find a seeding of 20 pounds of
Turkey giving the best of results.

Fig. 20. A wheat field near the .Tchn Day River. Beautiful in the boot'' hut rather
too thick io fill' vell in the dry weather of June.

While these rates may seem low, especially to the farmer from
the Middle West, it is a fact that the most common mistake of the
Eastern Oregon dry farmer is to seed his land too heavily, so that the
scanty soil moisture supply is largely consumed in the growing of
stalk and leaf, leaving an insufficient amount of moisture to make a
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good crop at the period when the grain is "filling." Of course, the
rate of seeding always should be lighter when the seasonal conditions
as to moisture have been unfavorable, or better yet when examination
of the soil prior to seeding shows a less than normal supply of stored
moisture.

The rate of seeding varies also, according to the 'stooling" capac-
ity of the variety. A variety that tillers or "stools" freely may always

be seeded more thinly. Again on most rich soils where lodging oc-
curs readily, thicker seeding will reduce loss from this source, bring
earlier maturity and also lessen the injury from rust.

On most Eastern Oregon dry farming lands seeding too thickly
is a very common cause for heavy crop losses at the period when the
wheat is making grain because of insufficient moisture. The writer
does not hesitate to urge the great importance and proved soundness
of the thin seeding rates recommended.

Cultivation. No more successful practice than spring harrow-
ing of fall-sown wheat has ever been introduced into Oregon, but for
years the Experiment Station urged this practice with seemingly little
effect. Today probably 75 per cent of all the fall wheat sown in the
state is harrowed in the spring. The benefits derived are numerous
and in many cases remarkable, considering the simplicity of the opera-

tion. As stated by the writer in a previous bulletin, spring harrowing
has the peculiar effect of thinning an over thick stand but of thicken-
ing a too thin stand. In the case of too thick a stand it will be found
that a considerable number of the plants will be torn out, whereas in
a thin stand few plants are torn out while the breaking of the soil

crust permits a vigorous stooling, which is the plant's remedy for a
thin stand. The crust formed over the surface of the fall-sown wheat
field hy the running together of the fine silt particles during the win-
ter thaws and spring rains, is a spring condition found practically
throughout the dry farming belt of Oregon. This crust very frequent-
ly is sufficiently heavy to choke the young wheat plant -and prevent
ready stooling. Further, of course, It increases the loss of soil mois-
ture through evaporation, prevents a ready absorption of the late spring
rains, increases surface washing, etc. It is of the greatest benefit
therefore for all of these reasons to break up the crust by spring har-
rowing. Another necessity for harrowing is in those fields which have

been cropped continuously to wheat and have become weed infested,
as is the case throughout the Columbia Basin. Spring harrowing has

a very excellent effect in destroying and holding back this weed growtb

until the wheat gets a good start.
There are several precautions to be observed in the harrowing of

wheat In the first place, the harrow teeth should be set sloping
according to the stage of growth. The wheat that is 3 or 4 inche
high and over thick in stand, or well populated with weeds, may b
harrowed vigorously, but in the fields where the first blades of the
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wheat are just beginning to show well the harrow teeth should be set
well back. In the second place, harrowing should never be done ex-
cept when the soil is in such shape that the crust breaks and crumbles.
Third, in case of very late and over deep fall seeding, or injury from
winter killing, or for any other reason which causes the wheat to come
through the winter with lowered vitality in the spring, and especially
where a very thick heavy crust is formed, harrowing should not be
done too early or vigorously. The plant must be allowed to become re-
invigorated with the tonic of the early spring weather. Harrowing

Fig. 21. What is it? A stubble field in the Columbia Baiu that has become a solid
mass of tumbling mustardforming sufficient seed to sow thousands of acres
with this dangerous pest.

the wheat in this weak condition, when the crust breaks up in chunks,
Lears out too large an amount of the wheat and is a frequent cause of
very serious reduction of the stand and yield. This condition, how-
ever, Can readily be recognized and avoided and the harrowing be
postponed and made less vigorous. Tinder Ordinary conditions with
the average stand of winter wheat as in the spring, harrowing may
be pursued vigorously with great benefit. One harrowing is always
tequired and very often the second or third harrowing will bring an
added benefit. The last harrowing if given when the wheat is 4 or
o inches high, leaves a mulch which further rain will not destroy, as
the crop is then far enough along to cover and protect the soil from
crusting to any extent. Harrowing when the grain has developed so
ar as to keep the teeth from getting action in the soil is obviously
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not worth while and harrowing wheat after it has jointed is injurious
to the crop.

Rolling in place of harrowing the wheat is in certain cases a suc-
cessful practice. Where good tillage practices have been followed,
particularly deep plowing of the summer fallow, so that the seed bed
is deep and mellow, and where pains have been taken to maintain a
cloddy mulch and avoid a dust mulch so that the soil does not run
together so badly over winter but forms a comparatively light crust,
It leaves the ground in excellent shape for rolling, particularly if there
has been some trouble from winter "heaving." When the soil has be-
come sufficiently dry to crumble, a roller running over the wheat fields
In this condition will readily crumble the light crust, firm the soil
about the wheat roots, and mash down surface clods, putting the wheat
Into a more improved condition. On shallow seed beds with heavy
crusts, rolling is practically of no benefit and may be harmful.
Occasionally a crust that cannot be handled with a harrow, may first
be rolled and then harrowed successfully. In nearly all cases harrow-
ing is preferable to rolling, the only exception being where the seed
bed in the spring is too loose or the wheat has suffered from heaving
by the frost, or where the surface soil is over rough and cloddy, or
sometimes on sandy soils.

A good implement for this spring cultivation, especially where a
little less vigorous treatment is desirable, is the Hallock weeder. This
weeder does closer and finer work, takes out the weeds more thorough-
ly, and does young and delicate wheat less injury, and may be used
somewhat earlier for these reasons. For later cultivation, the harrow
is the better. Where the seed-bed is weedy and crusted, harrowing
wheat a couple of weeks after seeding in the fall is a successful prac-
tice.

Harvest. For cheapness and rapidity of work the Eastern Ore-
gon dry farmer has nearly reached perfection in the operation of har-
vesting. For both of these qualities and wonderful adaptability to
the rolling lands and ashy soils, the combined harvester and thresher
is a machine greatly to be admired. However, this machine may be
used only where large acreages are to be handled, because of its high
costand most fortunately for the prosperity of the state, the "bon-
anza" type of farming has seen its best days. This old type of farm-
ing wheat to enormous areasthis extensive type of farming, as the
scientist calls it is the most destructive the world has ever seen. It
has been a marvel of success in getting the heaviest possible toll from
the land with the least possible expenditure of money; in making the
heaviest draughts upon the permanent store of fertility, with no thought
for the ultimate exhaustion of this wonderful resource that is bound to
come. If it were not for the really wonderful fertility of the Eastern
Oregon wheat soils, (combined with the fact that the summer fallow-
ing system has been used so that a crop has been taken only every
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ether year), this outright robbery of the soil's natural wealth, would
long ago have brought these lands to exhaustion.

Of this destructive type of farming the 'combine" is symbolical.
The ills that follow closely upon continuous wheat growing are already
plainly evident in every section of the Oregon wheat belt and are al-
ready causing the wheat growers serious difficulties through the in-

Fig. 22. A 26-horse combine'' (combined harvester and thresher) at work in a
Colombia Basin wheat fielda typical harvest scene on a bonanza'' farm.

creased cost of a decreasing crop. Thus, necessity combined
with an era of education in agricultural production, is
bringing about an abandonment of this old type of farming and the
adoption of the more intensive and diversified systems on the smaller
acreages upon which depends the future prosperity and indeed the
very life itself of the Eastern Oregon dry farming area. Thus it is,
in the writer's estimation, that the number of "combines" in use will
decrease, and harvest with the header and in time even the binder, will
become the rule. In fact, this change is already observable in some
localities. Aside from being fully as cheap a method of harvesting
on more moderate sized farms, the header has the great advantage
over the "combine" of leaving the straw in the stubble evenly distri-
buted over the fields and in ideal shape for incorporating with the
soilan absolutely vital essential in the proper management of the
land. Further, the harvest may be handled with smaller numbers
of laborers, and the scattering of weed seed from a foul area to a clean
one is avoided.

A very common source of loss in harvest at the present time is
caused by the use of varieties of grain which shatter badly. For the
most part this is unnecessary, as there are high yielding varieties
available which do not have this fault. One of the points of superior-
ity of the Turkey over the Forty-Fold (Gold Coin) is in this feature.

Yields from the Oregon wheat fields vary all the way from six to
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iixty bushels per acre. Yields of forty and fifty bushels on the heavier
and moister soils of Umatilla County are not at all uncommon. In
Sherman County yields of twenty-five bushels per acre, and in Gil-
ham and Morrow Counties of twenty bushels per acre, are considered

Fig. 23. Stacking from the header boxes near Metoliuo. Note the heavy (35 bu,
stubble Left by the header. The proper handling of this stubble has an important.
bearing on maintaining the humus content of the soil.

good crops. In Central Oregon yields of fifteen to twenty bushels may
he considered a good crop on dry farming lands. Under the best
methods, particularly where good rotations are used, these yields have
been much increased on the Experiment Station farms.

In marketing the Eastern Oregon wheat crop there are still possi-
rle great improvements. These are discussed elsewhere.

Note: It should be understood that all the results of experiments in this bulletin
are preliminary onlynot finally conclusive testimonybut really indicative in most
cases ef what varieties and methods so far tested are beat. The work at T,.' &, LOS pro-
ceeded for four years, but as the land had been conti000noly cropped and badly handled
prior to being taken over by the Experiment Station, the first year's results (1910)
were not sufficiently reliable to use; hence summariea include only the three years-
1911, 1912, and 1913. \Vlsere summaries are not given (winter wheat and winter bar-
ley, for example) it is due to the fact that the wsrk has not proceeded long enough
or los been made irregular by seasonal or soil conditions so that a satisfactory sum-
mary could not be made. In such cases the results for a normal or typical year's test
are cited At Burns, Metolius, and Redmond, cnly one year's results have been ob-
tained so far. Where such are not satisfactory osving to irregularity or sil canditieiis,.
lhcy at-C not reported herein.
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WINTBR WHEATS.

Relative Yields at the Moro Station19125.

Other Varieties Grown at Moro-Zimmerman (2907), 20.7 ho.; Rieti (2042),
0.5 bu.; Turkey (1558), 20.0 bu.; Crimean (1432), 18.4 bu. Koffoid (2997), 17.7

bu. Theias (1461), 17.3 bu.; Weisenberg (1563), 17.2 bu.; Pesterboden (1564), 17.0
br.; Bacaka (1562), 16.6 bu.; Bugum's, 16.5 bu.; Diehl's Mediterranean (1395),
16.4 bu.; Beloglina (1544), 16.2 bo.; Turkey (2223), 16.1 bu.; Crimean (1435), 15.6
bu.; Turkey (1571), 15.5 bu.; Prohibition, 15.4 bu.; Chirka (1438), 15.4 bu.;
Kharkov (1583), 15.0 bu.

5Thc trial for 1912 is cited because it is typical of the comparative yields of the
moat important local and the newly introduced varieties or strains.

**Theae varieties are those most commonly now grown locally in the 10-inch rain-
fall belt of the Columbia Basin. The difference in the yields of the Experiment Sta-
tion selected Turkey (2998-1) and the Turkey from local seed brings out a fact the
writer baa often called attention to-that the Turkey seed locally used is inferior and
does not represent fairly the true excellence of this greatest of all dry farming winter
wheat varieties.

Average and Annual Yields
Moro 1911-1913.

Actusl Yield-Bushels Per Acre.
1911 1912 1913 Average

Trrkey (1558) 9.0 20.6 24.0 17.8
Armavir (1355) 4.7 30.5 18.4 17.8
Alberta Red (2979) 5.2 19.8 24.5 16.5
Fo'ty Fold (Local) 3.4 12.0 21.6 12.3

Actual Yields at the Burns Statisn-1913.
Bu. Per acre.

Turkey (Selected Local) * 335
Turkey (2223) 26.2
Turkey (1558) 26.0
Crimean (1569) 26.0
Crimean (1437) 24.5
'rurkey (2998) 24.2
Crimean (1432) 23.8
Kharkov (1442) 22.6
Alberta Red (2979) 22.5

Other Varieties Grown at Burns.-Beloglins (1543), 21.0 bu.; Deihl's Mediter
ranean (1395), 21.0 bu. ; Weisenberg (1563), 19.5 ho.; Chirka (1138), 18.8 bu.;
Pesterbeden (1564), 15.2 bu.; Prohibition, 12.5 bu.; Keffoid (2997), 11.1 bu.

*This was from seed grown by a local farmer, Mr. Gcer, who practiced care-
ful field selection of this seed each 5'ear, resulting in a hai-dy strain of Turkey acclim-
ated to the frosty growing season at this high elevaitcu.

Eu. Per Acre
Turkey (2998-1) 27.5
Kharkov (1442) 25.1
Armavir (1855) 25.0

**Red Chaff (Local) 21.1
**Little Club (1750) 17.8
**Alberta Red (2979) 17.8
**Gold Coin (2996) 17.4
**Red Ilussian (1582) 14.0
**FOrty Fold (Local) 13.4
**Turkey (Local) 13.3
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Actual Yields Metolius Demonstration Farm-1913.

Other Varieties Grown at MetOliuS.-Pestorbodefl (1564), Koloid (2997), Diehl's
Mediterranean (1395), Prohibition, Weioenberg (1563), Turkey (2223) Beloglina

(1544), Alberta Red (2979), Kharkov (1442).

Rate of Seeding Winter Wheat.

Moro.

Rurns-1913.

Rate Planted Sept. 23 Planted Oct. 9
Lbs. Bu. per Acre Bu. per Acre

SPRING WHEAT.
On the whole, winter wheat generally outyields spring

wheat and because of the longer seeding season allowed and other
points already discussed, is more largely grown. It is difficult to seed
a very large area in the spring and complete the plowing of the sum-
mer fallow land early enough (April) to get the best results. Spring
wheat, however, finds an important place in Eastern Oregon if for no
other reason than that it is impossible always to get the entire acre-
age seeded in the fall. Throughout Central Oregon at elevations of
4000 feet and over, it is probable that the spring wheat will play a
more important part than it does in the Columbia Basin, owing to
the greater exposure of fall seeding to cold and winter killing. A

number of spring varieties at the Burns Station have given excellent
results, and the use of a fair proportion of spring seeding is recom-
mend ed.

Of all the spring varieties, the Bluestem has proved the best
throughout the Columbia Basin and the Blue Mountain region as well
as in Central Oregon, although it is somewhat late in maturing at ele-

Rate
Lbs.

Yield 1911
Bu. per Acre

Yield 1912
Bu. per Acre

Yield 1013 Average
Bu. per Acre Ba. per Acre.

22 5.3 12.2 8.7

33 6.1. 11.6 . . . .
8.8

38 . 11.7 14.4 13.0

44 9.8 12.1 16.5 12.8

55 10.8 10.7 18.4 13.3

15 10.5
30 24.2 17.2

45 16.5 14.5

60 . .
13.0

75 . .
10.3

90 6.3

120 .
4.2

Bu. per Acre.
Turkey (2998) 30.2

Turkey (Local) 27.0 -

Crimean (1569) 23.9

Crimean (1437) 20.6

Ghirka (1438) 19.0

Turkey (1558) 18.0
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vations of 4000 feet and over. A strain of Bluestem selected at the
Moro Station has proved the highest yielding spring seed in practically
every case. As the best variety for spring planting throughout East-
ern Oregon; the writer would recommend the selected Bluestem, partly
because of its high yielding qualities and partly because of its excep-
tionally high milling qualities. A second variety, equally high in yield,
particularly in Central Oregon, is the Early Baart, which has proved
very successful both at Moro and Burns. While there are a number
of other spring varieties, such as the Fretes, Galgalos, and
Washington Club No. 349, which have proved valuable, the writer
recommends only the Bluestem and the Early Baart for widespread
spring seeding, as it is undesirable for a country to grow more than
a couple of varieties of any one kind of crop.

As for the Durum varieties of wheat, four years' results at the
Moro Station indicate that the yields are not as good as those of the

Fig. 24Spring wheat varieties at Burns 1913. Eai ly Baa t (yield, 29 bu.) on right
and Erivan (yield 23.1 bu.) on left hand.

common wheat varieties, while at the Burns Station the Durums
showed a greater loss from spring frosts. The Durums seem to be
more drouth resistant but their heavier growth of straw and their lack
of stooling ability seem to have offset this advantage so far. To the
miller, of course, the Durum is objectionable because of its great hard-
ness, so that while no doubt this prejudice will be overcome in time as
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it has been elsewhere, yet it is a tax upon the price of variety at the
present time. All things considered, the writer cannot recominend the
Durum varieties for the Eastern Oregon dry farmer, although it is

believed that there is a possibility of their drouth resistant Qualities
finding them a place when they have been more fully tested.

The same care as to grading and treating the seed and making
field selections should be used with spring wheat as with winter.

The growing methods for spring wheat differ only in minor de-
tails. Often spring wheat will be sown on summer fallow land. In
such cases disking before seeding is very desirable, particularly in
soils which run together and crust more or less. It is imperative to
destroy this crust and prepare a mellow surface in order to get a good
seed bed. As may be noted, in the results of the tillage experiments
at Burns, summer fallow land which was not re-disked in the spring
before spring seeding, gave from three to five bushels less than that
which had been. As shown elsewhere, spring sowings are frequently
preceded in good rotations by row crops such as peas, potatoes, corn,
iape, or the like, the previous year, following the harvest of which the
ground is immediately disked and thoroughly tilled the remainder of
f,he summer. Such ground, of course, must be fall plowed and re-
dished the following spring, preceding sowing.

The rate of seeding of spring wheat is from five to ten pounds
heavier than fall seeding, partly because the spring wheats do not
stool as freely and partly because of the larger size of the berry of
the spring varieties. The seeding rate for the common spring varieties
varies from thirty-five to forty pounds in Central Oregon, from forty-
five to fifty pounds in the Columbia Basin, and from fifty to sixty
pounds in I1matilla County and the Blue Mountain region. In the
case of the Durum varieties, of course, on account of their large bsr-
ries at least ten pounds more per acre should be added to each of
these rates. These rates apply only in the case of reasonably well pre-
pared seed beds.

The time of seeding spring wheat depends a great deal upon the
season, but ordinarily in the Columbia Basin it is from March 20th
to April 20th, and in Central Oregon from April 10th to May 1st.
Vhere the soil is rather loose the press attachment for the drill
should be used to bring early germination.

Because of the shallower rooting system and looser seed bed,
spring-sown wheat cannot be given much cultivation, as it is rather
easily torn out. However, where the field is foul with weeds and a
heavier rate of seeding has purposely been employed to allow for this,
cultivation with the weeder or harrow with sloping teeth may be given
with profit. Seldom can more than one cultivation be given, and this
of course not until the plants have made a vigorous start.
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The yields of spring wheat generally average less than the winter
varieties. In case of favorable summer precipitation spring wheats

I

Fig. 25. Planted for and supposed to be a wheat crop, but grown from a foul soil
into a mass of tarweed. Note the scattering dark heads of wheat. Weeds ar
forcing the Columbia Basin lands toward diversified farming.

will yield as well as winter wheats, hut such favorable seasons are the
exception rather than the rule. They occur perhaps more frequently
in Central Oregon than in the Columbia Basin.

SPRING WHBAT.
Average Annual Yield of Common and Durum Spring Wheat Varieties.

Moro 1911-1913.
1912 1913 Average
Yield Bushels Per Acre.
19.0
22.1
21.3
12.0
20.0
13.6
19.0
14.6
14.0
16.2
12.3
8.6

Other Varieties Tested at Moro-Auljeata (2407-2-1), Marquis, Ghirka Spring

Variety 1911

Early Eaart (1697) 14.5
Bluestem (Selected) 15.1
Washingtou Little Club 849 13.0
Koola (2203.2) 14.0
Hams's Square Head (2669) 10.1
Karun (2200.1) 11.0
Yautagbay (2404-1) 9.6
C. I. No. 2495 7.0
Rieti (2798) 8.3
Ku.bauka (1440) 10.0
Minnesota 168 9.1
Dale's Gloria (Local) 3.8

25.0 19.5
19.6 18.7
19.6 17.9
25.8 17.8
21.6 17.2
24.0 16.9
21.3 16.6
27.5- 16.4
21.3 14.5
13.6 13.3
16.6 12.7
18.3 10.2



(1517), Hybrid 63, Chul (2227), Fife, Washington 177, GaIgalos (2398), Velvet Do
(2247), Marouani (1593), Sfahmoudi (2099), Richi (2089), Yellow Gha-rnovka (2096),

Abd-el-Kader (2075), Sonora.

Relative Yields at Burns-1913.
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Slarousni (1593)
Pelissier (1584)
Saragolla (2228)
Yellow Gharnovka (1444)
Arnautica (1493)
Bledur (1471)
Peloturka (1520)
Arnautka 6-P-i (1494)
Purple Durum (3024)
Polish
Fubanka (1354)

Durulfl Spring WheatL
Bu. Per Acre.

24.2
22.4
19.9
19.4
18.6
17.2
16_P
16.7
15.3
15.2

14.7

Actual Yields Metolius Dry Farm-1912.
Eu. per Acre.

Early Baart (1697) 26.6

Kahla (2088-8-1) 25.0

Yantagbay (2404) 23.8

No. 1787 23.3

Little Club (2547-2) 23.3

Golden Chaff (Local) 20.0

Other Varieties Grown at MetoliusSiinnesot& 169, Mahmoudi (2099), Galgalos
(2898), Marouath (2235), Red Fife, Yellow Gharnovka (2098), Velvet Don (2247),
Richi (2089), Kubanka (1440), Chul (2227), Marouani (1593), No. 2547-2, No. 2075,

Abyssiola (2508), Kubanka (2246).

BARLEY.
Spring Barley. One of the best of the spring grain crops is the

barley. Its especial values are that it succeeds better from later sowing
than wheat or oats, matures more quickly and consumes less moisture.
Its best use lies in its value as a grain supplement to the alfalfa, field
pea and rape pastures and for finishing pigs coming off these pastures.
A considerable acreage of barley is produced in the Columbia Basin.
(see page 64), and on the irrigated lands throughout Eastern Oregon
where aside from the other advantages named it makes the best nurse
crop for seeding alfalfa or clover. Barley has high value for fattening
and produces an excellent quality of pork. As chop mixed with oats or
emmer it makes excellent feed for work horses and dairy cows. The
Branch Experiment Stations at Moro and Burns have developed spring
varieties much superior to any seed heretofore used in Eastern Oregon.

Of all the spring varieties there is little question that the Swan-
neck is decidedly the best for the dry farming lands. Other varieties
giving excellent yields are Hannchen, Mariout, and White Smyrna.

The same care in grading, formalin treatment, and selection of
high yielding seed should be used as recommended for the winter
wheats. Barley makes excellent use of soil rich in humus and in rota-
tion should be sown on lands which have been in clover, alfalfa or field

Common Spring Wheats.
Bu. Per Acre.

Fretes (1596) 31.6
Bluestem (Selected) 80.3
Early Ba-art (1697) 29.0
Galgalos (2398) 25.0
Ghirka (1517) 24.6
Haytes (3083) 24.6

Preston (2958) 23.6
Washington Club 349 23.5
Erivan (2397) 23.1
Marvel (8082) 170
Fife (Ave. of 6 strains) 16.4
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peas, particularly on irrigated farms. Under irrigation, care should
be taken to use only a limited amount of water, as excess is especially
injurious to this crop. In the dry farming rotations recommended
elsewhere it will be noted that barley frequently follows wheat, corn
or field peas without an intervening summer fallow.

Pig. 2fi. A field of Swanneck barley on the Harney Branch Experiment Station farm
1913. Yield 27.1 ku. per acre.

The same practices in preparing the seed bed should be used as
described for spring wheat.

Barley does not stool freely and as the size of the berry is large

r.
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it should be seeded at the rate of fifty to sixty pounds on dry farming
lands, and on irrigated lands at one hundred pounds per acre.

The best dates of seeding in the Columbia Bhsin and the Blue
Mountain region are from March 15 to April 15, and in Central Ore-
gon April 20 to May 10. On the irrigated lands seeding may he as
late as June. Where the seed bed is rather loose the press attach-
ment for the drill should be used to bring early germination.

Barley being shallow rooted and a poor stooler, as a rule should
not be harrowed after coming up.

On dry farming lands the yields vary from ten to forty bushels
per acre, thirty bushels ordinarily being a good yield. On irrigated
lands the yields run from thirty to sixty bushels, and less than forty
bushels is a poor yield.

SPRING BARLBY.

Actual Yields at Moro-1911-1913.

Bushels Per Acre.
Variety 1911 1912 1913 Average

llannehert (531) 8.1 25.2 48.3 27.2

White Smyrna (Ouchac) 9.3 42.0 25.6

Mariout (261) 6.3 28.0 40.6

Swsnneck (187) 13.8 25.0 34.5 24.4

Manna (24) 10.6 26.0 29.5 22.0

Common California (626) 2.9 23.3 38.3 21.5

Chevalier 6.4 26.2 31.0 21.5

'Oderhrucker (537) 7.0 23.5 30.6 20.4

Black Hull-less (596) 3.7 14.2 30.3 *16.1

Oatami (575) 5.9 16.8 36.4 19.7

Manchuria 12.0 21.2 25.1 19.4

*Sixty pounds per bushel; other varieties 48.

Other Varieties Tested at Moro-Princess (529), Imperial, Texas Beardless (610),

Beldi (190) ; Gatami (575), Wiscosisin.No. 9, California Feed (690), Himalaya (620),
0. A. C. No. 21, Minnesota No. 6, Minnesota No. 105.

Relative Yields- BurnS, 1913.
Bu. Per Acre. Bu. Per Acre.

California Feed (690) 31.5 Manchuria (Ave. of 4 plots) . . . 21.6

Swanneck (187) 30.1 fIull.less (32042) 19.3

3uchac (653) 27.8 Siariout (261) 19.0

White Smyrua (195) 27.5 Chevalier (200) 18.9

Beardless 27.0 Wiscsnsin No. 6 18.5

Oderbrncker (537) 27.4 (,atsmi (575) 17.4

Henna (24) 27.3 Wisconsin No. 13 15.9

Black Hull-less (596) 25.7 ,hite Hull-less (595) .13.4

Wisconsin No. 9 25.4 ['cldi (190)
imperial 23.0 Winter (Local) 12.4

Utah Club (Prineville) 22.8

Winter Barley. Practically no wisiter barley is grown in Eastern
Oregon except on the Experiment Station farms, the difficulty being
to find a variety hardy against winter killing. Hardy winter barley
has the same advantage over the spring varieties as winter wheat, In
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that it gives higher yields. One variety has been found which is so
promising as to assure the possibility of winter seeding of this crop,
and it is recommended for the Columbia Basin. This variety is the
Utah Winter barley. It has given excellent yields at the Moro Ex-
periment Station. There is a possibly that other varieties such as the
Wisconsin Winter and Hannchen, may be developed for the Columbia
Basin.

The cultural methods as to seed bed described for wheat should
be used, except that winter barley should be seeded as early in the
fall as moisture conditions will permit in order that it may get a
better start before cold weather comes.

The best seeding rate is believed to be about fifty pounds per
acre. The spring cultivation, if any, should be very light. On Irri-
gated lands the winter seeding of barley Is ordinarily not advantageous.

WINTER BARLEY.
Actual YIeldsMoro, 1912.

flu, per Acre. Bu. per Acre.
Wisconsin (519) 37.7 Tennessee (257) 24.9
No. 647 34.8 S. P. I. 29003 22.7
Hannchen (531) ..........82.0 Texas (554) 22.5
Gotami (575) 29.0 Bavarian (159) 22.0
Chevalier (612) .28.3 Utah (582) 21.1
No. 516 27.3 Orel (351) 21.0
Maryland (528) 26.0 Black Hull-less (618) 17.0
Chevalier (156) 25.4 Hansee Hull-less 16.6
0. A. C. Winter 25.3 Virginia Hooded (648) 13.1

Actual YleldaBurns, 1913.
Bu. per Acre.

Utah W?inter (592) 16.2
0. A. C. Winter 13.1
Tennessee Winter (257) 12.9
Winter (647) 12.5
Gatami (575) 5.9
Hannohen (531) 5.0

Note: All varieties suffered severely from frost, which will probably make it
impracticable to grow winter barlies successfully at this elevation.

Actual YleldsMetollua, 1913.
flu, per Acre.

Tennessee Winter (237) 16.3
Utah Winter (592) 15.9
Hannchen (531)
Gatami (575)
Winter (647)

Note: Injured by blowing and shattering.

OATS.
Spring Oat.8. Oats are not widely grown on the dry farming

lands as they are not drouth resistant. On irrigated lands the value
of the grain for feed, both for horses and in the shape of chop mixed
with barley for dairy cows, is well known and makes oats one of the
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best grain crops for land under the ditch. The hardiness of oats to
cold also brings this crop into the Central Oregon dry farmer's field.

At Burns excellent yields of the better varieties have been ob-
tained; and in favorable seasons such as 1913, Moro has given good

returns. Unquestionably the best variety for the dry farmer through-
out Eastern Oregon is the Sixty-Day. This variety because of Its
early maturing qualities has proved the best both at Moro and Burns.
There are a number of other varieties about as good, however, among
which are the Kherson, Black American, Siberian, Banner, and Swed-
ish Select, ranking in the order named. The Kherson is a variety prac-
tically identical with Sixty-Day. On the irrigated lands a somewhat
later maturing variety may be used. The Shadeland Climax (a selec-
tion of Swedish Select) or the Banner is recommended.

Oats for seed, like all other grains, should be carefully graded
with the fanning mill, treated with formalin, and the seed plot of
selected plants grown and multiplied each year.

Thoroughly cultivated summer fallow land should be used, the
ground being re-disked early in the spring prior to seeding.

Oats are very hardy to cold and sensitive to dry, hot weather, and
it is of the greatest importance that they be seeded just as early in the
season as it is possible to get upon the ground_preferably March 20
to 30 in the Columbia Basin, and April 20 to May 5 in Central

Fig. 27Irrigated barley and oata at the Redmond Demonstration Farm, 1912. Barley,

Wisconsin No. 9, (yield, 55.2 bu.) on right of sign board, and oats, Shadeland
Challenge (yield, 49.2 bu.) on left.

Oregon, a somewhat later seeding of course being permissable on the
irrigated lands.

The best rate of seeding for the dry farming lands is thirty to
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forty pounds in Central Oregon, forty to fifty pounds in the Columbia
Basin and the Blue Mountain region on the dry farming lands, and
from seventy-five to one hundred pounds on the irrigated lands.

Oats should be given no cultivation after coming up. Light top
dressings of well rotted manure at the rate of four or five tons per
acre give excellent results on oats both on dry farming and irrigated
lands, but such top dressings should be made early in the spring (not
later than April), and almost of necessity with the manure spreader,
as discussed elsewhere.

If properly handled, yields of from twenty to forty bushels may
be expected on dry land and from forty to eighty on irrigated lands.

SPRING OATS.

Summary of Spring Oat Results-More.
Average of Yields in Bushels per Acre.

Pour-Year Average Three-Year Average Two-Year Average
1910-1913 1 911-1913 1912-1913

Vanety Yield Variety Ticid Variety Yield
SixtyDay 33.2 Sixty-Day 37.4 Sixty-Day 45-4
Siberian 32.1 Jllacl American 36.2 Siberian 41.4
flack American 8131 Yherson 35.9 i-hadeland Climax . - 40.4
E:herson 31.61 Siberian 35.8 Canadian 40.-i,
i;&nner 29 1 Swedish Select . 3 ti .5 Rherson 39.8
Canadian 255 Tanner 13.0 1Siaelc American 58.0
'Ahite Ituasian 16.2 (anadian 32.9 Ilinner 37.9

White Russian . 19.3 Swedish Select . . . - 37.6
'i'hite Russian - - 25.9
Shadeland challenge 24.6

Other Varieties Tested at Moro Storm King, Q uskei. Danish Island. Silverniirie.
Tartar King, Stavropol.

Relative Yields-Burns, 1953.
Variety Yield

Ru. per Acre.
Black American (549)
Silveriuiue (720) 61.2
Sixty-Day 595
Rustless Selection (724) 58.1
Siberian (655) 55.8
Kherson (459) 53.3
Minnesota No. 26 52.9
colorado No. 37 (619) 52.2
canadian (444) 48.5
Shadeland climax 48.3
Quaker 42.4
Shadetand Challenge 43.2
Swedish Select (134) 40.0
Burt (293) 31.3

Metolius-1912.
Bu. per Acre.

Sixty-Day 41.2
Shadeland Climax 30.4
Shadeland Challenge 23.1
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Redniond-1912.
Bu. per Acre.

Shadeland Challenge 49.2
Sixty-Day 41.2
Silvermine 40.6
Silvermine (Lccal) 32.2

Winter Oats. The winter varieties of oats are not as much sown
as wheat or barley, since winter oats do not have the advantage
over spring varieties that is found in like cases in other crops. One
good winter variety, however, has been found by the Moro Station,
suitable for the Columbia Basin area, and this is the Boswell winter
oat. It does not mature much earlier than spring sown oats but gives
a larger yield and is decidedly a valuable addition to the Eastern
Oregon farmer's crop list. This variety withstood the winter of 1912
almost perfectly.

As with winter barley, winter oats should be seeded as early in
the fall as moisture conditions will permit, and at the rate of a bushel
and a half or approximately fifty pounds per acre. This will permit
of some loss from winter killing in the more severe seasons.

Cultural methods throughout should be the same as for spring oats.
Winter oats are not recommended for the Central Oregon area.
Where oats are cut for hay they should be cut not later than the

medium dough stage for horse hay, and the soft dough or milk stage
for feeding cattle. When alfalfa or clover are available, however, it
is a very poor practice to cut grain for hay, both from the standpoint
of feeding value and fertility effect.

WINTER OATS.
Actual YjeldsMorO, 1912.

Bu. per Acre.
Beswell Winter (480) 49.0
Clia 1.5

Culherson .5

EMMER.
Spring Emmer. This crop is of very marked value in Eastern Oregon

because of its drouth resistance, and the Experiment Station has been
urging its wider use the past six years, since as yet practically none
is grown. The feeding value of emmer is nearly equal to that of bar-
ley, its best use being as a chop mixed with barley for horse feed. It
is a better dry farming crop than oats and even than barley, in ex-
ceptionally dry seasons. It is not recommended for the irrigated lands,
however, as compared with the two crops just named.

No named varieties are available, but the common spring emmer
has given very good results both at Moro and Burns, and selections
are being made from it.

Where it is desired to follow one grain crop with another with-
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out any summer fallow intervening, the emmer is especially recom-
mended because of its larger yield on a lesser moisture supply.

On land treated as for spring barley emmer should be sown in
the latter part of March in the Columbia Basin and about the middle
of April in Central Oregon, at the rate of thirty to thirty-five pounds
per acre. It yields from twenty-five to thirty-five bushels per acre
and weighs about thirty-five pounds per bushel.

Emmer is very commonly confused with speltz. Speltz is a much
inferior grain crop and not recommended at all for Oregon conditions.

SPRING EMMER.
Actual YieldBu. per Acre.

1912 1913
Moro 22.4 - 29.0
Metolius 25.3
Burns . ... 57.5

Winter Emmer. Several varieties of winter emmer have been
grown successfully at both the Moro and Burns Stations. While suf-
fering some loss from winter killing at Burns, the winter varieties
may be considered successful. Their trial by co-operators is recoin-
mended. The Black Winter No. 2483 is the best variety. The wide-
ly advertised Buffum's Improved Winter emmer gave no higher yield
in the Experiment Station trials than other varieties and showed no
marked difference in character.

Seeding should be done early in the fall, in the latter part of Sep-
tember or early October, at the rate of six pecks or about forty pounds,
since this grain is large seeded and the spikelets do not always break
up in threshing. A slightly heavier rate is used where the seeding is
late. Winter emmer weighs less than the spring varietyabout thir-
ty pounds to the bushel.

WINTER EMMER.

Burns-1913.
Bu. per Acre.

Black Winter 2483 28.0
Black Winter 2337 21.5

RYE.
The well known hardiness of rye to cold and unfavorable

soil conditions has made it an important crop on newly settled dry
farming lands, especially at the higher elevations. In Central Oregon
it makes a very good quality of hay and throughout the Eastern Ore-

Actual YjeldsMoro, 1911-13.
Bu. per Acre.

1911 1912 1913
Ave.

1012-13
Black Velvet 27.0 . ...
Black Winter (2337) 20.0 29.0 27.8 28.7
Block Winter (2483) 29.3 22.5 25.9
Buffnms Improved .... 28.4 20.9 24.0
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gon dry farming belt is of some value as an early pasture. In the
localities where the soil is sandy and blowing occurs, fall sown rye as
a protective crop in which to seed alfalfa the following spring has
found an excellent use.

No named varieties are available, although selections of Min-
nesota winter rye are being started at several of the Oregon Experi-
ment Stations.

In the Columbia Basin winter rye may be seeded any time in the
fall, but in Central Oregon preferably early, especially where early
spring pasture is desired. Varieties of spring rye find a use for very
early spring seeding for making both hay and pasture. It is rather
important not to sow a spring variety in the fall or a fall variety in the
spring, however, as there is a considerable difference in the charac-
teristics of the two.

The seeding rate is about forty-five pounds per acre, slightly
heavier when desired for hay only.

As is well known, rye volunteers very readily and on this, account
is objected to by wheat farmers because of some difficulty in keeping
it out of the wheat crop. A little care in handling tbe rye stubble,
disking immediately after harvest and then disking thoroughly when
the volunteer growth is started, does away with this objection.

Good seed rye commands an excellent price throughout Oregon
and makes it a profitable crop to grow for this purpose. Rye yields
from eight to twenty bushels per acre on average dry farming lands,
fifteen bushels being a good yield ordinarily.

BTE.
Actual YieldBu. per Acre.

Moro 1912 1913

Spring rye 26101 12.1 16.0

Spring rye 26102 9.8 15.0

Winter rye (0. A. C.) . .. 18.6
Burns 1913

Winter rye (0. A. C.) 87*
*Injured 50% by June frost.

FIELD CORN.

Why Grow Corn. The work of the Experiment Stations af Cor-
vallis, at Moro, and in Crook county, and Harney county, as well as
hundreds of co-operative trials with farmers carried on by the Col-
lege for the past four years, has demonstrated conclusively the value
of corn throughout the state. Oregon has been universally considered
a state with too cool a growing season for the successful production of
America's leading field crop, and the Oregon farmer, for the most part,
has accepted this conclusion. The results obtained at the various
Oregon Experiment Stations show convincingly that this is true for
those varieties of corn which are the leaders in the corn belt of the
central states. Famous varieties, like the Reid's Yellow Dent, Learn-
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'ng, Boone County White, and the like, proved failures under Oregon
conditions. It was upon trial of these great varieties, that the Oregon
farmer based his conclusions; and the majority of farmers in this
state today, who try corn, send back to the seed growers of the corn
belt for their seed. This is the cause, very largely, of the discourag-
ing results obtained.

Coming to Oregon from a corn belt state some six years ago, the
writer felt considerable enthusiasm over the possibilities for grow-
ing corn, not only in humid Western Oregon, where it is so much
needed for silage., for "hogging off," and as a tilled crop in rotation,
but more especially in the dry farming sections of Eastern Oregon,
where, for a number of reasons, corn is peculiarly needed.

The needs for corn in the dry farming areas of the state may be
summed up as follows

First. Corn is one of the more drouth resistant crops, so that
it Is one which the writer believes may be substituted for the "sum-
mer fallow" in favorable years in many parts of the dry farming
belt, and one of the regular fallow substitutes in those sections where
the rainfall is 18 inches or over, and where other conditions are favor-
able, as in Umatilla county.

-
cc

Wheat Corn
Fig. 28. Water required to prodi,ce 1 bu. of wheat and that for 1 bu. of corn.

Seconti. Corn grown as a row crop permits of as much summer
tillage as does the "summer fallow" itself, so that the weeds may
be as thoroughly destroyed and a moisture conserving mulch as read-
ily maintained in the corn field, as on the 'summer fallow" itself.

Third. In the new system of diversified farming advocated by
the Experiment Station, corn offers a special advantage in its utilisa-
tion for livestock production, more especially for hog feeding, or "hog-
ging off."

Fourth. Corn fits peculiarly well the dry farmer's requirements
from an economical standpoint. It can be grown in large fields under
Eastern Oregon conditions without unduly heavy expenditures in
labor for preparation and handling of the crop, and it does not require
an expensive outlay in special machinery for cultivating and harvest-
ing, or in buildings for storage. In this connection, it should be re-
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Fig. 29. College No. 23 dent corn on Dry Land Demonstration Farm, Metolius, 1912,
ready for the harvest.

Fig. 30. The harvestersgetting ready for the corn.
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vbered that the College doc not recommend that corn be grown
and handled as it is in the "corn belt." The dry farmer could not
afford such methods, and the College distinctly advises against them.
j9 method recommended eliminates check rowing, excessive culti-
vation, and the heavy expenditures in harvesting.

Fifth. Corn has a peculiar value in a rotation, in that it makes
better utilization of excess nitrogen than nearly any other crop the
farmer can grow. in other words, where alfalfa sod is plowed or
applications of barnyard manure are made, the large amounts of
nitrogen formed would be injurious to small grains because of the
excessive straw growth produced. Corn, however, has a special re-
quirement for nitrogen, making the best use of it; and is therefore
one of the most desirable crops to follow alfalfa or applications of
barnyard manure in the rotation. Further, the weeds that common-
ly infest the small grains may be readily eradicated by growing a
corn crop.

Utilization of the Corn Crop. The use of the corn crop which the
Experiment Station advocates for the dry farmer is for pork produc-
tion through what is called 'hogging off," and this for three reasons;
namely, it is the most profitable use that can be made of the corn crop;
it is the cheapest means of hog fattening; and finally and most im-
portant, it is the cheapest method of harvesting a crop. While the
dry farmer may utilize the corn crop to good advantage by erecting
a small silo and putUng up sufficient corn silage to carry his dairy
cows through the winter, yet after all the number of cows on the dry
farm will always be limited. Some farmers, of course, would be will-
ing to go to the expense of harvesting the corn so as to use the ears
for seed and the fodder for roughage for horses in the winter, but
where a good wheat hay and 'headings' are available for this pur-
pose, the writer would not recommend this practice. When corn is
raised for "hogging off," plantings of rape (2 pounds per acre in cul-
tivated rows) may be made at the time of the last cultivations, as
the rape is a vigorous groer throughout Eastern Oregon, either on
dry or irrigated lands, and makes an ideal succulent to go with the
corn, since it is rich in protein. On dry land the rape should be planted
in strips alternating with strips of corn. On irrigated lands it may be
seeded between the rows of corn at the last cultivation. Of course,
on the irrigated lands, corn may not only be used for 'hogging off,"
but since the leading industry of these lands will always be dairying,
and since under irrigation the yelds of corn as silage are very much
heavier th,re is little question that the raising of corn for silage is its
best use. There is no crop that is equal to corn as silage; and since on
the irrigated lands throughout Eastern Oregon alfalfa will always be
available, a late cutting of this may be mixed with the corn to bring
up its protein content, thus making silage that any dairyman considers
an ideal winter feed.



The stage at which the hogs should he turned into the corn is
about the same as that at which it should be cut for silage, and this
is a very important point in its proper utilization. Corn should be cut
for silage when the ears begin to 'glaze," that is, when the kernels
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Fig. 31. College No. 13 silage crop ou Irrigation Demonstration Farm, Redmnd. 1912.
Yield 16.1 tons silago per acre.

begin to dent. At this stage the entire plantstalk, leaves, husks,
kernels and cob comhinedcontains the maximum of feeding value
if all is to be consumed. Further, the corn at this stage will make
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the sweetest and nicest silage. Cut a week earlier than this, the corn
is too green; or a week later, when the corn has begun to dry out, the
silage is apt to be less succulent and not quite so valuable as feed.
Corn, of course, will make good silage even after it is frozen, provided
it is thoroughly packed, and some water is added to make it sufficiently
moist; but such silage will be more sour and not quite so palatable to
stock.

For "hogging off," then, it is desirable to turn in the pigs when
the corn is beginning to get well dentedthe hard dough stage. At
this stage, the leaves, husks, stalk, and cob are still somewhat succulent,
and the pigs will consume a portion of them. It will also give the
pigs a long feeding season before the corn is frosted. To farmers who
have never tried hogs as a corn harvester, the results are surprising.
If the frost does not come too early, the larger portion of the entire
crop will be broken down and consumed, and the results are fully as
good as those obtained when the corn is husked and fed in the pen.

The only cost involved in this method of harvesting is for hog

It takes 170 lbs. stover to equal 100 lbs. grain.
Fig. 32. Of the total digestible nutrients 37% is in the stover and 63% in the grain.

The best variety is the one that grows the heaviest ears, not the tallest stalks.

wire and water. The pigs, of course, must have an abundance of
good water and plenty of salt. It is advisable, as far as possible, to
locate the corn fields to be "hogged off" close to the water supply.
With a tank wagon available, however, sufficient water for the pigs
may be hauled a considerable distance at no great cost. As for
fencing, the expense of this need not be great. The writer recom-
mends the purchase of a good woven wire hog fence, about 26 inches
in height, this heavy wire to be used as a portable fence. Well braced
temporary or permanent corner or end posts can be put down to enclose
a 20- to 40-acre field, and the wire, tightly stretched between these,
may be lightly stapled or tied with twine to stakes driven between
the corner posts or tied to the corn stalks themselves. When this field
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is pastured off, the wire may be taken down, rolled up, and used on
another field for the same purpose, either for hogs or sheep. In this
way, the alfalfa, rape, corn, artichokes, and other crops to be pastured
off by sheep and hogs, need not be divided off into small fields with
permanent fence lines, but can he temporarily partitioned with the
portable fence, so that when the field is finally put hack into grain
again it can be handled on a large scale without interference from
division fences. Two men and a team can put up 250 rods per day
of such a portable fenëe, which is satisfactory in every way.

If the corn cannot be harvested in this way, the writer would not
recommend that the crop be grown on the dry farming lands; for where
co'n gives yields of only 20 to 30 bushels the ordinary system of har-
vesting reduces the profits too much. But such a yield of corn, gath-
ered by the hog himself, together with much of the fodder of the plant
in the green stage, is a very different matter, and distinctly a profit-
able branch of dry farming.

The Variety. Six yeara ago the writer secured varieties of corn
from nearly every section of the United States, making a special effort,
however, to secure dent varieties from Minnesota and the Dakotas that
were sufficiently early in maturing to succeed in the most northerly
portion of the corn belt. With these varieties, gathered from all por-
tions of the country, have been included, each year, the seed of many
local varieties that were found growing successfully in any part of the
State. Out of these trials there appeared immediately, two varieties
which, in practically every trial in every part of the State, have ex-
celledthe one, a yellow dent, for the production of silage or forage
corn, and the other, a white dent, for the production of matured ears.
These two varieties today are the results of five years of selection and
ear-to-row tests at the Oregon Experiment Station. The varieties which
formed the foundation stock of these two strains were the Minnesota
Number 13 yellow dent, and the Minnesota Number 23 white dent,
both of which were developed by the Minnesota Experiment Station
for the cool, short season of that state, where, as in Oregon, they have
excelled all other varieties.

Either for 'hogging off" or ror sliage, up to an elevation of 3,500
feet, the writer would recommend the Improveil College Number 13
as the best variety to use.. Above that elevation, if any dent variety
will succeed, the Improved College Number 23 white dent is the one
recommended. Other varieties that have given excellent results at
Moro and are suitable for the Columbia Basin grower are the North-
western Dent, Walla Walla White Dent, and Windon's White Dent.
Seeds of these varieties is available in local markets.

Flint corns, as shown in the table, have given excellent results at
the Moro station as far as yields and maturity are concerned, but, as
is well known, their feeding value is not so great. They are some-
what hardier to cold, however, and at elevations above 3,500 feet in
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Central Oregon are worth trying. At the Harney station the results
so far obtained with corn are no sufficiently conclusive to warrant any
recommendation. it is believed, however, that except for a few local,
well protected areas, corn will not be a successful crop on the Harney
dry farming lands, while on the irrigated lands at 4,000 feet the hard-

Fg 33. College No. 23 dent corn selected from crop grown by a cooperator in Wasco
(5 (I III

ier varieties of corn can be grown for forage only. The Harney sta-
tion hopes to develop a variety sufficiently hardy to make a good silage
crop on the irrigated lands in that region.

To begin with, of course, every Eastern Oregon farmer should
get the best possible acclimatized seed of the varieties named, which
are now quite widely grown and available. Lists of the growers of the
Improved College Number 13 and Number 23 may be had by apply-
ing to the experiment stations. Thereafter, every farmer should se.lect
his seed from his own crop, making the selections in the held from
those plants with one ear to the stalk which show the best growth of
leaf, stalk, and ear combined. These field selections should be made
before the first heavy frosts when the ear has "glazed" and become
fairly dry. The selected ears should be taken to the house and strung
up with binder twine from the rafters in the garret or storeroom, where
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they may dry out thoroughly before being subjected to freezing cold,
which would injure their germinating power. Needless to say. only
seed which has been tested for germination, and germinates at least.

o4l LLI 1

U

Fig. 34. Farm gel minator fcr car testIng.

over 80 per cent, should be used. Seed grown at high altitudes, of
course, because of the shortness of the season, is always likely to have
been affected by the frosts and its germination reduced; hence a com-
plete failure or a great loss in the stand secured might result if such
seed were used. Germination tests may be very easily made at home,
directions for which may be secured from the Experiment Station.

Cultural Methods. The grain stubble should be double disked
in the fall and left rough without further cultivation over winter. If
manure is available, it should be applied at any convenient time during
the fall or winter, and if well rotted 5 to 6 tons per acre will give
very profitable results. It is very important, however, that the man-
ure applied on dry farming lands be thoroughly disked into the soil
after harvest with a double action cutaway disk, and then deeply plwed
early in the spring. Manure on irrigated lands may be applied in fhe
same way, but at the rate of 15 tons per acre, if available. Early in
the spring this plowed land should be thoroughly disked to conserve
the moisture and kill the weeds. Where the land is spring plowed,
it should be double disked very early; then plowed not less than 7 to 8

V
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inches and packed with a subsurface packer, the plowing being done
as early as possible, preferably not later than the first week in April.
This spring plowed land should be harrowed immediately after plow-
ing, and then frequently harrowed tbereafter, as in the case of all
plowed land.

In the Columbia Basin corn should be planted about April 15, and
in Central Oregon about May 15. Either a corn planter or a corn drill
may be used, the rows made 3 1/2 ft. apart and the kernels dropped thick-
ly enough so that the stand will average as nearly as possible about
one plant every 18 inches in the row. Unlels the ground is extremely

Fig. 35. Field o College No. 23 dent corn growi by a cooperator Plateau Farm Co.
on dry land near Clem, Gilliam Co., 1213.

weedy, it is preferable not to check-row corn nor plant it in hills, as
it is shallow rooted and where there are 3 or 4 plants in one spot the
moisture is quickly consumed and likely to be exhausted before good
ears are formed. For this reason, corn should be drilled in thinly in
rows rather than check-rowed or planted in hills. If planted in hills,
it is preferable to put not more than two kernels to a hill and
the hills about 3 feet apart in the row. On irrigated land, where corn
is grown for silage or hog forage, it should be planted more thickly
inthe row so that the stand will approximate one plant every 9 inches.
Under irrigation, of course, corn may be check-rowed or planted in
hills-4 kernels to a hillwithout injury, and even to advantage if
the ground is weedy or needs cultivation both ways. A cheap and
efficient machine for planting corn is the one horse drill, but if de-
sired, the common grain drill may be used by stopping up part of
the holes.

The cultivation of the corn should he sufficiently thorough to keep
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down the weeds and preserve a good 3 inch mulch. Although such is
seldom the case, too much cultivation of corn on dry farming lands is
sometimes givennot because of any harmful effects of cultivation,
but because of the cost involved. It is to be remembered that corn
must be handled cheaply to bring a good profit on the dry lands. For-
tunately, on the mellow barns of the Eastern Oregon lands, a good

mulch is easily conserved with few cultivations, and most of these
cultivations may be given very cheaply by using either a Hallock weeder

or a common peg-tooth harrow. Corn may be harrowed with either of
these machines without injury until it is 8 to [0 inches high. When-
ever a crust is formed on the surface of the soil by a rain, or when-
over the weeds appear, the corn should be harrowed. Ordinarily two

fig. 26; Young corn (College No. 13 on the Irrigation Demonstration Farm. Red-

mond 1912. Seeded June 1 on left and June 10 on right hand plot.

or three cultivations with either of these machines will keep the ground
in excellent shape. As the corn gets higher, further cultivation may
be given with a regular small shovelled riding corn cultivator. Two

such cultivations as a rule are sufficient to leave the corn in good shape
for laying by. Where the Russian thistles are bad the special knives,
shown on the cultivator on page 50, are recommended. On irrigated
lands cultivation should be given after each irrigation to renew the
mulch.

After the corn has been harvested, the corn land should be
railed," then thoroughly disked with a double action cutaway disk;

then prepared for the "summer fallow" or other crop that may follow it.
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CORN.

Other Varieties Tested at MoroWalln Walls White Dent, Mcwrv's (Local), Wis-
consin Dent, Gehu Flint, Early Pride, Psynes White Dent, Brown County Yellow Dent,Funk's Ninel'-Dav Din o Flint. Fluhsrt3"s White Dent. Buckley's (Local).

Varieties Tested at EurnS-1913_Gehu Flint, Brown County Yellow Dent, Mala-
kcft Sweet. Minnesota No. 23, Northwestern Dent. White Flint. Hybrid Flint. Disco
Flint, Wisconsin Farl' Flint. Squaw Corn. Early Pride. Payne's Whte Dent, Dkco
White Dent, Dis-o Gcicl Medal Sweet, Minnesota No. 13.

In 1912 a few varieties reached the roasting ear stage, and in 1918 a. few reached
lull bead before destroyed by frost.

Varieties Tested at Metolius__lSl2yellow Dent A 4. Minnesota No. 18, Brown
Ccunty Dent, Silver King, Minnesota No. 28, Yellow Dent A 5, Early Pride. Minnesota
King, River View Special, Early Murdock, Northwestern Dent, Yellow Dent A 1, Disco
White, Wisconsin Early Flint.

Yellow Dent A 4 and Minneacta No. 18 gave the best, forage yields (estimated at
7.5 tons per aCre), while Minnesota No. 28 matured several bushels ci seed but. not
enough to estimate acre yields.

Rednlond-1912.
Planted Silage

Tons
Per Acre.

College Minnesota, No. 13 June 1 16.0
College Minnesota No. 13 June 10 15.8

B LJCKW1EAT.
Buckwheat may be grown in the Columbia Basin and elsewhere

at the lower elevations where the growing season is moderately long
and free from frosts. It is advantageously used as a catch crop for
late sowing whore some other crop has failed to make a stand; as
a smother crop for crowding out weeds; and in some cases as a
green manure plowed under to increase the humus content.
Buckwheat has a mellowing effect upon hard soil and gives a fair re-
turn on the soils of poor quality. A good crop of buckwheat is quite
profitable and readily sold to the miller, or it may be fed to poultry
advantageously. The best varieties are the Japanese and the SilverHull.

Buckwheat matures in from eight to twelve weeks and on this
account does fairly well during the dry season of the year, altho the
plant itself is not really particularly drouth resistant. The seed will
germinate, however, in rather a dry soil, and the crop seems to like
plenty of heat. On the lands of the lower elevations, with 15 to 18
inches rainfall, such as in Umatilla County, buckwheat will do very

Average YteldMoro, 1911-1913.
Yield Bushels per Acre

Variety 1O1J 1912 1013 Average
Yellow Flint 159 33.5 14.2 21.2
Northwestern Dent 15.0 26.1 iS.i 19.7
Windon's White Dent 10.0 23.5 17.2 17.6
Minnesota No. 13 13.2 23.9 12.7 16.6
Washington White Dent 22.8 14.0 16.2Minnesota No. 23 7.2 25.5 14.5 15.3
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well indeed. The seed may he planted late in May or during June,
but preferably on land that has been plowed early and cultivated
throughout the spring to conserve moisture. The seed, 3 to 4 pecks
per acre, should be drilled in, the lighter seeding being sufficient, as
the plant branches freely and adapts itself to conditions.

Buckwheat continues blooming until frost, so that the crop must
be cut in the fall when the bulk of the seed is ripe. It should he cut
with the mower when the dew is on or during cloudy weather, left in
the swath for a day or so, then set up in shocks when damp with dew
to prevent shattering. The crop is generally threshed from the field,
the spiked concave in the separator being replaced by a smooth one to
avoid cracking. It threshes easily, weighs about 48 pounds to the
bushel, and yields from 20 to 40 bushels per acre, selling at approxi-
mately 60 cents per bushel.

FORAGE ANT) LEGUME SEED CROPS.
ALFALFA.

Of all the new crops introduced by the Oregon Experiment Sta-
tion into the Eastern Oregon dry [arming area, alfalfa is proving the
most ruccessful. Yet the methods of handling alfalfa on dry farming
lands are so different from the ordinary methods of growing it, that
the dry farmer is slow to comprehend the possibilities o the crop.
Six years ago the writer, on his initial institute trip into Eastern Ore-

gon, suggested the growing of alfalfa on the dry farming lands in cul-
tivated rows for seed production. Since that time more attentive
study has been given to the matter each year until the trials so far
made, thugh by no means complete, have shown convincingly the
great possibilities of this crop.

As is well known, the crop universally grown on all dry farm-
ing lands throughout the world is wheat, and probably wheat will al-
ways remain the chief crop grown on these lands owing to the ease
with which it may be raised and to its especial adaptation for econm-
ical cropping in large areas with the modern machinery developed for
this purpose. The eventual effects of continuous grain cropping upon
the soil fertility, however, are well known. For counter-
balancing the effect of wheat in its heavy draughts upon the
nitrogen of the soil, and the injurious effect of dry farming methods
upon the humus supply of soil, the first and greatest need of any dry
farming area is for a nitrogen and humus restoring crop. Wheat farm-
ing in the Columbia Basin has been carried on continuously now for
many yearsin some cases more than 30and the harmful effects
upon the soil are becoming so evident that the farmers are beginning
to realize the need of maintaining or increasing its fertility. For this
purpose there is no crop so effective as alfalfa, since clover is not suf-
ficiently drouth resistant to succeed in the dry area. Indeed, the only
other legume successfully grown on these lands is the field pea, but
this crop, because of its shallower rooting system and shorter period



of growth, cannot compare with alfalfa in the amounts of high nitro-
gen humus added to the soil. Hence, if there is any possible way of
growing alfalfa successfully on the dry lands, this crop is an abstlute
requirement, from the fertility stardpoint alone, if dry farming is to
become a permanent industry.

LT'

Fig. 37. The old and the new. Cooperator standing on old straw pile (which former-
ly it was the custom to burn) holding a single well grown alfalfa plant raised
under a 10 in. rainfall on the cultivated row plan, Columbia Basin.

The value of the effects of alfalfa on fertility are shown elsewhere.
But notwithstanding the great necessity of growing the
crop for this purpose, there are very few farmers who would grow it
for fertility alone. So it has been necessary to demonstrate that the
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plant could be grown like wheat, on an extensive scale for immedi.te
profits, and here lay the difficulty. All of those farmers who had
grown alfalfa on the dry lands did it to cut for hay, and, as is the com-
mon practice, sowed it broadcast. In practically all cases favorable

Fig. 38. A portion of the row-alfalfa crop of the Plateau Farm Co. Plants about the
right thickness for forage production.

results, with these methods, were not obtained. As is well known.
the rainfall is too light on the Oregon dry farming lands to grow a hay
crop successfully, especially a crop that could compare in any way with
that grown upon the irrigated bottom lands. Some preliminary trials
had been made with alfalfa grown in cultivated rows in other parts of
the country for the purpose of producing a hay crop. These trials had
appeared promising. Now, it is a matter of comment, that in all cases
where moisture is scanty, plants, although greatly below normal in
their growth of stalk and leaf, will, other conditions being favorable,
develop an abundant crop of seed. As other conditions in Eastern
Oregon were favorable for the production of alfalfa seed, the writer
believed that while it might be possible to produce a fair amount of
hay or pasture from alfalfa grown thinly in cultivated rows, it seemed
more than probable that an abundant crop of seed could be produced
in this way. With this thought in mind, the planting of alfalfa in
rows for seed production was undertaken on the Experiment Stations
and demonstration farms of the Columbia Basin and Central Oregon,
as well as with co-operating farmers. The highest quality of seed was
sought and such as was best adapted to Oregon conditions. As most
of the Oregon dry farming lands lie in altitudes from 2,000 to 4,00G
feet, and the growing season is short, the requirements seemed to be:
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First, to secure a strain of alfalfa that would produce a seed
crop quickly and mature it before the fall frosts could injure it.

Second, to secure a strain that would be sufficiently hardy at the
highest altitudes to withstand the cold, open winters with practically
no snow cover for protection.

Third, to secure a strain that was a vigorous rooter and resist-
ant to drouth.

Fourth, that would produce an abundant crop of seed.
Fifth, that wOuld produce a reasonably good growth and quality

of forage or hay.
To find such a strain, seed of the most promising varieties was

obtained from many different sections of the [fiLed States, especially
the northern states and regions of higher altitudes, and from, similar

Fg. 39. Young alfalfa in rows, Dry Land Demonstration Farm, Meidius, 1912. Ele-
vation of 2500 ft.

conditions in other parts of the world. These variety trials were first
started some years ago at the Corvallis Station. Out of all the vane-
ties tested the Baltic strain of the common variety of alfalfa proved
to be the most desirable for the various purposes named above. This
variety was tried out at the Moro statiob, on the Crook county demon-
stration farm, and at the Harney station, as well as with co-operators
throughout the Columbia Basin and Central Oregon. The results oh-
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both to the early fall frosts and to winter killing at the higher alti-
tudes, as well as being very drouth resistant, a vigorous rooter, and
an excellent hay and seed producer.

This strain of alfalfa, properly grown, will produce from 100 to
300 pounds of seed per acre. That this seed is of the highest quality,
is obvious. Plants that survive under extreme conditions as to alti-
tudes, temperatures, drouth, etc., are nature's selections of the hardiest
and most vigorous individuals. It is easy enough to comprehend, as
has been fully proved by actual trial, that seed from such plants, is
the best source of a successful crop for similar conditions. Even more
interesting is the fact, however, that such seed grown in the humid
regions at lower elevations, such as in Western Oregon, will produce
a far superior crop than seed grown in warmer climates and the
lower altitudes such as in California, Kansas, and Utah. The cool
nights in Western Oregon, the heavy and acid soils, the lack of bacteria
these soil conditions are found not only in the Willamette Valley
but in the Mississippi Valley, and require a vigorous, resistant plant
to prosper under these adverse circumstances, and virility Is the marked
characteristic of these plants grown at high altitude on dry land. It
is easy to understand then, that seed of such quality will command a
premium; and this is actually the case. While for Utah seed the writer
paid 15c per pound last year, he was forced to pay 35c to 75c per pound
for the Baltic alfalfa seed, and then could obtain only' a very limited
amount. As for the future market for this seed in large quantities,
it is to be remembered that there will be a demand from the enormous
area of dry farming lands throughout the Northern and Northwestern
states, combined with that from the Central and Eastern humid sec-
tions, which everywhere are rapidly developing the growth of this
magnificent bay and forage crop through the use of lime and bacterial
inoculation. The writer believes that Oregon Iry land grown seed, if

supplied in sufficient quantities, would outrank Kansas and Utah seed
for markets in the regions named, and would always have easy com-
petition with the present sources of alfalfa seed production, even with

a premium in price. For several years the price of this seed, delivered
to the shipping point, will probably be no less than 30c per pound,
and it is doubtful if the price will ever fall below 20c per pound.

The many advantages of the alfalfa crop successfully grown on

dry farming lands, aside from the question of fertility and seed pro-
duction, are obvious. Some of them may be enumerated as follows:

First. From the standpoint of profit the wheat crop cannot com-
pare with alfalfa as far as the yields obtained to date indicate. At a
minimum yield of 100 pounds per acre and a minimum price of 20c
per pound, delivered at the shipping point, the gross annual return
per acre would be $20. To start the crop would cost less than to start
a crop of wheat. The annual cost of the crop would be only the ex-
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pense of cultivating three or four times, and of harvesting and thresh-
ing, which combined, would not amount to more than $4 per acre,
whereas the average cost of growing and harvesting a crop of wheat
is $5 per acre. The average gross return from an acre of wheat in
the Columbia Basin is $15 per acre (figuring 20 bushels per acre at
75c per bushel). This return, however, under the present system of
farming, is obtained only every other year; hence the average gross
annual income from wheat is about $8 per acre, which means an an-
nual net income per acre, for wheat, of $5, as compared with an an-
nual net income of $13 per acre, from alfalfa.

ig. 40. Blossoming time on a portion of the Platean Farms row-alfalfa. Sn far as
known, this cooperator is growing ftc largest acreage of row-alfalfa in the world.
(Plants much too thiflk in the row for maimum aced production.)

Second. The straw from the alfalfa threshing, like that from the
field peas, is of excellent value for sheep or for colts and horses during
the winter.

Third. The alfalfa seed at 20c per pound is worth $400 per ton,
and goods at this value may be hauled, if necessary, 150 miles to the
shipping point. The present haul from Burns to Bend (150 miles) is
made by teamsters, who make their living at it, for 1. ½ c per pound or
$0 per ton. With so valuable a cargo, the cost of hauling a consider-
able distance would be a charge the goods could easily bear; and since
transportation facilities in the dry farming area are poor, this is an
important consideration. There are very large areas of dry farming
lands in Central Oregon from which it would be impossible to get a
profit from wheat regardless of the yield, because of the prohibitive
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distances for hauling. With alfalfa seed, the Central Oregon farmer
does not need to wait for the railroads to come to him.

Fourth. Alfalfa seed improves with age. Seed two years old
will germinate better, as a rule, than seed from a new crop, due to the
larger percentage of the hard-coated or "dormant' seeds, as they are
called, which germinate the second and third years. Alfalfa seed three
sears old is still first class in its germinating powers. Further, the seed
is not subject to injury from rodents, insects, or other pests of any
kind, nor from low temperatures and the like. It is not even subject to
loss from shrinkage. When the grower desires to hold his seed, there-
fore, either because of unfavorable market conditions, or other motives,
he may do so with safety because of these characteristics of the crop

Fig. 41. Pigs in irrigated alfalfa. Better results would be obtained if field were
divided and pastured in sections.

Fifth. The space occupied by the seed crop as compared with its
value is so small that the sackage and storage facilities required are
very inexpensive. Where farmers desire to combine in the handling
and disposing of their seed, only very small and inexpensive ware-
houses would be required.

Sixth. For both of the reasons just mentioned, that is, the low
expense of storage combined with the excellent keeping qualities, of
the seed, this product should be one which a farmers' co-operative
organization of any size could easily handle and sell at retail pricea
direct to the consumer, thus getting rid of the middleman, who is the
heaviest tax the modern farmer carries. Little advertising would be
required to create and maintain the demand for this seed.

Seventh. Like the field peas and corn, it lends itself in many
different ways to a diversification of farm production permitting espec-
ially the production of livestock on the dry farm. It may be grOwn in.
rows for hay, for which purpose it will give yields of from 1 to 2 tons;
per acre, according as the rainfall be 10 or 18 inches. The hay on the
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dry farm can be utilized for wintering all classes of livestock, but more
especially sheep, hogs, colts, and the farm dairy cows. It can be used
with great success as forage for pasturing with sheep or pigs. It is
possible to carry sheep or pigs from the first of April to the first of
September on alfalfa.

Eighth. A very distinct value of the alfalfa is in getting rid of
the weeds. By the end of the first year the alfalfa field, which may be
cultivated as often as desired and with practically any sort of an im-
plement, will be clean of weeds.

Ninth. Where there is trouble with the blowing of the soil, on
high, exposed lands in the Columbia Basin, this may be stopped by
planting alfalfa crosswise to the direction of the prevailing winds. The
great store of humus added to the soil by four or five years of alfalfa
growing, will largely prevent further trouble from blowing soil when
the land is plowed and put into wheat again.

Tenth. The eect upon the selling value of the dry farming lands
that are seeded to alfalfa in rows, both in the attractive appearance
produced and in the demonstration of the possibilities of the soil,
would be marked.

Fig. 42. Pigs pasturing row alfalfa on Plateau Farms. Field about cleaned up and
pigs ready to go into field peas.

Cultural Methods. As previously stated the writer would recom-
mend the Baltic strain of alfalfa as superior to all others throughout
Eastern and Central Oregon, both on dry farming and irrigated lands.
The Grimm is also good. There should be no hesitancy on the part
if farmers is paying a premium for seed of these varieties. Wherever
possible, Oregon dry land grown Baltic should be secured, as it will
have become acclimated and adapted to Oregon conditions. The Ex-
periment Station farms and co-operative growers have limited amounts
of this seed now available. To secure it farmers will have to get in
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touch with them, as it will probably be several years before it will be
on the markets. Where this strain of seed cannot be secured, the
Grimm is believed to be the next best and certainly is an excellent
grower. Sources of this seed can be learned by addressing the Experi-
ment Station. Of course, at the lower elevations common alfalfa will
succeed well for pasture and hay purposes, and will even produce a
fairly good seed crop when grown as described below. But at the high-
er elevations in Central Oregon the writer would recommend only the
Baltic or Grimm strains. This seed, in fact, would be decidedly pre-
ferable to any dther throughout the state. The farmer should not ex-
pect the best results with the common seed grown on the irrigated
lands of California, Utah, etc.

In all cases, any seed used should be tested both for purity and
germination, as dangerous weed pests or the parasite "dodder," are
often introduced in alfalfa seed. One of the great virtues of the dry
land grown seed undoubtedly will be its freedom from dodder and
weed seed impurities, which the clean cultivation will bring about.
Purity and germination tests will be made at all times free of charge
for farmers by the Seed Testing Laboratory at Corvallis.

In the preparation for seeding alfalfa on the dry land, the usual
procedure is double disking the stubble after grain harvest, then plow-
ing deeply in the fall, leaving the land rough over winter. Fall plow-
ing is rather important with alfalfa, as it permits the seed bed to be-
come firmed over winter so that in the spring all that is necessary to
do is to disk the ground thoroughly as early as possible and then keep
it thoroughly cultivated, mulched, and clean of weeds until seeding
time. The best seeding time in the Columbia Basin is about April 15,
and in Central Oregon about May 15, the main points being to seed
after the spring frosts are over, and when the ground is warni, mellow
and moist, well pulverized, firm underneath the surface, and clean of
weeds. Where the land is not plowed until spring, it should by all
means be thoroughly disked in the fall after the spring rains, and in
the spring the subsurface packer and harrow should follow immedi-
ately after the plow. The seed, before being sowed, should preferably
be inoculated with the bacterial culture obtainable from the Experi-
ment Station at Corvallis. While alfalfa on the dry farming lands
has so far given excellent results without inoculation, in some cases it
seems that inoculation has been beneficial, and the extra trouble and
expense involved is so slight that the possibility of any benefit should
not r overlooked.

Where the ground is unusually foul with weeds, or where the
subsoil mixture supply is greatly reduced, the dry farming lands should
ic summer fallowed prior to seeding to alfalfa. Where good methods
have been used, so that an average amount of moisture has been re-
served in the subsoil, the alfalfa does not need to be preceded with a
'ummer fallow, but may be sown the year following the wheat crop.
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A cultivated crop of potatoes, of corn, or of field peas in rows, is gen-
erally best preceding the alfalfa, as such leave the ground in a good
state of tilth, clean of weeds, and with a fair moisture supply. Where
a cultivated crop precedes the alfalfa, the ground does not need to be
plowed, but may merely be thoroughly disked in the fall and again in
the spring, the cultivation being continued until seeding 'time. While
the cultivated crop preceding the alfalfa has these advantages, yet very
successful stands have been obtained where the alfalfa follows the
wheat or other grain crop. Only where the season is unusually dry
or the subsoil has become practically exhausted of moisture, or the
land is very foul with weeds, it is necessary to summer fallow before
seeding the alfalfa. In Central Oregon, at the higher elevations, where
ether conditions, such as frost, sandiness of soil, alkali, etc., are some-
what more extreme, it is generally best to prepare for alfalfa with a
well cultivated summer fallow preceding.

rig. 43. Young alfalfa (3 months) on Plateau Farm Company landalready too far
advanced in growth to thin easily.

The importance of a moist subsoil for alfalfa should not be over-
looked, as it is the development of the rooting system of this plant
that makes it so valuable for dry farming purposes. As may be seen
by reference to the transpiration Table X, alfalfa is one of the heaviest
moisture consumers, hence its drouth resistance may be accounted for
largely because of its deep rooting system, which permits it to draw
upon a great area of soil. It is for this reason also that the seeding
in cultivated rows is so essential for a successful crop in the 10-inch
rainfall belt. Where alfalfa is broadcated, the limited moisture is
so quickly exhausted by the thickly growing, heavy moisture consuming
plants that frequently early in August the broadcasted crop will turn
brown and crisp and appear dead the rest of the season. It does not
die, but becomes green again the following spring. The crop grown
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in rows alongside that which is broadcasted will continue green
throughout the fall, giving considerable pasture after the hay is cut.
Soil borings in the row crop, as compared with the broadcasted, show
a larger percentage of subsoil moisture and the plants undoubtedly
have a deeper rooting system.

4

T'ig. 44. Above, feed cup (from bottom of drill grain box) split apart., showing 'rim'
feed and position of wire riddle alfalfa seed reducer. Below, feed cup put to-
gether, showing wire reducer and, on right, the alfalfa reducing plate sometimes
used in place of the wire riddle.

Seeding. On the dry farming lands alfalfa for the production of
seed should be sown in single drill rows 35 inches apart and just as
thinly in the row as it is possible to sow the seed. The ordinary grain
drill may be used by placing the extra parts called "alfalfa reducing
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plates" or the wire riddles in the feed cups in the bottom of the grain
box, stopping up the grain openings not used with a piece of pasteboard
or a small muslin sack of. dry soil. Some drills (those with the fluted
feed) do not have the alfalfa reducing plates or riddles, but, instead,
a grass seeder box attachment, which is spliced in front of the grain
box and connects with the grain tubes by means of short feed tubes,
so that the afalfa may be drilled in. This grass seeder attachment
supplies perhaps the easiest method of thin seeding in rows, as the
v.'ire riddles are rather difficult to adjust so as to avoid grinding up
the seed itself or choking the feed, causing the seed to be dropped in
hunches. The alfalfa reducing plates, on the other hand, feed the
seed at too fast a rate for the thinness of the stand desirable in row
alfalfa on dry farming lands. The grass seeder attachment costs only
from $4 to $6, and can be fitted to practically any make or style of
drill. In ordering any of these attachments, the make and style or
number of the drill should be given the agent or manufacturer so that
proper fittings may be secured.

Fig. 45. Cross section showing grass seeder box attachment to grain drill and seed
tubes from same leathng into grain tubes.

By using one or the other of the reducing devices described, it
is possible to sow as little as two or three pounds of seed per acre
in the 3-foot row, and it has been found that where the best quality
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of seed is used and the seed bed is in good condition, a pound and a
half of seed per acre if spread evenly will give an ample stand.

Another method of reducing the feed is to mix dry soil or corn-
meal with the alfalfa seed in sufficient amounts to spread the seed
thinly in the drill row, but this method is not as satisfactory as those
already described.

An initial stand of one plant about every 8 inches in the row
is about what is desired for the production of the seed crop In the 10-
inch rainfall belt. The mistake most farmers will make in under-
taking to grow the alfalfa crop under this new method is to seed too
thickly. The seed should be put in not deeper than 1 inches, at

hich depth in the spring when the seeding is done, sufficient moisture
will be found to start the crop. Where the surface soil is loose and
ashy, so that the drill wheels sink in, making it difficult to seed as

Fig. 46. Showing wide spreading head and many branched tap root where the plant
has ample room in the row.

shallowly as this, the ground should be rolled and firmed prior to
seeding, as a firm seed bed is of the greatest importance. Where the
press attachment to the drill is available, it should be used, as it firms
the soil uniformly over the seed, causing it to germinate quickly and
evenly. Where the press attachment is not used and the seed bed is

loose and somewhat dry, it is advisable to follow the seeding with
rolling and then a very light harrowing. Some pains should be taken
to make the seed rows fairly straight, as this makes it easier to culti-
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vate them later on. In all cases the rows should be seeded at right
angles to the direction of the prevailing winds, as this will reduce
evaporation as well as prevent soil blowing. On sloping ground, where
durface washing is likely to occur, the rows, of course, should follow
the contour of the land. On dry farming lands a nurse crop should
never be used with alfalfa, and spring seeding is decidedly preferable
to fall seeding. The fall rains usually come too late to give the al-
falfa a good start before winter sets in.

Thinning. After the seeding is finished, the ground may be har-
rowed as often as is necessary to maintain a good mulch and keep
flown the weeds. When the plants are 2 to 3 inches high in the row,
they should be cross-harrowed severely or even disked crosswise if
necessary, until the stand is reduced to not less than one plant every
12 to 18inches in the row. Most farmers are likely to make a mistake
t this point. After having succeeded in getting a fine stand of alfalfa,

I-I

Fig. 47. Showing constricted head nnd rooting system where plants are crowded in the
row.

it seems pretty hard to go through the field and destroy the larger por-
tion of it, but the whole secret of heavy seed yields on dry land lies
in giving each plant ample room on all sides so that it may send out
many lateral branches producing a bush-like growth exposing many
branch tips to the sun. On these branch tips are borne the seeds.
The more room each plant has, the more bushy and branching it be-
comes and the heavier its seed crop. Where the plants stand close to-
gether in the row, each plant sends up a lesser number of erect sterns,



Fig. 48. A single alfalfa plant (second year alter planting) grown on Columbia Basin
dry land with a 10-inch annual rainfall, in cultivated rows but with ample room
in the row. Note the masses of seed pod clusters.
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which bear seed only at the exposed tip with a far less number of
lateral branches. Those blossoms at the tips of the branches which
do not have good exposure to the light do not mature and fertilize
properly, so that only a small amount of seed bearing pods are formed.
(An ideal seed hearing plant is Shown on page 121.) Hence the grower
should not fear to reduce the thickness of the stand, nor to reduce it
early, for a thick stand cannot be very successfully reduced after the
crop is 3 or 4 months old. The roots, where grown in rows, are by
that time so thick and tough that a disk or plow, unless constantly re-
sharpened, will not cut them, and even if it did, new shoots would
start up.

Fig. 49. Showing how laige individual plants become (in foreground) where each has
abundance of room. Edge of row-alfalfa field, Plateau Farms.

Pollination. One of the most noticeable effects of a thin stand
for seed production as compared with a close stand in the row is the
effect upon pollination. It is well known that what we might call the
pollinizing mechanism of the alfalfa blossom, like that of many other
legumes, does not operate readily. For this reason, with all condi-
tons apparently favorable, frequently a good "set" of seed is not se-
cured. It is generally conceded that an abundance of bees and other
insects that seek the alfalfa blossoms give much assistance in the
matter of pollination, thereby increasing the seed crop. But while
the keepingof bees on the farm where alfalfa seed is raised may be
of much assistance, yet for large areas this assistance cannot be de--
pended upon. On the other hand, the artificial "tripping of the bbs-
soms by means of a light wooden roller run crosswise of the rows, or
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Fig. 50. Looking crosswise of the low, showing plants much too thick for madmum
seed production.

an effect upon the delicate blossom and its pollinizing mechanism.
On the other hand, where each plant in the row has ample room, the
rooting system is not only deeper and more extensive, but the soil
moisture supply at blossoming time is more abundant, and hence the
plants are vigorous. The optimum condition for cell turgidity pre-
vails. The blossoms burgeon vigorously, and it is more than likely
that the pollinizing mechanism under such conditions operates more
effectively. At least in every case observed, where the plants stand
thinly in the row, each with ample room, each branch is found to bear
a heavier cluster of well filled seed pods, and each such plant has
many more such seed tipped branches. Thus, for every reason, it
would seem that the larget seed crop may be obtained where each
riant has ample room.
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similar means, has not proved to be very successful, partly owing to the
fact, no doubt, that the blossoms are in all stages of development at
any given time, and only a portion of them are at just the right point
for successful "tripping" by artificial means.

It is the writer's belief that the thickness of the stand on the
Eastern Oregon dry farming lands has more to do with pollination
than any other factor. Where the plants stand thickly in the row,
not only are the number of lateral branches and blossoms decreased
and less favorable exposure to the sun obtained, as already suggested,
hut by the middle of July, when the plants are in full bloom and the
summer drouth Is under way, the soil moisture Is more completely
exhausted. The result Is that the crowded plants become more or less
flaccid of tissuelimpand this would seem unquestionably to have
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The exact distance apart in the row which is best varies consider-
ably with the depth and character of the soil and the amount of rain-
fall. Further data must be obtained on this point. From results so
far obtained, the writer believes, however, that where the rainfall is
10 inches or less, one plant about every 18 to 24 inches will give the
licaviest yield o seed per acre where the crop is grown commercially.
Fair yields have been obtained, however, where the plants were
crowded as thickly as one to every 3 or 4 inches. In practically every
trial made so far, the yields from plants as close together as this were
less than where they had more room. On the other hand, and from
a practical standpoint, the writer does not believe that planting the
seed in hills 3 feet or more apart each way would be advisable. It
might be possible that this distance would be none too much to give
good results, but planting in this way would be more expensive and
difficult, the effect upon fertility would probably be less desirable, and
harvesting would be harder. Until more evidence is available, planting
the seeds in hills is not recommended.

Fig. 51. cultivating alfalfa in rows on the Plateau Farms with regular row cultivator.

Cultivating. The alfalfa may be cultivated with the common har-
row or Hallock weeder until it is 10 to 12 inches high, the only object
being to maintain a mulch and destroy the weeds. Ordinarily even on
very weedy ground 3 or 4 harrowings, followed by 2 or 3 cultivations
with a riding corn cultivator, will be sufficient the first year. After the
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first year, of course, the weeds will be largely destroyed and less cul-
tivation will be required. Where a large acreage is handled, it is im-
portant to secure a first class, up-to-date riding cultivator fitted with
4 small shovels on each gang, and with pivotal axles or tongue so that
the machine may be easily guided over uneven ground. Where the
Russian thistle is bad, a very effective type of knife cultivator may
replace the shovels, to destroy this weed. (See page 50).

The alfalfa, of course, should not be allowed to make seed the
first year as this would stunt its development. It should be clipped
the first year when any of the following conditions occur, the cutter
bar being set up 4 to 5 inches from the ground:

First. Whenever the weeds outgrow the alfalfa or begin to ripen
seed.

Second. Whenever mildew or any other disease or insect injury
appears. (No sort of pest has ever been reported on alfalfa in Eastern
Oregon.)

Third. Whenever the alfalfa begins to blossom.
Fourth. Whenever the new shoots of the second growth begin

to start from the crown of the plant while the first growth still re-
mains uncut.

The clipping, if the plant is not too young, does not

injure alfalfa, but stimulates its development. The clippings.
if light should be left upon the ground the first year; but
if abundant may be raked up for hay or green feed. The

plant should be allowed to make a growth of 5 to 6 inches prior to the
coming of winter as this will aid greatly in protecting it from the cold.
By no means should the crop be pastured the first year, as the crowns
are tender and easily injured at this time.

Dodder. During the first year a sharp watch should be kept for

any sign of the parasitic plant, dodder. II the specimens of this par-
asite that appear are promptly destroyed, the crop will be freed from
danger. If only tested dodder-free seed is used, there is little danger
from this parasite. Dodder may readily be identified by the slender,
threadlike, leafless, yellowish white tendrils that twine around the
stalk of the alfalfa plant. The dodder seed germinates in the soil, but
s soon as the tendrfls of the vine have clasped an alfalfa stalk, its

feeding roots are sunk in the tissue of the alfalfa plant and its connec-
tion with the soil ceases. Thereafter, it lives upon the alfalfa sap
until the alfalfa plant is destroyed. In the meantime, the dodder vine
spreads to new plants, blossoming and ripening aqd scattering seed
ss it progresses. The only remedy is to cut off the affected plants as
poor. as ohserved and burn them. This should be done if possible be-
fore the dodder has ripened seed. Where the seed has been ripened
and scattered on the ground, it is well to cut the plants and scatter
and burn straw over the affected soil area to destroy as much of the
dodder seed as possible. Where the whole field has become affected, it
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is necessary to plow it under and put it into cultivated crop for several
years.

During the second year the crop should be disked early
in the spring before the first buds appear. This disking may be done
crosswise of the rows, if they are somewhat too thick, the object being
primarily to plow up the soil crust and form a good deep mulch 4 or
5 inches in depth. Little fear need be felt of injuring the crop. There-
after, the crop may be cultivated with a harrow and later with a shovel
cultivator, as may seem necessary in order to maintain a good mulch
and destroy any weeds. One of the greatest advantages of alfalfa seed
grown in this way is that the seed is almost absolutely clean of all im-
purities.

Fig. .52. Young alfalfa on newly cleared land, Experiment Farm Burna, 1913.

In regions where the rainfall is scant and the growing
season short, as the higher elevations, the seed crop should
be made from the first cutting. Under the more favorable
conditions a very early clipping of the crop should be made,
probably when it is six or eight inches high, the object being to
prevent excessive growth of leaves and stalk, and more import-
ant, to even the growth so that all the plants will blossom at the same
time and mature seed uniformly. Harvesting for seed should corn-
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menc when the seeds in the bulk of the pods have become plump and
firm and the pods have turned brown. At this stage there will perhaps
be a few of the pods on the one hand that will shatter rather easily
while on the other, there will be a larger number that are so imma-
ture as to shrink on curing, so that judgment will have to be used in
order to cut at the time the larger percentage of the seed is in the right
condition.

The seed rows can be cut on small areas by a hand scythe; on larger
areas with a clover-buncher attachment to the mower; and on extensive
fields with a self-rake reaper. Where the mower and clover
buncher attachment is used, a man follows the machine, lift-
ing the bunches to one side into small cocks, out of the way

.ii,k' __. _t --s- -. -.

Fig. 55. Same alfalfa, shown in Fig 52, Experiment Farm, Burns, 1S14.

of the horses on the next round. If the pods are pretty dry and inclined
to shatter, cutting should be done early in the morning when the plants
are somewhat damp and tough. After being cut, the crop may be
cocked up in small shocks for curing. When thoroughly dried so that
the seed will thresh out well, the cocks may be hauled to the thresher
on racks covered with tarpaulin to catch the seed. The most effective
threshing, of course, is done with a regular alfalfa huller. When the
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alfalfa seed crop is more widely grown, a community or neighborhood
huller will undoubtedly be available for hire. At the present time,
however, it will be necessary to use the ordinary thresher, with re-
cleaner attachment, with which reasonably clean work can be done.

To thresh alfalfa successfully with the ordinary grain separator,
the concaves should be screwed down, the cylinder speeded up, and the
wind shut off. A clover seed recleaner attachment on the grain separ-
tor does fairly good work with alfalfa seed.

Where the threshing cannot be done at once directly from the
field, the crop may be hauled in and stacked. It should stand two to
three weeks in the stack, going through a thorough "sweat." The
stacked crop will generally thresh fully as well and frequently better
than that threshed directly from the field.

II

Fig. 54. Pigs pasturing on row alfalfa, Experiment Farm, Burns, 1914. Getting ready
to fatten on the pea fields.

Following the threshing, the seed should be thoroughly recleaned
in the fanning mill or may be hauled to the warehouse and cleaned in
a power-run cleaning machine. The seed may be stored in bins or
sacks, if desired, but until it has gone through a sweat it should not
be piled too deep, and where somewhat immature when threshed should
be shoveled over several times in the bin to assist in rapid drying out.
The alfalfa straw after being threshed should, of course, be stacked and
utilized for feed. Its manurial value is very high and should be care-
fully conserved and utilized. The aftermath following the seed crop
may he cut either for hay, if sufflcient in amount, or pastured off with
stock. Stock should not be left on too late in the fall, however, as this
will prevent a protecting growth, and the early clipping of the next
spring which is designed to bring on an even growth, will be impaired.
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Pasturing. Where the alfalfa is to be utilized as forage pasture
for pigs or sheep, the field should be divided by means of movable
woven wire fencing into sections, so that each portion of the pasture
will be cleaned up in three or four weeks and the animals then moved
to the next section. In this way there is much less loss from trampling
and a more uniform growth and a better recovery after the stock is
taken off. Where the growth is left uneven after the stock is re-
moved, the mover should be run over the field to cut the old growth
away and permit the second crop to come on. At this time cultivation
may advantageously be given if the soil has become compact or weedy.

In the Columbia basin, stock may be turned on alfalfa as early
as April. Some care should be taken with sheep, of course, to avoid
bloating when they are first turned on.

The alfalfa pasture for pigs does not necessarily need to be near
t.o water. It was found very practicable on the Plateau Farms in Gil-
11am county to haul water from the well in a tank wagon some distance
to the hog pasture, at small expense. For sheep, of course, the dis-
tance to water is less important.

Fig. 55. Showing preferc-nce of hogs for the Baltic alfalfa (on left) as compared with
the ordinary variety (on right) The Baltic was pastured down to the stubs be-
fore the other alfalfa was touched.

Alfalfa for Hay. Where it is desired to grow alfalfa as a hay,
forage, or pasture crop, it may he seeded more thickly in the row,
3 pounds per acre being ample. No thinning should be done. In dis-
tricts where the rainfall is 18 inches or over, the rows may be placed
as close together as 28 or even 21 inches apart; or, if desired, double
drill rows 28 inches apart may be sown. Sowing this way will afford
a large amount of hay or pasturage and permit closer grazing. In other
respects the same methods as to preparation of ground, seed, cuItiva
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tion, clipping, etc., as described for the seed crop should be followed.
A portable fence as described elsewhere herein may be used,
and where the alfalfa is used for grazing land, of course, the distance
cf the fields from the water is less important.

Whether the crop be grown for seed, hay or forage on the dry
farming lands, it should be plowed up a often, at least, as every fifth
year, and the land put into corn, potatoes, or small grains, while new
alfalfa is seeded on another field, so that all the farm may get the
beneficial fertility effect of this soil-building crop.

Plowing under alfalfa is somewhat difficult, as the roots are tough
and in the mellow soils of Eastern Oregon, where the plant buds deeply,
new roots will often appear. The most successful plowing of alfalfa
sod is done by keeping the plow share sharp by frequent filing and
using a knife attachment oct the point of the plow which will keep the
furrow slice clean. Plowing should be done when the soil is moist and
only to a moderate depth, the ground being seeded to a cultivated crop
the first year after plowing.

1 ig. 56. Distance from water ned not prevent pasturing hogs. On this Gilliam
County co-operator's farm, ample water is hauled once a week in a tank wagon at
slight expense. The watering trough is placed on a platform to keep out dirt and
permit its being easily moved to different parts of the field.

On the irrigated lands, of course, the crop may be
seeded broadcast, or with the drill in the ordinary way, 10 to
12 pounds of seed being sufficient for a well prepared seed bed, where
the seeding is carefully done. On irrigated lands, also, a nurse crop
may be used, preferably barley, as it shades the alfalfa less. The prep-
aration of ground, dates, and methods of seeding, etc., except as to
thickness, are practically the same as those given for -dry land condi-
tions. By all means, even on the irrigated lands, thorough cultivation
v;ith such a machine as the alfalfa cultivator (see page 60) should be
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given each spring, and where necessary repeated after the first cutting
so that the ground is kept not only free from weeds but with a mellow
surface soil. This will prevent the stand from thinning out as the
crowns are permitted to spread more freely, and will also aid a great
deal in conserving moisture, promoting bacterial and chemical activities
in the soil, and preventing alkali accumulation.

Alfalfa should be cut for hay when it is about one-tenth in bloom,
but always before the new shoots of the following crop advance so
far as to be reached by the cutter bar. The hay should be raked as
soon as it is wilted inthe swath. The curing should be done in the
winrow or cock in order to cause the least handling and the least pos-
sible loss of the leaves, which are the most valuable part of the hay.
Ordinarily, with a cutting of average heaviness, the mower will start

1

Fig. 57. One of the most. profitable crops on the irrigated farm. Hogs raised near
Hermiston.

In the morning when the dew is off and the raking is done in the
afternoon of the same day, and if the crop is not too heavy and the
weather favorable, frequently the hay may be hauled the second or
third day after cutting. Where the hay is stacked, both the bottom
and the top should be protected from spoilagethe one from the
dampness of the soil by a protective foundation of poles or old straw
oi the like, and the other by topping out with grass hay, which will
shed water.
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While alfalfa as a seed producing crop on dry farming lands with
a 10-inch annual rainfall is still in the experimental stage, as a forage
producer for hogs and sheep, its success and great value seem assured.

ALPAL$A.

Seed Yields Moro-1913.

Crop Seeded 1912.

Pounds per Acre
Variety 42" Rows 21" Rows 7" Rowe

Turkestan 95.0
Baltic 72.5 77.5 40.0
Dakota Diamond 60.0 . .. 45.0
Martin's Acclimatized 15.0

Note: The yields are not representative, as after the crop was cut and bunched a
beavy wind blew away or scattered the bunchcs ar,d much of the seed was lost. The
telds reported above are what was obtained from the portion of the crop caved.

Alfalfa HayMoro.
Lbs. per Acre

1912Martin's Acclimatized (Broadcasted) * 1790
1913Turkestan (7-inch rows) 1500
1915Martin's Acclimatized (7.inch rows) 1370
1913Martin's Acclimatized (Broadcasted) 1000

5Soil 18 inches in depth to solid rock.

Alfalfa Seed Yields.

BurnsiSiS.
(Crop Planted in 1912)*

Variety Pounds per Acre
Turkestan No. 2 120
Grimm 117.5
Baltic ioo
Martin's Acclimatized 85
Dakota Diamond 80
Turkeotan 65

This crop was planted the first year after clearing the land and so was not pre-
ceded by a summer fallow. The subsoil was very dry and in the spring of 1913 the

il was moist only for 12 inches in depth. In addition, the stand had not been thinned.
because of fear of winter killing and was observed to be much too thick for the best
seed production. Further, a heavy frost August 18, before the harveot, destroyed 5
per cent of the seed formed. While the Turkestan selection gave a slightly larger seed.
yield, it produced a poorer quality of hey. Tue Grimm and the Baltic not only gave
excellent seed yields but proved the hardiest against winter killing and the spring and
fell frosts and also produced a very good qualizy of hay.

Row-AlfalfaMetolius, 1912.
Seven varieties were seeded and all made successful stands and growth, the Grimm

and Baltic being the best and setting an abundant crop of seed where not clipped.
The Dakota Diamond and Martin's Acclimatized made good crops. while two selections
of Turkestan showed excellent drouth resistance and made a fairly good growth of
forage but of somewhat less desirable quality than the other varieties.
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THE FIELD PEA.

Of the new dry farming crops developed by the Oregon Experi-
ment Station, the field pea is second only to alfalfa in importance.
This crop has proved uniformly successful on all of the Station farms,
in the Columbia Basin, in Crook County, and in Harney County. For
six years the Oregon Experiment Station has been urging the value of
this legume on the dry farm, but only in the past two years have the
College co-operators taken hold of it. Many farmers have tried it
and failed, when under precisely the same conditions the Station farms
succeeded. In practically every case the failures were either because
the peas were planted too late or they were not planted at the proper
rate per acre. The results on the Station farms have been so success-
ful and proved so profitable that there can be no question as to the
value of this crop.

Fig. 58. Field peas in double dril rows 85 inches apart, Dry Fanning Experiiient
Station, Moro.

Many farmers confuse the field pea with the cow pea. The latter
is very widely grown in the southern states and is adapted only to the
warmer climates. It does not succeed at all in Oregon, and is an en-
tirely different plant from the field pea. The field pea, often called
the Canada pea because it is so commonly grown in Canada, succeeds
on the dry farming lands largely because it is resistant to the cold.
Contrary to the general belief, it Is not drouth resistant, and It is the
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lack of understanding of these two characteristics that has caused
failures in first trials. The field pea will not stand winter tempera-
tures, so cannot be sown in the fall, but it proves extremely hardy to
the early frosts and low temperatures of spring. It is this quality that
makes it available for the dry farmer; for it matures in about 100
days; hence if planted early enough (March), it is matured and be-
yond danger of injury from the dry weather of July. If, on the other
hand, it is not planted until May, it will prove a failure, as it is not
drouth resistant and the hot dry weather of July will ruin It.

Fig. 59. Showing the heavy, vigorous growth of vine and pod of field peas in double
drill rows 35 inches apart, Experiment Farm, Burns, 1913. The man is kneeling.

Field peas are of value to the dry farmer for the following rea-
sons:

First, because if planted at the proper time they will make their
growth so early in the season as to subsist largely on moisture from
the winter snows and early spring rains, which otherwise would be
lost through evaperaton, while the ground is lying crusted over, prior
to the spring plowing. Ground which has lain over winter in the stub-
ble and is crusted over, absorbs the winter and early spring moisture
very poorly and gives it up again quickly through evaporation during
the months of March and April,(the prevailing practice on the dry
farming lands being to plow for "summer fallowing" in May or June).
Where peas are sown, they make a large part of their growth during
April and May, and if necessary may be cultivated so that the moisture
otherwise lost is converted into crop. It is for this reason that field
peas are an excellent substitute for summer fallow, especially in fav-
orable years.
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Second, the field pea, being a legume and able through the nitro-
gen-gathering bacteria which inhabit the nodules on its roots to in-
crease the nitrogen of the soil, is of particular value in the wheat

growing belt, for the dry farmer has available only one other import-
ant crop__alfalfaWhich hag this restorative effect upon fertility.

Third, peas, like corn, may be very cheaply grown and handled,
since like corn they may be pastured off and thus, do away with the
expense of harvesting. Again, they permit diversification Ofl the dry
farm, helping to insure a steady income from the land.

Fourth, they may be grown in any size acreage desired. and re-
gardless of whether livestock is kept or not, as they give an equally
good profit as a seed crop. Where harvested for seed, the straw is of
first class value for winter feeding or manurial purposes.

Fig. 60. Fattening pigs on held pea pasture, Irrigation Demonstration Farm, Redmond,

1912. Actual returns per acre $33.50.

Fifth, they assist in cleaning the land of weeds and leave the soil
in nearly as good shape for the succeeding crop as does summer fallow

itself.
Utilization. Probably the best use for the field peas is as a seed

crop, especially for those farmers who ar' not prepared as yet to handle

livestock. The market for field peas in the Northwest is a constantly
growing one, and the price is always good, generally averaging about
2 4 cents pet pound, and frequently going much higher. Field peas

are very easily and cheaply harvested for seed, an ordinary mowing

machine with a clover buncher being used (see page 58), or a reaper.
Where the winds are strong and the peas lodge badly the pea lifter
attachment to the guards of the cutter bar will do a clean piece of
work. The peas may be threshed with the' ordinary threshing machine
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by removing most of the concave teeth and replacing them with blanks,
and reducing the speed of the cylinder so that the pea will not be
cracked, as this destroys their seed value. The .straw from the thresh-
ing should be carefully conserved, as it is first class hay for wintering
sheep, and is very good mixed with wheat hay for colts and horses.

Another very profitable way to use the peas is to "hog them off"
as in the case of corn. If the pigs are turned into the field just when
the peas in the pod are becoming too hard for table use, they will con-
sume not only the peas but much of the vine, and make splendid gains.
The peas may also be pastured off with sheep in very much the same
way. The same consideration as to water and fencing apply here as
in the case of corn. It is best that the peas should not be allowed
to become fully ripe before they are pastured off, as the gains are not
quite so rapid, although the pigs will clean up the shattered seeds
very completely.

Occasionally, where alfalfa cannot e had, the field peas are cut
for cow hay, for which purpose they are excellent. They may be used
as a spring sown green manuring crop.

Pig. 61. Lambs fattening on field peas in double drill rows on dry farming lands in
Gilliam County, 1914.

The Varieties. A great many varieties have been tested by the
Experiment Station in the past four or five years. Of these, the best
are the New Zealand Brown, or Carleton pea, the Cossack, the Grey
Winter, and the Clamort. The only varieties available on the market
are the Blue Prussian and White Canada. These are inferior, as a
rule, to the varieties named, and it is strongly recommended that the
better varieties be secured. All of those named are being multiplied
on the Station farms and through co-operators as rapidly as possible.
and limited amounts of them may be obtained by addressing the Ex-
periment Stations. Every farmer, of course, should reser'e a sufficient
amount of his peas to supply his own future needs, as the seed itself
is the greatest expense in growing the crop. Peas which are split or
weevily should be refused for seed.

Cultural Methods. Ground which is to be devoted to peas should
be thoroughly double-disked after the grain is harvested and then
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should be plowed deeply in the tall and left rough without further
cultivation, over winter. Spring plowing for field peas is not desir-
able, as it delays seeding until too late in the spring. The fall-plowed
ground should be thoroughly double-disked as early in the spring as
it is possible to get upon the land. Ordinarily this would be February
or early March in the Columbia Basin, and the latter part of March in
Central Oregon. After the disking, the peas should be seeded with a
common grain drill in double drill rows 35 inches apart. This may
be done by stopping up four holes, then leaving open two. Single
drill rows will not do, as they blow over and lodge badly. The drill
should be set to sow 3 bushels of peas per acre. This will seed the

Fig. 62. Field pea hay, Dry Land Demonotration Farm, Metolius, 1912. Yield, double
drill row8 28 inches apart 1.5 tons per acre.

peas thickly in the rows and use about 75 pounds of seed per acre.
This new method of seeding (double drill rows, 35 inches apart) i
all the trials so far made on the Oregon Stations has proved the bes1
and may be safely considered the successful method for dry farming
lands. Care should be taken to see that the peas are not split by the drill,
although this difficulty does not arise in any modern drill unless the
peas are unusually large. The drill should be set to seed the peas at
least 4 inches deep, and the seeding should be completed as early in
the spring as possible, preferably not later than March. On irrigated
lands or dry lands with 18 inches rainfall the peas may be seeded solid
(7 in. rows) or in double 28 in. rows with about equally good results.

Precautions. First, it is to be remembered that the young plants
are hardy to the spring frosts and on the other hand are greatly in-
jured by the summer heat and drouth. Therefore, the chief cause of
failure is late seeding.

Second, seeding the peas too thinly in the rows will give too light
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a stand, as peas do not stool out and a thin seeding will not stand up
or make a heavy enough crop to pay.

Third, seeding deeply is desirable, as the crop withstands drouth
better.

Harvesting. Peas should be cut for seed when the bulk of the
pods are so near ripe that the peas are fairly dry, but the pods not yet
ready to shatter. The swath or bunches should be cocked up until
sufficiently dry to shell out readily. For hay, they should be cut when
the peas in the lower pods begin to harden. Peas may also be cut
green as a soiling crop for cows.

Fig. fiB. The Carleton brown field pea in double drill rows 35 inches apart. Yield,
22.2 bushels per acre, 1P13. Dry Farming Experiment Station, More.

In those districts where the rainfall is 18 inches or over, or where
the land is irrigated, the peas may be sown more thickly, if desired,
the drill being used with all the drill holes open. Even on irrigated
lands, however, excellent results are obtained where the peas are sown
in the double drill rows 28 inches apart.

On the irrigated lands or lands where the rainfall is 25 inches or
more, a mixture of peas and oats is valuable where a spring-sown crop
is desired, such as will be suitable for cow hay. Under these condi-
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by a bushel or a bushel and a half of oats drilled in crosswise over
the peas, will give a heavy crop of excellent hay. Under the same cir-
cumstances, the peas may be used in the same way for plowing under
as a green manure, although they are somewhat more expensive for
this purpose than other crops. A mixture of peas and bald barley
makes a very fine Quality of silage.

Harvesting on Newly Cleared Land. On land just cleared of sage
brush and newly plowed, harvesting field peas for seed in the ordinary
way with the mower, with pea-harvester attachment and clover bunch-
or, is not satisfactory owing to the sage brush roots in the soil which
interfere with the operation.

At the Harney Station, Superintedent Breithaupt has tried a great
many different methods of harvesting peas on new land, among which
are the following:

Self rake reaper, sage brush rake, sage brush grubber, buck rake,
Eureka weeder, cultivator with large flat blades set at different angles
which run just below the surface of the ground, common hay rake.
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Fig. 64. Field peas in double drill rows, 135 inches apart, on the Dry Farming Ex-
periment Station, Moro, Oregon.

None of these were successful except the buck rake and the com-
mon hay rake. On irrigated land where there was a heavy growth of
long vines, the buck rake did clean work, but on short vines it was
not successful. Of all methods on new land, the hay rake proved the
best. Light boards were bolted on either side of the teeth of the rake
about 8 inches from the ends of the points. The rake was then used
lengthwise of the rows and the ground gone over the second time in
the same direction to pull the peas left under the windrows where the
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rake had been dumped the first time over. When in operation, the
boards bolted on the teeth came against the ground, with the teeth
ends extending in front, thus gathering the peas. Of course, some peas
were shattered ,and a few of the vines were not pulled, but, as Super-
intendent Breithaupt points out, the hogs can be turned in the field to
clean up, and they will do it profitably. The rake, of course, did the
best work on the long-vineci varieties. It was estimated that not more
than 5 per cent of the seed was shattered, as pains were taken to rake
them on misty days or early .t. the morning.

Fig. 65. Field peas, Irrigation Demonstration Farm, Redmond, 1912. On left, drilled
olid, yield 2.3 tons of hay per acre. On right, in cultivated double drill rows 28

inches apart, 2.9 tons per acre.

After the new land comes more thoroughly under cultivation and
the sage brush rots away, other machines, such as the mower with
pea harvester attachment and buncher or the bean puller, will prove
successful.

Threshing. To thresh the peas, the ordinary grain separator may
be used by reducing the speed of the cylinder about one-half, but
maintaining the speed of the fan and other parts of the machine by
increasing the size of the pulleys used. Either blank concaves or only
a few rows of concaves should be used, and the iron grating behind
the cylinder should be replaced with a sheet of galvanized iron to avoid
splitting the peas. A special pea huller attachment is now on the mar-
ket for most grain separators, which is not very costly and is very
effective. It consists of a 2-piece concave with about half as many
teeth, set at twice the ordinary distance apart. When this special pea
concave is used, half of the teeth in the cylinder are removed and a
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large pulley put on so that the cylinder runs at the rate of about 450
revolutions per minute. The rest of the machine is speeded up as
much as possible and aH the wind turned on.

Where a regular threshing outfit is not available, threshing out
the peas with flails by hand is fairly rapid. Ten to fifteen bushels per
da.y per man may be flailed out.

it is important, especially on the dry farming lands, to double-
disk 6he ground as soon as the peas are harvested, and in many cases,
if desired, it may be plowed and cultivated as is the summer fallow,
until seeding time in the fall or the next spring.

Fig. 5G. Over the fence from the cage brush. Field peas in double drill rows on the
Experiment Farm, Burns, 1913. First crop after clearing and summer fallowing.
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FIELD PEAS.
Actual Yields, Moro, 1912-1913, and Average.*

Bushels per Acre.
1912 1913** AverageGray Winter (16436) 15.0 26.8 20.9

Brown (Carleton) (12887) (Average of all plats)*** 14.9 22.4 18.6Kaiser (17006) 20.6
Early Britain (24940) 10.0 20 3 15.1(ossaok (20685) 19.0
Cavalier (22077) 17.8
O.-W. R. & N. Company 11.2 16.1 13.7White Canada 5.8 21.3 13.5Clamort (22638) 15.5
India (21704) 15.0
Blue Prussian 11.4 10.5 10.9Golden Vine (80134) 7.3 14.3 10.8Smile)' (24895) 5.3 15.1 10.2Potter (19788) 7.1 12.5 9.8Prince (22046) 10.3

*The field pea trials of 1910 and 1911 are not reported, as in the one case a wind
storm, and the other, unsatisfactory soil conditions made it impossible to obtain a fair
comparison of varieties,

**The 1913 pea crop was grown on land which had been in peas the previous year,
hence the returns are even more favorable as compared with wheat or other grains
which are summer fallowed each alternate year.

***Single plats of the Brown (Carleton) pea gave 19.0 bushels per aore in 1912,
end 27.3 bushels in 1913,

Other Varieties Tested at Moro, l9l3-Twenty-four varieties other than those
above were tested at Moro in 1913. Of these, S. P. I. Nos. 23547, 20467, 23850,
28857, and 23848, all gave over 20 bushels per acre.

General Variety Trlal-Fjeld Peas-Burns, 1913.
Actual and Computed Yields.

Bushels per Acre Bushels per Acre
Actual Computed Actual ComputedRank Variety Yield Yield Sank Variety Yield Yield

1 Clamort (22638 . . . 29,19 27.19 21 Admiral (29323) . . . 18.83 19.43
2 Kabilya (21290) .. . 22.60 24.63 22 Kovaleff (20382) . . - 17.42 19.43
3 Cossack (20685) .. . 26.36 24.36 23 Nelson (22043) . . . . 21.18 19.414 Pelcsachka (22079) . 2260 24.28 24 Amraoti (21709) . . 21.18 19.18
5 Wellwood (23547) . 21.65 23.66 25 (28848).. . 16.95 18.96
6 (26819) . . 20.71 22.72 26 Blackeye Marrow-
7 Picton (22045) . . 20,71 22.89 fat (19785) . . . . 15.53 18.94
8 (29371).. . 21.20 21.80 27 Kaiser (17006) . . . 20.71 18.94
9 (23850).. . 18.36 21.77 28 Daniel O'Rourke

10 (24314).. . 23.54 21.54 (22040) . 18.83 18.7811 Carleton (Ave.) 29 French ,June(19339) 18.83 .38.78(12887) 21.30 21.30 30 (24893)... 16.95 38.6232 Smiley (24895) . 20.71 20.66 31 Early Britain
13 (29372).. . 18.83 20.51 (24940) . 15.06 18.4714 Blue Wiseon5in 32 Bangahia (21288).. . 16.00 18.42(22049) . 16.95 20.86 33 Partridge (16437) . . 16.00 17.68
15 (23847) . . 16.95 20.36 34 Prince (22046) . . . 14.13 17.5416 Faruham (22540) . . 16.95 20.36 15 Alaska (29366) . . . 15.58 17.2117 Gray Winter(16436) 22.12 20.35 36 Cavalier (22077) . . 19.30 17.0618 Eugene (11097) . . . 18.32 20.38 37 (29365) .. . 13.65 17.0619 French Grey(27003) 21.65 19.88 38 Gregory (22041) .. . 16.95 16.9020 Alaska Garden . . . . 21.65 19.65 39 (29370) .. . 18.16 16.59

40 (24262).. . 18.36 16.59
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Other Varieties Tested at BurnsScotch Blue (29369), Prussian Blue (29368)
Naiser, No. 24177, Meyer (18455), Picton (22045), No. 23851, No. 24178, No. 30307,
Ilapital (20465), Peluschka (22079), Agnes (22036), White Scimitar (22639), Scotch
Beauty (27004), No. 24179), No. 30307, No. 25439, Blackeyc Marrowfat (17186),
trturl (18806), Bangalia., Desi (21289), Watana (21605), Carleton (12887), White
Canada, Golden Vine, American Wonder, Prussian Blue, Blue Imperial (29367).

Field TrialField PeasLeading VarletiesBurns, 1913.
Bushels per Acre

Field Pea HayBirns, 1913.
Tons per Acre

Blackeys Marrowfat (19785) 2.7
Nelson (22043) 2.0
Gray Spring 1.5

Erfurt (18806) 1.5

Field PeasMetolius, 1912*.
Bushels per Acre

Gray Winter (16436) 12.2
O.W. B. & N. Company 12.2
Early Britain (24940) 10.0
White Canada 7.7
Golden Vine (30134) 6.6

Other Varieties Tested at MetollusBlue Prussian, Marrowfst, India (21709) San
Luis Valley, Smiley (24895).

*The peas were not planted at Metolius until April 17--rather late for best. re
suIts, and sage rats did them a great deal of dtmage.

Field Pea HayMetolius 1912.
Double drill rows, 28 inches apart 1.52 tons per acre
Drilled solid 1.11 tons per acre

irrigated Field PeasRedniond, 1912.
Hay-28 inch double drill rows (average) 2.95 tons per acre
HayDrilled solid (average) 2.30 tons per acre
Seed-28 inch double drill rows (average) . . . .14.3 bushels per acre
SeedDrilled solid (average) 14.1 bushels pet acre

"HOGGI.NG OFF" FIELD PEAS.

While field peas grown on the plan recommended above for pro-
duction and sale as seed or as split peas, are unquestionably more pro-
fitable than the wheat crop itself anywhere in the Eastern Oregon dry
farming region, since the field pea crop can be grown annually with-
out intervening summer fallow, yet there are a great many dry farm-
ers who would sooner grow this crop if it could be utilized in some
other way. Pasturing off with hog8 or sheep seems the successful
solution for the farmer who does not wish to harvest and sell peas as
seed. Hogs and sheep save all the trouble and expense of harvesting

Gray Winter (164861 19.5
Brown (Carleton) (12887) 15.8
Cossack (20685) 15.2
Kaiser (17006) 15.1
No. 24814 13.9

Bangslia 9.7
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and at the same time aid in maintaining and increasing fertility.
Careful trials of the value of field peas for 'hogging off' have been
made on the Experiment Farms at Moro, Burns, and Redmond, and are
reported herewith. These trials were made in co-operation with the
Department of Animal Husbandry of the Oregon Experiment Station.

I

Fig. 67. Pigs pasturing on field peas in double drill rows on Experiment Farm, Burns
1913. Actual value of gain per acre $16.32. Pronounced by the butcher the best
he had ever slaughtered.

"HOGGING OFF" FIELD PEAS.
Results at Moro, Redmond, and Burns-1912 and 1913.

The table is self-explanatory. With field pea seed at 3 cents per
pound, the cost of producing an acre of peas is as follows:

Plowing $1.75
Harrowing 4 times .80
Seeding so
Seed, 100 pounds 3,00

Total Cost per Acre $6.85

Moro
1912

Moro
1913

Redmond
1912

Burns
1913

Average

Initial Weight 1839 1103 585 789 1079
Final Weight 2880 2354 970 1535 1935
Total Gain 1041 1251 355 746 856
Number of Acres 6 2 4.25 4.56
Gain per Acre in Pounds 173.5 208.5 197.5 175.5 188.7
Number of Hogs 19 17 8 15 15
Number of Days 49 61 46 17 48
Daily Gain per Hog in Pounds. 1.09 1.18 104 1.34 1.16
Number of Hogs per Acre for

48 Days 3.3 3.6 3.8 2.7 3.35
Value of Grain per Acre ff Sc $13.88 $16.68 $15.40 $14.04 $15.00
I/aloe per Acre at Actual Price

Sold $13.45 $17.41 516.36 $16.32 $15.89
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The cost involved in handling the hogs on the peas is very slight.
If the field is not already fenced, a portable hog wire fence, such as
has been described elsewhere, can be stretched at very little cost. The
pigs are turned in when the peas begin to get too hard for table use,
water is supplied them, together with occasional salt, ashes and the
like, and in from 40 to 0 days they are taken out and hauled to mar-
ket. Ordinarily, the peas are ready about the middle of July in the
Columbia Basin, and the hogs are finished pasturing and ready for
market about the first of September. The pigs can be carried nicely
from farrowing time until the peas are ready on alfalfa and rape. Any
tlat are small and not ready for market when the peas are finished
can be put on the corn for further gains or finished with wheat screen-
ings or barley. Since the peas can be grown yearly without summer
fallowing, it Is evident that this crop "hogged off" is more profitable
and much surer than the wheat crop, and undeubtedly of greater bene-
fit to fertility. Hogs and sheep and alfalfa and field peas would cer-
tainly seem to be the future "bonanza" crops for the Eastern Oregon
dry farmer.

FIELD BEANS.
This crop is successfully grown where the moisture supply is fair-

y abundant and the growing season Is moderately loig and free of
'rost. Where irrigation is not possible and the annual precipitation is
from 15 to 18 inches and there is a growing season free from frost
from May to September inclusive, the field beans are a profitable crop.
These conditions are found in portions of Wasco County and in the
larger portion of Umatilla County, and of course upon the irrigated
lands of the Hermiston region. As In the case of every crop sensitive
to frost, lands having good air drainage give the crop the best pro-
tection. In the rest of the Columbia Basin the growing season is suf-
ficiently favorable for this crop, but where the rainfall is only 10 or
12 inches fieldbeans do not succeed so well on dry farming lands as.
do the field peas. In the Blue Mountain and Central Oregon regions,
with the exception of such favored districts as the Eagle Valley region,
the crop is not recommended, as the growing season is too short.

The value of this crop lies in Its yield of seed, which on the (Jma-
tilla dry farming lands is in the neighborhood of 800 pounds per acre
and sells readily at 3 cents per pound. The straw from the threshing is of
excellent value as roughage for sheep, and the yield is in the neighbor-
hood of three-fourths of a ton per acre. Beans, of course, are a
legume and thus enrich the soil in nitrogen.

This crop unquestionably could be and should be widely grown
in the moister Umatilla dry farming belt as a substitute for the sum-
mer fallow. To grow a crop of field beans would cost only $4 or $5
more per acre than to summer fallow the land and thus would bring
a net profit in the summer fallow year in the neighborhood of $20 per
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acre, at the same time leaving the soil as free of weeds and in excel-
lent shape for the following crop of wheat.

Varieties. The best varieties for the Columbia Basin are the Red
Mexican, which is prohably the hardiest and earliest maturing, and the
Little White Navy, which is almost of equal hardiness.

Culture. Field beans are grown in much the same way as are
the field peas. The land should preferably be fall-plowed or at least
thoroughly double disked in the fall, disked again very early in the
epring, and plowed not later than March, the harrow following im-
mediately on the piow. Several more cultivations should be given
prior to seeding time to destroy young weeds and maintain a mulch.
Planting should be done about the middle of May at about the same
t'me as for corn, when the soil has become warm and dangerof frost
is past. While inoculation of the seed with the nitrogen gathering
bacteria culture may not be necessary, it is desirable. Seeding may
he done with a two-row corn planter in rows 36 inches apart, or with
the one-horse corn drill, or with the ordinary grain drill by stopping
un a portion of the grain tubes, or with an ordinary hand corn planter.
With the hand corn planter, 5 to 6 acres per day may be planted on
ground which has been marked off into rows 3 feet apart with hills
2 feet apart in the row, 6 to 8 seeds being dropped in each hill. With
the ordinary grain drill, 15 to 20 acres per day can be planted, it be-
ing so regulated as to drop seed every 6 inches in the row, with the
rows 35 inches apart. After seeding, the field should be cultivated
with a smoothing harrow or weeder several times until the plants come
up, and then the ordinary row cultivator may be used to give rather
shallow cultivation to maintain a mulch until the crop approaches the
blooming period, at which time all cultivation should cease to avoid
knocking off the blossoms.

Harvest. In September, when the beans are hard and fairly dry
In the pod, they should be harvested, the best machine being the
regular two-row bean puller,. although he corn cultivator fitted with
special long knife blades (see page 50) may be successfully used.
Generally two men follow behind the machine with a fork throwing
the windrows into piles, where the crop is left until the vines are dry,
which generally requires two or three days. The crop Is then stacked,
being topped out with a heavy layer of straw, the stack bottom also
being of straw to protect.the beans from dampness. A sweat of three
to four weeks toughens the beans, causing less cracking in threshing.
Threshing may be done with an ordinary grain separator handled in
the same manner as described for field peas, or with the regular bean
huller where available. On the other hand, two men with a flail can
thresh out and clean in the neighborhood of 2000 pounds per day.

The market price for field beans varies from $3 to $5 per hun-
dre6 pounds.

An imoortant feature in bean growing is selection in the field of
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the highest yielding earlier maturing plants for sowing in seed plots
te multiply an improved quality of seed for field use.

SOY BEANS.
Soy beans, if any thing, are a little less hardy to frost than the

field beans, hence they may be raised only at the lower elevations in
the Columbia Basin where the growing season Is warmest, from May
to September, and of course where the rainfall is not less than 15 or
1.8 inches or the land is irrigated. The portions of the Columbia Basin
where satisfactory conditions obtain are practically the same as those

described for field beans.
Soy beans are valuable for the same reasons as are field beafl.

Their seed, which is ground into meal, is widely used throughout Ore-

gon because of its very high protein and oil content, as a concentrated
feed for dairy cows. The value of the straw and the nitrogen gather-
lug ability of the plant are similar to those of field beans.

The cultural directions given for field beans apply almost equally
\vell to soy beans, except that inoculation of the seed is of much greater
importance and should never be neglected Inoculation culture can
be obtained of the Experiment Station, Department of Bacteriology.

Only the hardier varieties of soy beans should be used.
BROAD BEANS.

This plant is frequently called the "horse bean" and sometimes
t.he "hog bean." It is quite hardy to cold but not especially dronth
resistant. It is under trial at the Burns Station to determine its suita-
bility at the higher elevations in Central Oregon and has been tried in
a limited way in the Columbia Basin and in Western Oregon, with con-
siderable promise of success.

The crop is used as grain, fodder, or silage, and perhaps one of
it best uses on the irrigated lands is as a green manure. When used
for this purpose, the crop is left standing over winter as a cover, and
rolled down, disked, and plowed under in the spring. Its value as a
cover crop and green manure may be improved where rape is sown
broadcast between the rows at the time of the last cultivation. For
dry farming lands the value of this crop is yet to be determined.

It should be planted on summer fallowed dry land in the spring,
with a grain drill, in rows 35 inches apart, with plants 3 or 4 inches
apart in the' row, at the rate of 40 pounds of seed per acre. When
grown for silage or green manure on irrigated lands, the rows are
seeded closer together and 50 to 60 pounds of seed used. It should
he seeded in the latter part of April in the Columbia Basin, and the
latter part of May in Central Oregon.

It responds well to an application of manure and requires suf-
ficient cultivation to maintain a good mulch and destroy weeds.

VETCH.
The hairy vetch (Vicia vifiosa) will survive the winters of East-

(rn and Central Oregon successfully if seeded early in the fall. Its
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chief value is as a cover and green manuring crop. Its high nitrogen
content makes it especially valuable for this purpose. On irrigated
lands, of course, where moisture is ample, it makes an abundant
growth for this purpose, but on the dry farming lands it is not as
satisfactory a crop as other legumes already described, although there

a possibility in the regions of higher rainfall of its being grown for
seed production, as the seed is very high pricedin the neighborhood
of 15 cents per poundand much in demand. Its value for this pur
pose in Eastern Oregon is being tested by the Experiment Stations.

Where used as a green manure on irrigated lands it should be
Eeeded early in the fall (late August or early September), at the rate
cf three-fourths of a bushel of vetch mixed with one bushel of rye per
acre and sown with the grain drill.

The smooth vetch (Vicia sativa) is not successfully grown as a
winter-sown crop in Eastern Oregon as a rule, although at the lower
elevationsHood River Valley, for exampleIt will frequently sur-
vive mild winters successfully. On irrigated lands, spring-sown, it
does not compare with other legumes described.

CLOVER.
On Dry Farming Lands. While clover cannot be widely used as

a dry farming crop because of its lack of drouth resistance,particular-
ly as compared with alfalfa, yet in those regions where the rainfall
Is 15 to 20 inches, clover under proper management will give crops of
from 2 to 3 tons of hay, and its restorative effect upon the soil is ex-
cellent.

On such dry farming lands, clover should be sown In the spring
wIthout a nurse crop, on land which has been fall-plowed or else sum-
mer fallowed the previous year and thoroughly disked early in the
spring and kept cultivated until seeding time. The seeding should be
done In April, the common medium red clover being used, as this Is
superior to all other varieties except on wet, poorly drained lands,
v.here the alsike clover is superior.

The seed should be put in with a press drill with grass seeder
attachment or alfalfa seed reducers, at the rate of 6 to 8 pounds per
acre, care being taken to seed very shallowly. If the seed bed is not
sufficiently firm, it should be rolled before seeding is done and rolled
again and lightly harrowed after seeding.

There is little doubt that in the TJmatillawheat belt clover can
be profitably grown, with the additional benefit of its restorative effect
on the soil, through the great quantity of high nitrogen humus added.
Crops may be cut from it the second and third years after planting.
after which the land should be plowed and put to a cultivated crop,
such as corn, potatoes, roots, or the like.

On Irrigated Lands. On irrigated lands throughout Eastern Ore-
gon, but particularly on the sandier and shallower types of soils at the
higher elevations, clover is perhaps the most valuable crop that can
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be grown. In some respects it is even more valuable than alfalfa.
In many parts of Central Oregon, such as in Crook County, on the
sandy shallow soils, clover will give a heavier yield if anything than
oltalfa itself. On these soils it is less affected by the shallowness than
is the alfalfa, and it has the great advantage of more quickly increas-
ing the humus content, which is deficient on these sandy types. It is
almost equally as good as alfalfa for pasture or hay purposes, while
from the fertility standpoint it may be used in short rotations, and
thus its great benefits to the soil are more quickly realized in the crops
of corn or roots or potatoes that follow in the rotation. Its very great
benefits to soil fertility are discussed elsewhere.

Both red and alsike clover are used on the irrigated lands. Red
clover may be sown alone or with a mixture of alsike, while on the
wet, poorly drained, more alkaline areas, very common to irrigated

IJ

Fig. 68. Clover, Irrigation Demonstration Farm, Redmond, 1912. Clover on the left
gave a net profit of $10.39 per acre from an application of 160 pounds of sul-
phate of potash per acre as compared with a net profit of 75 centa per acre re-
ceived from an application of 60 pounds of land plaster.'

projects due to seepage ,the alsike clover seeded alone is best. The
best rate of seeding for red clover alone is 10 to 12 pounds per acre,
although the.smaller amount is ample If the seed bed Is well prepared
and the seed evenly distributed. A good mixture of the two Is 8

pounds of red and 3 pounds of alsike per acre. Where alsike clover Is
seeded alone, 7 or 8 pounds per acre Is ample.
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Seeding on irrigated lands may be done with the drill as already
described for dry farming areas, or it may be broadcasted with equal
success, since the moisture supply is ample. The seeding of alsike
clover alone, broadcast, is preferable, because of the small size of the
seed. On practically all of the irrigated lands, clover is seeded with
a nurse crop. Where sheep are kept on the farm, one of the best nurse
crops is rape seeded with the clover at the rate of 3 pounds per acre.
The rape is pastured during the summer with sheep, giving excellent
returns, being pastured off closely in the fall to prevent its going to
seed. The most common and the best grain nurse crop for clover is
barley. This may be seeded at the regular rate or perhaps a little
thinner, the clover being broadcasted ordinarily in front of the barley.
Oats also may be used, but they should be seeded somewhat more
thinly, as they shade the clover too much. Freuently the oats are
cut for hay when the soft dough stage is reached, in order to give the
young clover a better chance. Winter-sown wheat also may be used
as a nurse crop for the clover seeding, the clover being sown over the
wheat early in the spring and lightly harrowed in. At elevations of
3500 feet and over, clover is generally not sown until the latter part
of May and frequently as late as the middle of June.

On the sandy lands, clover has shown excellent response to appli-
cations of commercial forms of potash fertilizers, as discussed else-
v.'here.

Clover should be plowed after it has been down for two full crop
years, as generally the yield decreases to a marked degree and the
grasses come in, in the third crop year.

Where desired, timothy may be seeded with clover on the heavier
types of irrigated soils. The usual mixture is 9 pounds of timothy and
6 pounds of clover, sown together with a nurse crop as already de-
scribed. The clover "runs out" and the timothy prevails the second
and third years after seeding. The timothy makes excellent pasture
after the hay crop is cut.

The results with clover under irrigation are discussed later under
the heading "Results on the Irrigation Demonstration Farm at Red-
niond."

CRIMSON CLOVER.
The chief value of this crop is as a green manure on the irrigated

lands. It is sown broadcast very early in the fall (the latter part of
August) at the rate of 15 pounds per acre, and covered very lightly
with a light harrowing. The soil must be sufficiently moist to germ-
inate the seed promptly so that it will make a sufficiently vigorous
start to withstand winter killing, to which it is rather liable. Where
a good stand is obtained and the winter is survived, it makes a very
heavy rank growth early the following spring, which is plowed under
as a high nitrogen green manure of the greatest value. As a rule, it
is rather difficult to get a stand of Crimson clover, and in this con-
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nection it is highly important to be positive of the freshness of the
seed, which should unfailingly be tested for germination. Crimsop

clover is, of course, not sufficiently drouth resistant for use on dry
farming lands.

SWEET CLOVEF.
Sweet clover in of interest on the irrisated lands of Eastern Ore-

gon chiefly as a green manuring crop. It has been merely a wayside
plant along irrigation ditches and -roadsides for many years. Its most
valuable point is that it is a very vigorous grower, hardy to alkali and
drouth, and of course a nitrogen gatherer like other legumes. Its bitter
!avor, which makes it rather unpalatable to livestock until they have
1earned to feed upon It, together with th fact that Its rank growth of
stem makes it less desirable as a hay or pastrre crop than clover or
alfalfa, permits it to be recommended for use only as a green manur-
ng crop or for pasture on waste lands where the soil is sufficiently
deep and the rainfall heavy (18 inches or over) to allow a reasonable
growth. In such- places, a fair stand having been secured, the plant
being an abundant seeder will reseed itself sufficiently to maintain- a
good pasture.

On cultivated lands seeding should be done the latter part of
August or early In the spring on a well prepared seed bed similar to
that described for alfalfa, and at the rate of 4 to 5 pecks of unhulled
seed or 3 pecks of hulled seed per acre. On waste lands only a thin
seeding need be made, as if this succeeds it will spread from self seed-
ing. Sweet clover is a biennial, so that it may be gotten rid of at any
time by preventing its going to seed and plowing it up, and where not
allowed to go to seed will die at the end of the second year.

Except as a green manuring crop or for seeding in waste places
where other crops cannot be grown, the writer would not recommend
sweet clover. Alfalfa and common red clover on the irrigated lands
and alfalfa and field peas in rows on the dry farming ands are superior
to sweet clover for all other purposes.

- TANGIER PEAS.
This crop is new to Oregon hut has been tried out suffIciently by

the Experiment Station at Corvallis to prove of value as a spring-
sown green manuring crop. For hay or green feed it is not as desira-
ble as the others named. As a spring-sown green manuring crop it
makes a heavy growth of high nitrogen content. It is also a heavy
seed yielder. It should be suitable for irrigated lands in Eastern Ore-
gon and should be sown at the rate of one bushel per acre with the
grain drill early in April. As yet seed cannot be secured on the local

markets.
GRASSES.

There is a widespread demand throughout the Eastern Oregon
dry farming belt for pasture grasses. Unfortunately there is no grass
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that has proved drouth resistant sufficiently to justify its extensive
use in the areas of 10- and 12-inch rainfall.

Fig. 69. Samples of Forage Crops Grown on the Experiment Farm, Moro. 1Field
Peas. 2Alfalfa. 3South Dakota Sorgo. 4Sudan Grass. 5Minnesota No.
13 Field Corn. Good arguments for a more diaversified dry farming in Eastern
Oregon.

A good many varieties have been tried by the Oregon Experiment
Station, of which the most successful are the Slender Wheat grass, the
Tall Oat grass, the Smooth Brome grass, the Kursk millet, and the
Sudan grass. Sudan grass in rows 3% feet apart gave a yield at the
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Moro Station in 1912 of 1.08 tons per acre of good hay. In 1913 at
Moro it gave yields of over 1500 pounds per acre of good hay on each
of three different rates of seedingdrilled solid (7" rows), in rows
14 inches apart, and in rows 35 inches apart. There was no marked
difference in favor of any one of the rates tried, but it is believed the
3-foot row is as good a rate as any. Sudan grass is an annual and
must be re-seeded each year, in the spring.

The Slender Wheat grass at More gave yields of about three-
fourths of a ton of hay per acre and has made a very good pasture.

The Tall Oat grass makes perhaps the best pasture of them all
and it seems to be able to crowd out the weeds better, especially where
broadcasted. It also seems to stand the summer drouth better. It
makes a poor quality of hay, however, as its growth is rank and woody.
Tall Oat Grass is a perennial.

Smooth Brome grass, also a perennial, forms a thick sod and suf-
fErs from drouth.

None of the grasses succeeded very well at the Burns Station, the
Tall Oat and Western Rye grass being the best of those tried.

For all of these grasses the best yields of hay were obtained as a
rule where they were seeded In rows, this method permitting more
thorough cultivation and con.aervation of moisture. As compared with
other pasture crops, sui ab field peas, alfalfa and rape, the best
grasses so far found cannot be highly recommended for the Eastern
Oregon dry farmer, where the rainfall is not over 12 inches; and, al-
though worthy of further trial, the dry farmer is advised not to bother
with them until their success Is more fully established.

A number of the hardiest millets were tried at Burns in 1912 and
1913 but all were killed by frost before heading out. The Kursk mil-
et has proven hardy to drouth and fairly hardy to cold, and while the
forage is not of the best quality it has some value for use planted in
rows as a wind break on sandy sOils that blow, as recommended in the
case of the forage sorghums.

In the Columbia Basin or Blue Mountain region, where the rain-
fall is 18 inches or over, the Tall Oat grass, Slender Wheat grass, and
Sudan grass should give a fair pasture or hay crop although even under
such conditions are not equal to the other crops mentioned for forage.

The possibility of any of these hardier grasses being used on lands
that cannot be cultivated is as yet so doubtful as to be entirely in the
experimental stage. Certainly there is a very great need for a
hardy drouth resistant grass for seeding on the grazing ranges, but
there is nothing found as yet that can be recommended as successful
for this purpose.

For those who desire to experiment with any of the grasses named,
seeding thinly in rows about 28 inches apart Is recommended, the seed
being covered very shallowly in moist soil, early in the spring. In the
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Columbia Basin in the case of early fall rains early fall seeding should
succeed.

On the irrigated lands, Timothy, Orchard grass, Perennial Rye
grass, Kentucky Blue grass, Red Top, Smooth Brome, Meadow F'ete,
and, at the lower elevations, Sudan grassare all successful and may
be grown in hay or pasture mixtures with the ordinary methods, as
long as ample moisture Is supplied.

Tests of all grass seed for purity and germination should he made
without fail before purchase or seeding, as it is impossible to be sure
of securing a good quality of seed without such tests. These tests
are made free of charge at the College Seed Testing Laboratory.

SORGHUMS.
A number of varieties of grain and forage sorghums have been

tried at the Moro Station for four years but only fairly successful re-
suits obtained. The chief values of sorghums are In the drouth re-
sistance and short season of growth combined with the fact that they

II

Fig. 70. Minnesota Early Amber Cane on Dry Land. Demonstraticu Farm '.I,)lI5,
1912. Estimated yield, 7 tons of green forage per acre.

may be planted late in the spring after other spring seeding is finished.
'Ihe chief difficulty with this crop is in finding varieties sufficiently
hardy to Oregon temperatures, as sorghums naturally prefer a warmer
eflinate. It is believed sorghum will prove more useful as a forage crop
than for any other purpose, as it has been found difficult to mature
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the grain sufficiently to make the extensive use of 'the crop worth while
for this purpose.

The best varieties for maturing grain are the White Kafir, South
Dakota Sorgo, Manchu, Brown Kaoliang, and Dwarf Broom Corn,
while the South Dakota Sorgo and the Early Minnesota Amber are the
best as forage sorghums.

Sorghums must be planted on a firm seed bed, so that land in

riubble should be fall-plowed and left rough over winter and then
disked in the spring and kept well cultivated until seeding time, o'
in the case of summer fallowed land the same treatment in the spring
should be given. As the sorghums germinate rather poorly, it Is im-
portant to get the seed into moist soil, yet it must not be covered
deeply.

Seeding should be done about the middle of May, either a corn
planter being used or a grain drill with enough of the holes stopped
up to seed the crop in rows about 42 inches apart. When sown for
grain production, the seed should be spread very thinly In the rows
o that there will be about one plant every 12 inches. For forage, a

thicker seeding in the rows may be used. The feed of the drill shoull
t'e reduced either as indicated on the dial or, in the case of the oldel
style drills, by inserting In the seed slot a wire reducer, the drill be-
ing tried on the barn floor until It is regulated to sow thinly. For
forage, about 6 pounds of seed per acre are required.

Yields of 1 to 2 tons per acre of good fodder may be obtained
from this crop in the Columbia Basin. For grain production the sorS-
hums cannot be highly recommended, as they have not yet developed
a sufficiently high yield to be profitable under Eastern Oregon con-
ditions.

Perhaps one of the best uses of this crop is for planting in long
strips of five or six rows at intervals of 500 to 1000 yards, crosswise
of the prevailing wind in fields where soil blowing occurs. For this
purpose it makes a very effective wind break.

In central Oregon the sorghums do even less well than in the
Columbia Basin, the varieties tried at Burns being killed by frost be-
fore heading. At Metolius several varieties made good crops of for-
age but practically no grain was matured.

It is safe to conclude that the hardiest of the sorghums named
rziay be grown in a limited way for grain, for poultry feeding at the
lower elevations in the Columbia Basin, and for fodder or silage in
the Columbia Basin and the lower elevations in the Blue Mountain
and Central Oregon divisions.
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SORGHUMS.

MOro-1911 and 1912k.

*The 1910 trial was preliminary, and no yields were obtained, as soil conditions
were unfavorable. The 1913 trial was unsuccessful owing to failure of the seeding to
germinate or emerge. In 1911 only about a 20 per cent stand was secured on the
varieties reported above.

Other Varieties Tested at MoroWhjte Durra (81), Sudan Durra (182), Durra
Fafir (.198), Dwarf Black Hull Ka8r (340), White Kafir (542), White Kaoliang
(350), Brown Kaoliang (171), Dwarf Milo (381), Dwarf Broom Corn (243).

Varieties Tested at Burng-19121913_White Burrs (81), White Sorgo (350),
Brown Kaoliang (828 and 261). -

All varieties were killed by frost before heading, both in 1912 and 1913.
Varieties Tested at Metolius-1912_Common Broom Corn, Early Minnesota Amber

C,ne, White Durra (81), White Sorgo (850), Brown Kaoliang (71), White Kaoliang
(350), Ka8r, Standard Broom Corn (243), Dwarf Broom Corn (442).

The Common Broom Corn and Early Minnesota Amber Cane gave excellent yields
of forageabout 7 tons of green forage per acre. The other varieties had a very on-

en stand and yields were not estimated.

Varieties Tested at Redmond-1912Common Broom Corn, Early Minnesota Am-
ber Cane, Brown Kaoliang (71), White Durra (81).

These varieties all gave fair yields of forage but did not mature grain.

RAPE.
Rape is a very valuable crop in Eastern and Central Oregon be-

Cause it is hardy to cold,- is a very quick grower, may be grown in rows
and cultivated so that moisture can be conserved, makes the very best
of pasturage for sheep, chickens, brood sows, and growing pigs, and
the cost of preparation of seed bed and seeding is very light.

Rape may be seeded very early in the springthe fore part of
April in the Columbia Basin and the latter part of that month in Cen-
tral Oregon. The Dwarf Essex rape in rows about 3 feet apart, with
2 or 3 pounds of seed per acre on ground that has been prepared, and
when possible manured, in the same way as described for corn, will
give excellent pasture in 3 or 8 weeks after planting, when it Is 8 to

Fodder Yields. Pounds per Acre
1911 Standard Broom Corn Selection (343-7-2) 3520
1911 Dwarf Broom Corn (442) 2650
1911 Milo (234) 2040

1911 Manchu Brown Kaoliang Selection (281-3-4-1) 1500
1911 White K&8r Selection (342-1-1) 1000
1912 South Dakota Sergo (341) 4160

Grain Yields. Bushels per Acre
1911 Standard Broom Corn Selection (343-7-2) 125
1911 White Kflr Selection (342-1-1) 5
1911 Manchu Brown ICaoliang Selection (261-3-4-1) 4
1911 Dwarf Broom Corn (442) 4
1912 South Dakota Sorgo (341) 34
1912 Dwarf Broom Corn (442) 13.5
1912 White Kadr (342) 99
1912 Manchu Brawn Kaoliang (328) 18.0
1913 Dwarf Broom Corn (442) 18-0
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10 inches high. A second planting two weeks after the first will bring
another crop a little later and thus prolong the pasturing season. On

irrigated lands, of course, this crop will yield more abundantly, and it
may be planted throughout the growing season if desired. For chickena
it is one of the very best of green feeds and they prefer it to any other.
A summer pasture for sheep it Is also one of the very best succulents.
An excellent use of rape is its seeding in combination with corn for
pigs, as described elsewhere In the discussion of that crop.

The rape should be pastured off closely in the fall to prevent its.
going to seed, and the ground should, of course, be disked immediately
after the livestock is removed. It Is Important not to allow It to go
to seed at any time, as, like mustard, the seed will persist in the soil,
volunteering in other crops.

Fig. 71. Rape on Experiment Farm, Moro. A splendid forage pasturi ,n eilh,r dry
or irrigated lands especially in Central Oregon and the Blue M,,unrai rrgioos.

Excellent results have been obtained in the trials of rape at the
Burns, Metolius, and Redmor farms, and fairly good results at Moro.
This crop should f®rm a part of the livestock forage crop sequence on
cvery irrigated farm in Eastern Oregon and on all the dry farming
lands as well, but particularly those at the higher elevations and where
the rainfall is heavier.

KALE.
The thousand-headed kale, which has proved so successful In

Western Oregon as a succulent feed, has been tried out at the More
Experiment Station and proved fairly successful as fall green feed.
As a rule, it will not endure the winters of Eastern Oregon, although
in some few cases plants have been known to pass through the winter
successfully. However, by sowing the seed thickly early in the spring
in a cold frame (such as is described elsewhere), by the time the seed
bed is prepared and ready for transplanting, the plants should be
from 8 to 10 inches high, which is about the best size for transplant-
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ing. Plants should be set 3 feet apart each way, a long bladed spade
being used to open a slot in the soil for the roots. The earth should
be firmed around each plant, and if the soil is very dry when trans-
planting is done it is worth while hauling a barrel of water along to
put several quarts of water in the soil with each plant. Care should
he taken in lifting the plants out of the cold frame not to injure the
roots or permit them to dry out before transplanting. The ground for
the kale should be prepared in the same way as described elsewhere
for corn. Kale makes espcially good use of manure and requires plenty
of cultivation.

One-half acre of it will supply an abundance of excellent green
feed for the chickens, which will be available as late as the first of
December. Of course, on the dry lands the yield is light,-4.13 tons
of green feed per acre at Moro in 1912. On the irrigated lands yields
of 15 to 20 tons per, acre of green feed may be obtained. On the Red-
mond Demonstration Farm a yield of 25 tons of green feed per acre
was obtained. This plant will be available for green feed after the
alfalfa has stopped growing. As late fall green feed for dairy cows,
kale is unexcelled, while brood sows and sheep relish it highly. Kale
makes excellent use of heavy applications of manure and, on irrigated
lands, drssings of 15 to 20 tons per acre are none too much, provided
the manure is disked into the soil thoroughly. Kale requires a deep
seed bed, and the ground should not only be fall plowed but replowed
in the sping after the manure has been disked in.

SQUASH.
Cow squash and cow pumpkin both are drouth resistant, and where

there are several milk cows kept, as there should be on every dry farm,
a few tons of this valuable form of dairy succulent may be raised.

They may be seeded in the Columbia Basin region in April in hills
4 feet apart each way, on ground that has been thoroughly cultivated,
or they may be seeded in the corn fieTd q hills that have been missed
or where the corn failed to germinate.

At the higher elevations in Central Oregon this crop is not suc-
cessful. At the Burns Station they were killed by frost at the blossom-
ing period.

POTATOES.
Potatoes grown on the Eastern Oregon dry farmiag lands are CL

the finest quality, unexcelled by those grown anywhere i' smoothness,
cieanness, and low water content. The are exceptionally meal3 and of
the most delicate flavor. The Eastern Oregon dry farmer should not
only produce the potatoes required for home consumption and the
local markets but unquestionably should be able to find a verj profit-
able market at a distance, because of the high quality of the dry land
tuber.

Yields of 50 to 150 bushels per acre are obtained under the vary-
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ing conditions of rainfall found. The potato crop is not a costly one
to raise under dry farming conditions. A small acreage may be coo-
erted into cash as quickly as wheat nd with a much larger profit.

On Eastern Oregon irrigated lands the yields are much higher and the
potato is one of the most valuable cash crops. The effect on the soil,
where the potato is used in a rotation as a portion of the cultivated
crop, is bneficial in that it leaves the soil in excellent tilth, well
cleaned of weeds, and easily prepared for the following crop of grain,
field peas, or alfalfa.

Fig. 72. A profitable Cash Crop on the Irrigated FarmPotatoes, Demoiit'.ttL'i Farm,
Redmond, 1912. Plot on right treated with 160 pounds of sulphate of poiiioh pave
235 bushels per acre and on the left, untreated, 147 bushels per acre a roqs
profit of approximately $40 per acre from the treatment.

Varieties. The branch Experiment Statiols have tried out many
varieties, a number of which are well adapted to Eastern Oregon con-
ditions. For the Columbia Basin it is believed the Selected Burbank,
Irish Cobbler, American Wonder, Early Bovee, Early Eureka, Green
Mountain, and Early Dakota are among the very best. For central
Oregon, the Selected Early Six Weeks, Early Eureka, White Pinkeye,
Netted Gem, and Early Dakota, so far have proved to be the best. The
Blue Centennial Is a high yielder but not a desirable market potato, be-
cause of its color. For the Central Oregon irrigated lands, the Selected
Burbank, Netted Gem, Vermont Gold Coin, arid Amrican Wonder are
recommended.

.

-1



Seed. The only sure way of securing good seed is to obtain a
small quantity of true seed of the variety desired, if possible, in the
home locality; or, to select from a field of good potatoes a number of
hills that are true to the type and of first class quality. Thereafter a
small plot of seed potatoes should be grown and each year the prac-
tice' of hill selection followed. To do this, the potatoes, of course,
should be dug by hand when fairly well matured and those retained
for seed which come from the hills producing the largest number of
smooth, clean, well shaped, and medium sized potatoes. This hill
selected seed is multiplied each year in sufficient amounts .to furnish

II
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3'ig. 73. Irrigated Potatoes on Sage Brush Land ia the Columbia Ban.

seed for the main crop. In digging the main crop, seed selections are
made each year which in turn are planted in the plot for multiplying
seed. Where this practice is followed, potato seed never need "run
out" but will steadily improve in quality. It is frequently possible to
double the yield iler acre through systematic hill selection of the seed.
hills which contain a few unusually large potatoes and a number of
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small ones should be discarded and selections made only from those
which have the largest number of uniformly medium sized tubers of
high guality.

Planting. On dry farming land, potatoes should be planted only
on thoroughly cultivated summer fallowed land, as they are heavy
moisture consumers and the endeavor should be to get the maximum
yield. Such summer fallowed land should be disked very early in the
spring, then plowed or listed, and the seed planted in furrows 3 4 feet
apart, with hills from 18 to 24 inches apart in the row. The potatoes
rhould be cut to at least two good eyes and should be covered not less

Fig. 74. A Dry Land Crop of Potatoes on the Big Agency Plains in Crook County.
Dry land potatoes are of exceptionalLy high quality and the most deliente flavor.

than 4 inches deep. Where the surface soil is especiall dry at seeding
time, the seed may be planted 6 or 8 inches deep if necessary. Where
the summer [allowed land has become rather finely pulverized and is
Ukely to run together and become compact during the winter, it will
he desirable to disk it in the fall, leaving it as rough as possible.
Disking before replowing in the spring is important in preparing a
deep mellow seed bed for the development of the tubers.



Planting in the Columbia Basin should be done not much later
than April 1 to April 15, and in Central Oregon in the latter part of
April or early May. Six bushels of good seed per acre is sufficient for
dry farming lands, and 10 to 12 bushels per acre on irrigated lands.

If infected at all with scab, the seed should be soaked (before
cutting) for a couple of hours in a formaldehyde solutioni pint of
fcrmaldehyde to 30 gallons of water. The cutting of the seed should
not be done until just prior to planting, as cut seed, if left dries out and
loses its vitality. Where planting is delayed after the seed has been cut.
it; is advisable to put a little gypsum (land plaster) in a sack and sbake

12

Fig. 75. A Modern All-Steel, Adjustable, Two Row, Pivotal-Axle, Sulky Cultivator.
Showing Regular Shovels on the Machine and the Interchangeable Improved
Sweeps on the Floor, about in their proper order when placed on machine. An
ex:ellent machine for the diversiSed farm.

he cut seed in it until it is well powdered. In cutting potatoes, a
good practice used by many successful growers is to cut the seed once
lengthwise and then each half crosswise through the middle, thus quar-
tering the potatoes, but in such a way as to get an average of two eyes
to the piece and not less than two ounces in weight. The stem end
pieces are cut somewhat larger than the bud end in order to insure at
least one good eye in each stem end piece.

On small acreages, the potatoes may be planted by hand with a
hoe after the seed bed is prepared, or the land may be replowed 4 to
5 inches deep and the seed dropped in every third furrow and covered
the next round. Or, if the seed bed is already prepared, the land may
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he marked and furrow plowed out, the seed dropped into the moist
soil and then immediately covered by throwing the furrow back with a
shovel cultivator, a smoothing harrow, or the like. On large acreages
the machine potato planter is profitably used, as it is not only cheaper
but does better woek than hand planting.

Cultivation. The ridged culture of potatoes is not desirable for
Oregon conditions, particularly on dry farming lands, as this practice
causes a more rapid loss of the soil moisture. The potato fields should
be harrowed frequently enough to maintain a good mulch and keep
down the weeds. Where the soil has been put in good shape and is
clean, three or four harrowings will be about all the cultivation re-
quired, but the row cultivator should be used if necessary.

On the sandy irrigated soils of the Redmond Farm potatoes gave
an excellent response in 1912 to applications of sulphate of potash,
160 pounds per acre, indicating possible value of this fertilizer on this
type of land.

The dry land potatoes generally mature and may be dug in October.
At the higher elevations in Central Oregon, potatoes are frequently
frosted before fully maturing, and on this account as well as because
of the lack of transportation, the potato crop on dry farming lands is
less important from the commercial standpoint, but just that more im-
portant in value for home use.

Note: For more detailed information centre College Bulletin No. 121- Grow-
ing the Oregon Potato Crop.''

POTATOES.
Annual and Average Actual and Marketable Yield, Moro, 1911-1913.

(In Bu. per Acre).

Rnk Variety
Total
Yield

1911

Market-
able

Yiold

Market
Total able
Yield Yield

1912

Market-
Total able
Yield Yield

1913.

Market-
Total able
Yield Yield

Average
1 Burbank 106.8 86.7 94.5 68.6 100.6 77.6
2 American Wonder 60.5 40.4 98.3 78.3 101.2 82.4 8.9.6 67.0
S Irish Cobbler 52.5 40.8 106.0 86.0 83.1 70.2 79.9 65.6
4 Early Boyce 54.5 35.4 90.8 76.1 85.8 62.0 77.0 57.8
5 Early Eureka 43.3 30.0 103.3 82.9 82.2 58.3 76.2 57.0
0 Early Rose 43.4 24.7 05.8 79.1 88.3 64.5 75.8 56.5
7 Green Mountain 27.9 25.0 101.0 72.4 00.2 68.4 74.0 55.2
S Early Breakfast 49.1 44.6 84.0 67.4 61.1 44.0 64.7 52.3
P Early Bird 34.5 24.5 106.6 75.8 69.4 48.0 70.1 49.4

10 Early Michigan 56.6 38.9 9-3.5 67.9 66.6 38.3 71.9 48.3
ii. Pride of Multnotush. 100.0 75.0 39.1 19.1 69.5 47.0
12 Red River 29.6 27.9 116.0 91.9 22.3 15.5 55.9 45.1
13 California Russet. . . 9.7 6.4 91.1 71.6 60.0 42.5 53.6 40.1
14 Early Ohio 30.8 23.3 89.3 51.0 -------- 60.0 87.1
iS Carmen No. 3 53.1 45.4 39.3 29.3 45.9 34.4 46.1 36.3
16 Garrett 37.5 29.4 65.8 50.9 44.9 25.4 49.4 35.2
17 Early Dakcla 60.9 47.3 39.5 15.0 50.2 31.1
18 Willard 34.1 22.1 46.4 20.0 12.2 7.0 30.9 16.3
19 Vermont Gold Coin ........... 80.5 49.5 10.0 - ... 45.2
25 Rural New Yorker .......... 40.2 39.3 26.6 - ... 37.9
21 White Ohio 48.3 39.3 15.8 32.0



Other Varieties Tested
No. 4, Early Dakota.

*5 per cent culls.
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at Meto1ius.-Prizetker, Early Eurela, Improved Rose

POTATOES-BURNS. 1913.

Variety
Relative

Total Yield
Relative Mrhct-

able Yields
Early Six Weeks (Geer) 85.1 White Pinkeye 73.1
Netted Gem 81.5 Early Six Weeks (Geet-) 71.2
White Pinkeye 77.1 Netted Gem 67.2
Early Eureka 76.7 Blue Centennial 63.7
Early Dakota 75.9 Early Dakota 62.7
Blue Centennial 73.9 Rural New Yorker 50.1
Earliest of All 69.5 Early Eureka 54.3
Producer 67.9 Norton's Beauty 52.8
Rural New Yorker 97.3 Earliest of All 51.8
Bliss' Red Triumph 66.3 American Wonder 50.1
Norton's Beauty 65.1 Extra Early Rose 47.6
Gold Coin 68.5 Gold Coin 46.4
Extra Early Rockford 63.4 Hundred-fold 46.3
Extra Early Rose 61.5 Extra Early Rockford 44.9
American Wonder 61.3 Producer 44.9
Hundred-fold 59.5 Tiumph 44.1
Triumph 58.7 Bliss' Red Triumph 43.4
Russet 57.9 1rih Cobbler 37.7
Burbank 53.5 Snow 37.2
Ecrly Rcse 53.1 Sir Walter Raleigh 35.7
Snow 51.9 Early Rose 35.1
Scotch Rose 50.7 Early Pinkeye 34.7
Irish Cobbler 46.7 Russet 32.7
White Prizetaker 45.5 Jarly Ohio 29.1
Early Ohio 44.7 White Ohio 26.7
Sir Walter Raleigh 41.5 Scotch Rose 25.4
Early Pinkeye 37.9 Burbank 24.5
Pride of Multnomsh 37.5 White Prizetaker 22.7
White Ohio 35.7 Pride of Multnomah 19.0

Potatoeg-Metolius, 1912.

Bushels per Acre
Variety Plot Yield Field Yield

Gold Coin 190.7
Sir Walter Raleigh 146.6 100.0
Scotch Rose 141.2
Hundred-fold 135.36
Early Rose 133.95 121.0
Early Sunrise (local) 101.52
Earliest of All 138.0*
Early Ohio 101.0
Rural New Yorker 95.0
Netted Gem 92.6
White Ohio 84.6
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PotatoesRedmond, 1912.

Other Varieties Tested at RedmondEarly Six Weeks (local) Early Dakota,
Early Ohio, Hundred-fold, Early Rose, Earliest of All, Early Sunrise, Netted Gem,
Early Eureka. Sir Walter Raleigh, Rural New Yorker, White Ohio, Carmen No. 4.

ARTICHOI{ES.
The Jerusalem artichoke because of its drouth resistant qualities

and the feeding value o the tubers for hogs is a crop of some use to

II

Fig. 76. Jerusalem Artichokes at the Burns Statien, 1913. A good tuber for hog
nasture at the lower elevations in Eastern Oregon hut it does not mature suf
ficiently in Central Oregon.

the dry farmer in the Columbia Basin. The tubers are left in the
ground to mature and the hogs root them out. They have about the
same feeding value as potatoes. The artichoke makes a very heavy
growth of stalk above ground but this stalk has no great feeding value,
except that it makes a fair quality of silage.

Variety Bushels per Acre
Pride of Multnomah 200.0

Burbank 195.0

Vermont Gold Coin 191.6

Scoth Rose 170.0

Bovee 168.1

Snowflake (local) 166.7

Rose No. 4 166.7
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In the Columbia Basin on dry farming lands the Jerusalem arti-
choke yields from 200 to 300 bushels per acre.

Artichokes should be planted earlier than potatoes (about the
first of April) on summer fallowed land which has been re-plowed
deeply in the spring, the tubers being dropped in every third furrow
and about 3 feet apart in the row, the whole tuber being used. About
F bushels of tubers per acre are required for seed.

The crop should be harrowed before the plants are up and culti-
vated several times thereafter, so that a good mulch is maintained.

Ordinarily, sufficient tubers will remain in the ground over winter
to produce another crop the second year. The tubers are mature about
five months after planting, so that the pigs can he turned in on them
in September. A few acres will carry a considerable number of hogs
for several months.

In Central Oregon at elevations over 3000 feet the artichokes do
not mature well and are not recommended. The crop grown at the
Burns Station made an excellent growth of tops but was destroyed by
frost before the tubers were matured enough to pasture or dig. On
the Metolius Farm the 'chokes" yielded 110 bushels per acre of ml-
mature tubers.

ROOTS.
Roots are a crop especially successful and well adapted to the diver-

sified irrigated farm, particularly so at the higher elevations, as they are
hardy to cold and in these cooler regions obtain a remarkably fine
quality of sweetness and crispness. In the sandy loam common to
these irrigated lands they find very congenial surroundings where they
are not Only easily handled but respond generously to applications of
manure. Their feeding value for dairy cows and brood sows over win-
ter as well as for other livestock, is very high, not only because of the
advantage of their succulence when combined with the dry feeds of
winter but because of their high digestibility and palatability, it is
authoratively stated by Danish investigators that the feeding value of
one pound of dry matter of roots about equals that of one pound of
any of the common grains.

Under irrigation; with ample manuring and plenty of cultivation,
root crops such as mangel wurzels, turnips and carrots, give excellent
yields, and may easily be stored in cellar or pit and thus be available
throughout the winter. The use of root crops both as highly palatable
and succulent feed and as valuable cultivated crops in rotation on all
the Eastern Oregon irrigated lands is strongly urged.

MANGEL WUR.ZELS.
Mangels or stock beets are the best of all the root cropt. The

host vaiiet.ies are the Mammoth Long Red, the Golden Tankard, and
Carter's Half Sugar.

Land for irrigated beets should be deeply fall plowed, heavily
manured (15 to 20 tons per acre), the manure thoroughly disked in,
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and the ground re-plowed in the spring and disked again after plowing
end kept cultivated until seeding time.

The seeding is done at the rate of 6 to 8 pounds per acre of good
seed.. As mangel seed loses its vitality rather rapidly, pains should be
taken to secure fresh seed of a guaranteed test. The seed should be
sown in a warm, well pulverized seed bed, in April in the Columbia
Basin and in May in Central Oregon, the seed being planted rather
shallowly. The seeding may be done with any sort of a drill in rows
8 feet apart. A very small amount of buckwheat may be mixed with
the seed which, coming up quickly, will mark the beet rows, as the
beets germinate rather slowly. When the blades show the fourth leaf
they should be thinned to a single vigorous plant every 10 inches.
Frequent cultivation should be given, not merely to conserve moisture
and destroy weeds but to promote the growth of a maximum crop.

The beets may be lifted by hand or with a beet lifter or with a
plow with the moldboard removed, the tops being twisted off by hand.
They should be pulled before heavy frosts come and as free as possible
from dirt, as both frost and dirt injure their feeding value. Stored
in the dark where they may keep cool and dry in cellars or pits, they
may be fed any time from October until April. They may be pulped
cr sliced for feeding. Mangels will yield from 10 to 40 tons per acre.
On the Redmond Farm in 1912 the Long Red gave a yield of 19.6 tons
per acre.

Because of their deep rooting system, mangels succeed fairly weli
on dry farming lands, at the higher elevations in Central Oregon par
ticularly. While not giving nearly so heavy a yield as when irrigated,
they make sufficient yield to justify growing the limited amoun! re-
quired for winter, succulence. They should be seeded only on sum-
mer fallowed land of maximum moisture content. They should be
sown more thinly and cultivated more thoroughly than on irrigated
lands. Macgels have given a yield of 10 to 12 tons per acre on Hi.rr,.ey
County dry lands.

TTJRNIPS.
For early winter teed, rutabagas make heavy yields of good suc-

culent feed on well manured irrigated lands. A good practice is to
feed rutabagas the early part of the winter and mangels the latter
part. Almost exactly the same growing methods are followed as de-
scribed for mangels. About 3 pounds of seed per acre is required and
great pains must be taken to sow thinly because of the small size of
the seed. Three or four weeks after the plants are up the same pains
in thinning down to a single plant every 10 inches should be taken.
Before storing, the tops are cut off, making excellent sheep feed. The
yield is generally about the same as mangels. The Yellow Aberdeen
is probably the best variety. On the Redmond Farm this variety gave

yield of 26.6 tons per acre.
Common turnips are used largely as a catch crop, as they may be

sown quite late in the summer. They are very hardy and drouth re-
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sistant and on irrigated lands give a good yield of a fairly satisfactory
succulent. They do not yield as havily or keep as well as rutabagas
.or mangels and give some odor to milk unless fed just after milking.
Their greatest value is as a catch crop to utilize the ground where
some other crop has failed. Frequently they are pastured off with

,.,

Fig. 77. Rutabagas, Irrigation Demonstration Farm, Redmond, 1912. Yield 26.6 tons
per sore.

sheep to good advantage. The best varieties are Purple-topped Strap-
leaf, Cowhorn and White Globe. They may be seeded broadcast at
the rate of 3 pounds per acre, or in rows at 1% pounds per acre, be-
Ing thinned to 8 inches in the row.

CARROTS.
Carrots of the finest quality and the highest yield are grown on

the Eastern and Central Oregon irrigated lands. They are of especial
value when used as the succulent part of a ration for horses, being
an excellent conditioner for that animal. For other classes of live-
stock they do not compare with the mangels or rutabagas and as a rule
do not give so high a yield. Excellent varieties are the Half Long
Orange, White Belgian and Chantenay. Practically the same grow-
ing methods are used as described for the other root crops discussed.
Carrots are slow growing and should be planted early and in rows 2
feet apart at the rate of 3 pounds of seed per acre, preferably thinned

C
f;(-1 I .1.
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to 4 inches in the row, although thinning is not necessary. They
should be frequently cultivated, and harvested before freezing weather,
the tops being hoed off before lifting.

SUGAR BEETS.
The soil and climatic conditions on the irrigated lands of Eastern

Oregon are for the most part favorable for the production of sugar
beets. The difficulty with this crop under Eastern Oregon conditions,
however, is not in the matter of soil or climate, but rather the lack of
cheap labor and the intensive character of the work required to produce

first class profitable crop. The Eastern Oregon farmer does not take
kindly to the crop because of its intensive character and the detailed
attention that must be given it. It is for this reason, perhaps, more
tian any other, that the sugar beet factory in operation for several
years in the Grand Ronde Valley finally closed down. Under present
conditions, it would seem best for the farmer on irrigated land, who
has deep, rich soils and the cool growing season so favorable for roots,
to grow mangel wurzels and rutabagas and feed them to stock. These
Toots give much heavier yields per acre than the sugar beet and, al-
though an intensive crop, require less labor and care than the sugar
beet.

FLAX.
flax grown for seed is a crop especially well adapted to Oregon

ry farming conditions. It is not only hardy to cold but is especially
drouth resistant at maturing time. A good price is paid for the seed,
.nd thus the crop can stand the tax of a fairly long haul There is a

iood market for the seed within the state, as a linseed oil factory is
iiow in operation in Portland. While in Eastern Oregon there are
practically no areas of heavy prairie sods on which flax as a first crop
i' so effective in mellowing the soil (taking out the "newness," as it
is called), yet on the newly broken sagebrush lands of Central Oregon,
distant from the shipping point, the flax seed crop will prove of value.
The trials so far made at the Burns Station indicate that flax will suc-
ceed very well throughout Central Oregon on the dry farming lands.
It will he of exceptional benefit as a first crop on the heavier types
of soil, such as those on sloping hill lands or sticky soils similar to
those In portions of the Catlo Valley.

Flax, of course, should not be grown contliluOuSly, as the soil will
soon become "flax sick" and the crop will become subject to flax wilt.
Nor should flax he grown on a "rundown" soil, as it gives poor returns
from such. It should always be grown In rotation, following a man-
ured crop or leguminous crop or on newly broken lands, as the best
of flax crops are obtained from a soil well supplied with organic matter.

There are a number of excellent varieties of flax. The North Da-
kota No. 155 gave the best yield at Burns in 1913. The Primost and
Russian varieties are almost equally as good.

In the 10-inch rainfall dry farming areas of Eastern and Central
Oregon, flax should be sown preferably on summer fallowed land, so
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tbat there is sufficient. moisture available to produce a good crop.
Such land Should be double disked as early in the spring as it is possi-
ble to get on the ground, and then kept well mulched and clean of
weeds until danger from heavy frost is over, when the seeding may be
done. In the regions with an 18-inch rainfall or in irrigated districts,
the land should be plowed in the fall, left rough over winter, and then
thoroughly disked in the spring and prepared for flax seeding as already
described.

The earlier flax is seeded the better, provided the frost is escaped,
as. the earlier seeded crop, of course, will suffer less from hot weather.
The crop requires from 80 to 100 days to mature. In Central Oregon,
the best seeding time for flax is about May 15, while in the Columbia
Basin the best date should be in the nighborhood of April 15.

The seed used should be the best securable, thoroughly cleaned
with a fanning mill, plump and bright, and treated with formalin be-
fore sowing as a prevention against wilt. One pound of formahin to
40 gallons of water is considered the correct solution. The treatment
is. best given by spreading the seed thinly on a floor or canvass and
sprinkling with the solution, the seed in the meantime being raked
or stirred so that all will come in contact with the solution but not get
so wet as to stick together. After the treatment, the seed is stirred
i.:ntil sufficiently dry to sow. The formalin treatment is not successful
n preventing wilt unless the seed has been thoroughly cleaned of

foreign matter with the fanning mill before being treated.
The seed bed Should be well pulverized on top but firm undey-

bath, similar to the seed bed conditions required for alfalfa. In fact,
a compact seed bed for flax is important. Seeding should be done at
the rate of 2 pecks per acre, with a grain drill, to a depth of 1 '/ inches.

The crop may be harvested with the binder, the reaper, or even
the mower. It must be well cured and the seed thoroughly dried to
avoid injury in the stack or bin. It may be threshed with the ordinary
threshing machine.

After the flax is harvested, the ground should be thoroughly
disked and deeply plowed in the fall to aid in the decay of the flax stub-
ble. Flax should not be sown on the same land again for an interval
r' several years.

In Eastern Oregon flax should give a seed yield o from 10 to
30 bushels per acre, depending upon the soil and moisture conditions.

FLAX.
Relative Yields of Seed at Burns-1913.

Variety Bushels per Acre
North Dakota No. 155 12.4
Common Montana U 5
University No. 25 11.0
Russian 1f7
Priniost 1C.2
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CABBAGE AND ONIONS.
Two of the most profitable cash crops on the irrigated lands in

7astern Oregon are onions and cabbage. Plots were seeded to these

Fig. 78. Cabbage on the Irrigation Demonstration Farm, Redmond, 1912. Yield 19.6

tons per acre.

two crops on the Irrigation Demonstration Farm at Redmond in 1912,
t1e onions being seeded April 25 and the cabbage May 21. Both were
irrigated and cultivated as needed, and the onions were thinned and
weeded as necessary. The onions were seeded rather too late and the
soil was too rich and moist to permit them to mature properly so
that the crop was not of the best quality. Nitrate of soda was applied
to the onions at the rate of 160 pounds per acre. With the cabtage,
a medium early variety like the Succession seemed to be best adapted
tI the conditions at Redmond.

ONIONS.

Redmond-1912.

CABBAGN.

Eedmond-1912.

Total Yield
Pounds per Acre

Austrian Brown 7684
Yellow Globe Dnvers 5497

Oregon Drovers 5434
Western Wethersfield 5094

Large fled \Vethersfleld 3277

fled Wetherofleld 25.14

Total Yield
Tons per Aere

Lilly's Glory 19.6

Succession 19.4
Late Flat Dutrh 16.8
Danish Bald-Head 15.0
Early Jersey WakeSeld 9.5
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RESULTS OBTAINED ON THE IRRIGATION DEMONSTRATION
FARM AT REDMIOND-1912.

Trials bearing on the proper handling and economic use or irriga-
tion water were one of the chief phases of the work covered on the
demonstration farm at Redmond during 1912. The interesting re-
sults obtained from the variety and fertilizer trials on the Redmond
Farm have been reported elsewhere but are repeated here in connection
with the relation of the yields to water use. This discussion of the re-
sults of the irrigation demonstration at Redmond is given in the shape
of extracts from the report of Professor W. L. Powers, in charge of the
irrigation and drainage work of the Oregon Experiment Station, who
acted as superintendent in direct charge of the work in 1912 on the
Irrigation Demonstration Farm at Redmond.

Water Used on Redmond Farni. "It should be kept in mind,"
states Professor Powers "that the rainfall of the season was about 2
inches above normal as near as can be determined, and that an inch
of rain (if it comes in reasonably heavy falls) is equal to more than
twice that amount of irrigation water. A good proportion of the place
was in cultivated crop and great care was observed in applying water
just at the time needed, which, of course, kept down the quantity used.
The farm had the advantage of. moisture conserving tillage practices
and application of water was governed by the determinations of the
soil moisture supply for different crops, and careful measurements of
the evaporation and general weather conditions. These latter practices
are largely responsible for the relatively small quantity of water used.

"The water allowance within this project is 1 8-10 acre feet for
the ninety-day season, which for this farm amounts to 3-10 of a sec-
ond foot continuous flow for the 30 irrigable acres, or a quantity equal
to 6-10 acre foot for 24 hours or 54 acre feet for the ninety-day season.

"The accompanying hydrograph is arranged to show the quantity
and distribution of water used on the Demonstration Farm. The
smallest units, reading horizontally, each represent one day, while the
r.mallest vertical units represent the quantity used per 24 hours, ex-
pressed in acre feet. For example, if the full continuous water allow-
ance had been taken for the thre summer months, the section between
June and September would all be shaded to the 6-10 acre foot per
24 hour point would total 54 acre feet while the total quantity
actually used for the three-months period was 31 acre feet. It will
he noticed that water was used before the three-months irrigation sea-
son and to a small extent after it, so the total quantity used during
the ninety-day season was 32.3 acre feet, and during the wbole season
was 40.75 acre feet. This was used to irrigate only 31 acres of 3rop,
as 1.5 acres was dry farmed and 5 acres were rough land. The use of
water was well distributed on account of the diversity of crops.

"The quantity and monthly distribution of water used on the
Demonstration Farm during the ninety-day period and during the
whole irrigation season, as determined by very careful measurements
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made by the Station employees, is given below. The Station Record was
obtained by noting the depth on the weir every couple of hours and re-
cording the exact length of time of flow.

WATER USED ON IRRIGATION DEMONSTRATION FARM, IIEDMOND.

Irrigation Seasoni 912.

"The 32.292 acre feet used on 31 acres is equivalent to 1.041
acre feet per acre for the ninety-day period, or practicafly 1 acre foot
per acre.

"Relation of Economic Use of Water to Quantity and Value of
Product. Irrigation must be carefully applied if the highest quality
of product is to be secured. From numerous analyses of potatoes and
other products at the State Experiment Station, in connection with
ci her irrigation studies, it appears that where a favorable supply of
moisture is maintained it matters not whether this comes from rain-
fall or irrigation. Wherever more than the moderate amount of moist-
ure is maintained, and where the soil is not allowed to dry out suf-
ficiently to permit the plant to mature its fruit, the composition and
kueping qualities of the product are injured. The over irrigated pro-
duct has as much as 2 or 3 per cent more moisturb and a correspond-
iug decrease in percentage of other constituents.

"Economic Use of Wates' and Soil Preservation. The upland dis-
tricts of Central Oregon are fortunate in respect to natural under-
drainage and a supply of fresh mountain water for irrigation, so these
uplands are not Seriously alkaline. However, excessive irrigation wa-
ter feeds out through the substrata slowly and the excess of alkaline
salts that have been carried into the subsoil by centuries of rainfall
flay be drawn up to the surface by capillarity and cause alkali trouble.
Rxcessive wetting of the soil causes it to set and starts rapid evapora-
tion. Where this evaporation brings up alkali in poorly drained areas.
eapecially the black alkali, it causes crusting of the surface soil, and
is injurious to the tender plants. The least possible amount of water
should be applied in these places with furrow irrigation, if possible,
and followed promptly by cultivation. On poorly drained and sub-
irrigated lands of the irrigated valleys, the alkali is a more serious
problem. Cultivation of the surface and very light use of water will
help guard against this alkali trouble. The application of well rotted

April
Acre Feet Acre Feet.

875
Ninety-Day May ....... 5.687

Irrigation June . 8.718
Period July 13.257

August - 10.317

Ninety-Day Total 32.291 32.292
September 1.876

Season Total 40.730
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msnure to the alkali or even gypsum to the black alkali spots will help
tc neutralize the alkali, but drainage is the real remedy, and under-
drainage will undoubtedly pay where these fertile bottom lands have
)?ccome strongly alkaline.

"Crop Returns per Unit Water. The Table which follows shows
the yields of companion plats on the Demonstration Farm reduced to
yields per acre inch for comparison (column ) and to crop value per
acre inch for comparison of different crops (column 6). The hay was
valued at $9.00 a ton, grain at 1 1/2 cents a pound, potatoes at 50 cents
a bushel, and field peas at 4 cents a pound. The greatest pounds pro-
duction per unit of water used were secured with moderate irrigations.
For example, the first 2 1/a inches of water applied to the potatoes
made 92 bushels, while doubling this amount made only 69 additional
bushels. The largest quantities of water applied on the Demonstration
Iarm did not give the mosteconomical yields, although they did give
the largest yields. The largest irrigation was not fixed at a high enough
quantity to reach the point where the yield would decrease. The iarg-
est crop may bring the most net profit, yet the increase over more eco-
nomical yields be so small and the effect of heavy irrigation on the fer-
tiiity and condition of the soil so disastrous that it will not prove the
most permanently profitable.

FACTORS ArFECTING RCONOMIC USI OF WATIR.

Column 1 2 3

Crop Treatment Total irriga-
tion. Acre in.

4
Yield psi

Acre.

5 5

Yield per Crop Value
Acre in. per A. in.

(Corn (silage) Seeded Tune 10 8 15.8 T. 1.97 T. $ 3.95
(Corn (silage) Seeded June 1 8 16.0 T. 2.00 T. 4.01

(Rutabagas 13 26.6 T. 2.04 T. 4.09

(Mangels 8 T. Manure per A. 13 19.6 T. 1.50 T. 3.02

Kale 8 T. Manure per A. 14 25.0 T. 1.80 T. 360

(Sixty Day Oats 12 4L2 Bu. 3.44 Ru. 1.65

(Shadeland Climax 12 40.6 Bu. 3.29 Bu. 158

(Shadeland Challenge 12 49.2 Bu. 4.10 Bu. 1.97

Silvermine (Local Seed, 12 32.2 Bu. 268 Bu. 1.29

(Oderbrucker Barley TJuhrrowed 14 26.6 Bu. 1.90 Bu. 1.36

1Oderbrucker Barley Harrowed 14 35.4 Bu. 2.51 Bu. 1.81

(Wis. N0. 9 Barley 5 53.9 Bu.
(Wis. No. 9 Barley 10 67.1 Bu.

(Field Peas (seed) Cult, rows 11 16,6 'Ru. 1.51 Bu. 3.62

(Field Peas (seed) Drilled solid 11 13.3 Bu. 1.21 Bu. 2.90

(Field Peas (hay) Cult, rows 11 3.0 T. 2.45 T. 2.45

(Field Peas (hay) Drilled solid 11 2.4 T. 1.96 T. 1.96

(Old Clover (hay) 13 3.9 T. .22 T. 1.98

(Old Clover (hay) 20 4.0 T. .20 T. 1.0
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(Old Clover (hay) 21 4.6 T. .19 T. 1.71

(New Clover (hay) 15 4.3 P. .27 T. 2.43
(New Clover (hay) 24 4.9 T. .21 T. 1.87

(Al(alfa (Ave. Fert. plato) 18 3.3 T. .18 T. 1.96
(Alfalfa (Ave. Fert. plats) 25 3.4 P. .13 T. 1.23

(Potatoes (Ave. all plats) 2½ 92.0 Bu. 36.80 Eu. 18.40
Potatoes (Ave. all plats) 2½ 92.0 Eu. 32.26 Bu. 16.18

(Potatoes 6 147.0 Bu. 24.57 Bu. 12.08
(Potatoes Potas. SuIt. 6 235.0 Bu. 39.17 Bu. 19.58

"Effect of Kind of Crop and Time of Seeding on Returns per .-cre
Inch. The forage corn and root crops were planted on old clover sod,
th corn and mangels being manured at the rate of about 8 tons per
acre. Part of the corn was seeded June 1, the otber part June 10.
The early seeding was irrigated June 5 and August 17, while the late
seeding was watered July 26 and August 24. Irrigation before seed-
ng lowered the temperature and retarded the early growth of corn.

which is probably responsible for the difference in yield. Tbe later
seeding yielded 15.8 tons per acre, or 1.97 tons per acre inch, while the
earlier seeding yielded 16.05 tons per acre, or 2.006 tons per acre inch.
However, corn may safely be planted June 1, or a litl.le before. It
ehould receive but little irrigation early in the season if there is to be
a favorable soil temperature, and should be watered late iu the season,
when the plants are large and demand more moisture. The root crops
received a total of 13 inches depth of irrigation; and the rutabagas,
although unfertilized, outyielded the mangels about 20 per cent. Both
of these crops give slightly more value per acre inch than corn.

"Effect of Variety on Returns per Acre Inch. The grain crops re-
ceived in most cases one acre foot of irrigation during the season, ap-
plied in furrows about 4 feet apart. The difference in yield shows the
effect of variety on economic returns per unit of water. Local Silver-
mine oats yielded lower than any of the pedigreed seed tried, the yield
being 32.2 bushels. Shadeland Climax, with late seeding, yielded 32.2
bushels, and with early seeding yielded 40.6 bushels, the early seeding
making greater use of spring rains. Sixty-Day oats yjelded 41.2 bush-
els, and Shadeland Challenge yielded 49.2 bushels, planted beside the
local Silvermine seed and cared for in the same way.

"The yield per acre inch was 2.7 bushels of the local seed, and 4.1
bushels with the pedigreed, unacclimatized seed. The oats valued at
market prices gave relatively low returns per acre inch, in crop value.

"Value of Cultivation. Oderbrucker barley, when planted early and
given 14 acre inches Irrigation, yielded 26.6 bushels unharrowed, while
v:ith harrowing the yield was 35.4 bushels. Wisconsin No. 9 barley
seeded late (June 3) yielded 45 bushels, with 10 inches of irrigation,
again showing the effect of variety on yield per unit of water.

"Effect of Method of Seeding on Water Use. Two plats of field
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peas were given a total irrigation of 11 inches, one pint being solid
seeding and the other cultivated double drill rows 28 inches apart.
The yield of seed in the solid seeding was 13.30 bushels, and in the
cultivated row the yield was 16.6 bushels. The yield of hay in the
solid seeding was 2.4 tons, and with cultivated rows was 3 tons. Rais-
ing field peas in cultivated rows with irrigation gives more efficient
use of water and more economical return per unit used, and a larger
yield than was obtained with the solid seeding. This held true in co-
operative experiments over the district.

"Relation of Amount to Economical Use, on Potatoes. Four varie-
ties of potatoes were planted in field plats on old clover sod May 18.
One-half of each plat received a single 5-inch irrigation and the othei
half received a 2 1,4 acre inch irrigation. The soil was rather sandy,
hut not sufficiently uniform to give strictly comparable results. The
average yield of the four varieties with 5 inches of irrigati.on was 161.3
bushels, or 32.3 bushels per acre inch, and with 21,4 inch irrigation the
average yield was 92 bushels per acre, or 36.8 bushels per acre inch.
A slightly more economical yield and a better quality is again obtained
here with the smaller irrigation. However, the decidedly larger yield
with the heavier irrigation represents a more profitable crop. The crop
value per acre Inch for the heavier irrigation is $16.13, and with the
hghter irrigation is $18.40; so a great deal larger return per unit of
water is obtained by putting it into potatoes than is obtained with the
other crops.

"The yield of the White Ohio was 72.5 bushels per acre; Rural
New Yorker, 111 bushels; Burbank, 195.2; and Early Ohio, 103.5,
with 5 inches irrigation.

"Relation of Fertility to Economical Use of Water. A field plat
of Burbank potatoes was planted on old ground and received two 3-inch
Irrigations, or a total depth of 6 inches per season. One-half of this
plat was treated with potassium sulphate at the rate of 160 pounds
er acre. The yield, unfertilized, was 147 bu. per acre, or 24 ,4 bu. per

acre inch. The fertilized plat yielded 235 bu., or 39.2 bu. per acre
inch. The cost of fertilizer was $4.00 per acre, and the value of the
88 bushels increase from fertilizer at 50 cents a bushel gives a gross
profit of $40.00 per acre. This experiment shows that the yield per
acre inch is more economical with a good state of fertility. The water
in all the fertilizer experiments was used more effectively where fer-
tilizer was applied.

"Method of Irrigation. Field peas and the cultivated forage crops
and potatoes do best irrigated in furrows, and only at times when they
show a real need water, Two and one-half or three inches depth 01'
irrigation seems about sufficient to wet down the soil and fill the soil
reservoir throughout the root zone for these cultivated crops. With
potatoes, two light irrigations would appear to give better returns per
unit of water than the same amount applied in one heavy irrigation.
Potatoes should be kept growing at a uniform rate and the ground be
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allowed to dry out as the crop matures. All of these crops should be
cultivated, giving level or slightly hilled cultivation just as soon after
rain or irrigation as the soil is dry enough to crumble. Thts is neces-
sary to form a mulch, conserve moisture, prevent any accumulation of
alkali at the surface, and aerate the soil and liberate plant food.

"Furrow irrigation with the furrows 4 feet apart seems to give
the most efficient means of watering grain crops, and about three 4-
inch irrigations are sufficient to supply the needed moisture condition
under the climatic conditions of this season. The yield with barley
was apparently no better with 10 inches than with 5 inches of irriga-
tion, and was actually less with 12 inches than it was with 10 inches.

"Under good average soil conditions, with very gentle slope, 5

inches depth per irrigation appears to be the best amount per irriga-
tion for meadows, but for a single season's work it is not possible to
conclude how many of these irrigations should be applied. Clover
seems to use and tolerate more water than alfalfa on this soil, and
from 5 to 6 inches irrigation is about the amount required to fill the
soil reservoir to the excess point for each crop. Furrow irrigation
s'iould be practiced in rneadows,furrows 3 to 5 feet apart, but closer
in coarser soils. By using furrows, it was possible to get water over
the surface with half the amount of water used in flooding. Furrows
closer together in the lower part of the run gave good results.

"Onions seem to do best with very light frequent irrigations. The
soil should be allowed to dry out and irrigation be stopped August 1,
o allow the onions to mature.

"Measurement of Water. The greater part of the land in the irri-
gated sections would be practically worthless without water with which
to irrigate it, yet far less attention is given to water measurement than
to land measurement. Land In this section without water may be se-
cured at from $2.00 to $10.00 per acre, while the water costs the settler
from $25.00 to $60.00 per acre. No one would think of buying a farm
without having its boundaries located by a competent engineer, yet
most irrigators accept the water given them without question, though
it is several times as valuable as the land to which it Is applied. The
i"rigator should have a working knowledge of the measurement of wa-
ter in order to provide the right capacity of pump or proper sized lateral
for the acreage in question. He should learn how- much water is used
on each field and crop in order to determine the water requirement of
different crops and the most economical use of water. If every irrigator
would install a measuring device in his head ditch and learn to measure
water accurately, so he could tell when he was getting the amount of
water due him, there would be less contention In irrigated districts."

CO-OPERATIVE WORK WITH FARMERS..
A brief summary of the co-operative and advisory work carried

on by the different Experiment Stationsat Moro, Metolius, Redmond
and Burnsindicating the large amount of extension work done in each
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c'.istrict in the shape of correspondence, press articles, farmers' insti-
tutes, agricultural exhibits, distribution of literature and of seed, office
consultations, and farm visits made, indicate to some extent the very
Jarge number of farmers who were reached through the co-operative
extension efforts of the Station superintendents. The results obtained
from this work have been very satisfactory but it is impossible La re-
port them in detail in this bulletin. On this account, a few general
statements as to results obtained in each district must suffice.

'CO-OPERATIVE WORK OF THE EXPERIMENT STATION AT MOW'
1911-1913.

The co-operative work carried on by the Moro Station has been less
cxtensive owing to the fact that all of the available maintenance funds
yore required to carry on the experimental work on the Station farm
itelf, for which these funds were specifically appropriated.

During 1912, through the co-operation of the Tn-County Develop-
Inent League and Portland business men, an agricultural advisor-
Oreen Beaty, former foreman of the Moro Stationwas put in the field
in Sherman, Gilliam, and Morrow counties. Extensive grain growing
contests were carried on and farms in every portion of the three coun-
ties visited and the farmers advised with, the contests supervised, and
at harvest the scoring completed.

The Moro Station itself, since its establishment, has sent out a
great many lots of choice seed, the superintendent has written scores
cf letters to farmers and advised with hundreds of visitors who came
to inspect the Experiment Station plats and study the demonstrations
of both cropping and tillage methods found thereon. In 1912, the first
annual Farmers' Day was held at the Station, and a successful program
c'f inspection and discussion of the work carried out.

Perhaps the most extensive co-operative trial Instituted anywhere
in the state by the Experiment Station is one that is being carried on un-
der the supervision of the writer on the lands of the Plateau Farm Com-
pany in Gilliam county. These lands, owned by three Portland men
Mr. Peter Kerr, Dr. K. A. J. MacKenzje and Mr. W. D. Wheelwright
consist of some five or six farms, totaling about 6000 acres, lying re-
spectively in the vicinity of Shuttler's Flat, Rock Creek, and near Con-
don. Farms No. 1, 2 and 5, on which the co-operative work is being
done, lie in about the center of the county and have the average eleva-
tion and soil and climatic conditions representative of the county as a
whole.

The owners wishing to improve the condition of the property and
the production therefrom, in 1911 asked the writer to suggest plans
and methods with this object in view. The first plantings under the
new plan were made in 1912 and have been continued since, until at
the present time there are on these farms 1008 acres seeded to Tur-
key wheat, 734 acres seeded to row alfalfa, 204 acres in field peas.



and 82 acres in field corn. In addition, some 200 head of hogs and
300 head of sheep have been secured as the beginning of the livestock
side of the production. The alfalfa, field peas, and corn are to be
utilized for forage, pasture and seed production. The Turkey wheat
i replacing other inferior varieties formerly grown for commercial
purposes, but as fast as its quality can be improved by selection it will
be sold for seeding purposes. A portion of both the alfalfa and field
peas are to be pastured with both hogs and lambs.

The alfalfa plantings have not yet been sufficiently thinned to give
normal seed yields but give every promise of success. for this purpose
when once properly established. The corn so far has only been mod
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Fig. 81. Field peas in 35inch double drill rows on one of the Plateau Fau. Gil-
ham County. A successful croppart of 204 acres of this crop pTaoted by this
cooperator.

erately successful, but its best use is to be given a first trial during the
season of 1914, when it is to be "hogged off." The alfalfa as a forage
and hay crop has fully demonstrated itself as highly successful on these
dry farming lands. The crop is grown in single drill rows 35 inches
apart, and so far as known this is the largest acreage ever grown any-
where on this plan under an 11-inch annual rainfall. The field peas
in double drill rows 35 inches apart are also proving an unquestionable
success, both for forage, pasture, and seed production. The large scale
on which these two new crops are grownthe row alfalfa and the
double row field peasis most convincing proof of their practical suc-
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cess, even under the more extreme Eastern Oregon dry farming con-
ditions. The effect of these crops in the eradication of weeds is already
strikingly apparent, and the results that will be obtained from the in-
creased fertility, and as the livestock production and seed growing
phases of the work are increased, will undoubtedly prove most inter-
eiting.

Perhaps the most interesting co-operative work with field corn
in the Columbia Basin, if not in Eastern Oregon, is that done by Mr.
M. M. Burtner, of Dufur. Mr. Burtner has had excellent success with
College Minnesota 23, of which he is raising a considerable acreage
both for seed and feeding purposes. He writes as follows regarding
the Minnesota 23 furnished him by the Experiment Station in 1911
which gave him an average yield of 40 bushels per acre in 1912 on his
dry farming land near Dufur:

Fig. 82. Owners and visitors in one of the row-alfalfa fields of the Plateau Farm
Company, Gilliam County. The co-operator has 734 acres seeded to row-alfalfa
on dry land.

"As to, the yield. of the Minnesota .23 as compared with some six
or eight other varieties I have tried in the past ten years, I would say
that with most of these varieties there is no comparison, because but
few of them ever matured sufficiently to make an estimate. However,
the Early White Dent, purchased from The Henry Field Seed Company,
Shenandoah, Iowa, gave as good a yield or better, but required a season
sc' much longer to ripen here that I discarded it as being too late to har.
vest in time for fall seeding to small grain, which is so essential to a
rotation of annual crops on a large scale and a condition very much
to be desired in Eastern Oregon and Washington.

"I want to thank you for your very many valuable favors in the
past, and more especially for introducing to me the Minnesota 23 corn.
All things considered, I believe it to be the best corn yet discovered
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fur the peculiar conditions of the Northwestand for a number of rea
scns, chief among which is its extra early maturing quality, making it
possible for our large wheat ranchers to plant their summer fallov
largely to corn and yet be able to seed their ground to fall wheat."

CO-OPERATIVE WORKCROOK COUNTY-1912 AND 1913.
Alfalfa Owing to the fact that only a limited amount of the

l'ardiest drouth resistant strains of alfalfa seed could be secured, only a
imited number of co-operative tests by a dozen dry farmers located in

different parts of Crook County were undertaken. In nearly all cases
the plantings in cultivated rows made the best growth and where not
prevented, bloomed and set seed the first year, proving exceedingly
hardy and drouth and frost resistant and successful in practically every
case where a fair trial was made. Such failures as occurred were due
to over deep seeding or lack of protection from sage rats or other ani
rnals. In practically every case, however, in Crook County as e]sewhere,
the rows were not thinned nor was the ground disked in the fall to put
it In shape to absorb the maximum winter precipitation. Thus the crop
was left in unsatisfactory shape for the second year. These trials in-
dicated that the crop could be successfully grown and showed con-
elusively that a thin stand of plants in the row, as discussed elsewhere,
is a necessity.

In 1913, bacterial cultures for inoculating alfalfa were sent out
by the College Department of Bacteriology to a dozen Crook County
co-operators. The majority of the reports from these farmers gave
no accurate indication as to the effects in nodule forming. A few re-
ported the culture successful.

Seed was distributed in 1913 to over thirty co-operators, of whom
half reported it as doing finely, and only three reported it as not doing
well, on account of the dry season, the others failing to plant or not
reporting.

Field Peas were distributed to a dozen dry farmers and half a dozen
irrigation farmers. Practically all report this crop very successful and
favor planting in double drill rows, as described elsewhere, for both
the irrigated and the dry land. Careful examination showed no nodules
on the roots where grown on dry farming lands or on new land, indi-
cating a possible need for innoculation. Yields as high as 1 1/2 tons
'f hay and 10 bushels of seed on dry land, and 31/2 tons of hay and 17
bushels of seed on irrigated land, were reported. Broadcasting proved
a decidedly less successful method of seeding. The trials were repeated
in 1913 with a dozen farmers with mudh the same results. J. W. Brown
at Laidlaw reported the highest yield-14 tons of green feed and 45
bushels of seed per acre. John Van Allen, Redmond, on irrigated land,
also reported a heavy yield of both seed and hay. Several on irrigated

nds reported a marked effect of the field peas on the soil fertUity as
shown by the crop following.

Rape, both in 1912 and 1913, was distributed to a few co-operators
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Fig. 83. College Minnesota No. 13 field corn grown by a Crook County cooperator,
on dry farming land near Culver, in 1912.

favorable locations south of the Crooked River. Corn yielded 3 to
tons of fodder or silage on dry land, and 5 to 10 tons where irrigated.
Sorghum yielded 3 to 5 tons on the lower plains. In 1913 seed was
distributed to more than twenty co-operators. Four reported an un-
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End in nearly every case was reported as doing very well, making splen-
did forage and proving especially resistapt to frost at the higher ele-
vations.

Artichokes. Among the extensive co-operative trials carried on by
C. H. Dencer, Bend, on irrigated land, was one with artichokes fur-
nished by the Redmond Farm. He reports a yield of 350 bushels
per acre of this crop from his irrigated land.

Potatoes. Fifteen co-operators were supplied with from one to
sb varieties of potatoes in 1912. These potatoes gave profitable yields
t all sections except the southern part of the county. There, deep
planting of early varieties gave yields sufficient to warrant growing
for home use. Throughout the county the Burbank and Gold Coin
were the heaviest croppers, while the Rural New Yorker had the high-
est percentage of marketable tubers, yielding 110 bushels of good mar-
ketable potatoes on dry land and 100 bushels on newly plowed land.
jnder irrigation, yields of 150 to 200 bushels were reported. The

Netted Gem made a good showing on irrigated lands. The earliest
varieties were light ylelders. In 1913, C. H. Dencer, Bend, reports
e yield of 266 bushels of potatoes from the Gold Coin on irrigated land.

Corn. In 1912 corn and sorghum were distributed to some thirty
co-operators. The College Minnesota No. 13 succeeded for fodder as
far south as Bend, while the Minnesota Amber cane succeeded only In
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satisfactory crop, largely because of frost. The best yield was 15 to 16
tons of silage per acre on irrigated land, reported by Mr. T. G. Stevens,
Redmond.

In 1913 the leading varieties Of barley, oats, wheat, and emmer
were supplted to a number of co-operators. The Climax and Sixty-Day
oats gave excellent returns on the lower plains, while the Sixty-Day
did especially well at the higher elevations. Shadeland Challenge, al-
though it is a late maturing oat, was reported as much better than
local seed on irrigated lands. Kubanka wheat gave a yield of 16 bush-
els per acre on raw land, while emmer showed value on the higher dry
lands. In 1913 Oderbrucker barley, Sixty-Day oats, emmer, and Ku-
'oanka wheat were supplied each to about a dozen different farmers.
In a few cases the Kubanka, the Sixty-Day oats, and the emmer were
reported as very good, but in most cases the sage rats or the frost got
the crop on the dry farming lands. Injury from frost was due in many
cases probably to the fact that the seed was not planted sufficiently
early. The Oderbrucker barley, distributed altogether on irrigated
lands, gave yields of 35, 40, 45, 50, 60 and 70 bushels per acre, the
highest being reported by Mr. Wm. Henderson of Laidlaw. Mr. P. B.
Beal, a co-operator near La Pine, reported an interesting trial with the
Turkey wheat supplied him in 1913, stating that the stalks and leaves
stood more frost than rye alongside it at any stage, making a fine
quality of hay and a yield that surprised everyone. Frost prevented
the grain maturing, as the seed was sown too late in the fall to make
Ilie necessary fall growth.

Advisory Work. During the season of 1912, during which Sup-
erintendent Powers was in the field in Crook County, some 2500 letters
were written; 14 press articles were supplied the county papers; the
cbief soil types of the county were collected; 12 weather stations were
established and put into operation in the different agricultural sections
of the county; about 50 co-operators were visited from one to four
times; economic studies were made of about 80 representative farms;
about 1000 visitors to the Demonstration Farms and offices were advised
with; some 2500 persons were addressed at different farmers' insti-
tutes and public meetings held; and exhibits of the Demonstration
Farm products were made at the Redmond Potato Show, the Prineville
District Fair, and the Portland Land Show.

CO-OPERATIVE WORK OF THE EXPERIMENT STATION AT BURNS
1912-1913.

During 1912 only a limited amount of co-operative and advisory
'york was done as that year was largely devoted to the establishment
of the Station. During the year, however, some 25 co-operators made
trials of alfalfa, and wherever the cultural instructions were carried out
successful results were reported. Six co-operators made trials of the
College Minnesota 23 field corn, reporting successful forage production
but no maturing of the ears. Some articles were furnished to the
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press, and about 150 letters were written to the farmers. During the
season, probably about 1000 visitors inspected the Experimen.t Station
Farm. Public meetings were held wiih farmers interested in various
phases of dry farming in nearly every community in Harney County.
At least 18 of these meetings were advertised. In addition, Superin-
tndent Breithaupt visited nearly every portion of Harney County, ad-
vising with the homesteaders and farmers and studying conditions.
Ten acre substations for carrying on demonstration work in the differ-
(nt agricultural sections of the county were locatedat Waverly, Har-
ilman, Valley View, Drewsey, Catlo Valley, Sunset Valley, and Egli.

In the season of 1913, the co-operative work was much more ex-
tensive. In March of that year the Farmers' Short Course was held at
Eurns, through the efforts of the Experiment Station and in co-opera-
tion with the citizens of Burns. Homesteaders, farmers, and ranchers,
with their wives, from every section of the county were in attendance
throughout the week of the course. The average daily attendance of
the men in the course in Agriculture and the women in the course in
Domestic Science and Art totaled in the neighborhood of 300 persons.
This is the first Farmers' Short Course of this character ever held in
the state, and a great deal of interest was aroused in better farming
methods, particularly as applied to the extensive dry farming areas of
the county.

During this year (1913), Superintendent Breithaupt reports that
the Burns Station had about 150 co-operators. He reports as follows:

"Almost without exception, where I have seen these plantings,
the peas and alfalfa were doing well, as were the rape, flax, Sixty-Day
oats, Swanneck barley, emmer, and Kubanka wheat.

"Between 50 and 75 per cent of the trials were successful. Some
of the more notable successes were the trials or corn made by Mr. 0. S.
Creston, north of Harney Lake, where the following varieties matured:

"College Minnesota 23, College Minnesota 13, Gehu and White
Mexican Flint, White and Red Cob Cory, and Malakoff and Golden
Bantam sweet corn.

'Good returns were also had of all of the other crops previously
mentioned.

"Mr. C. E. Tulloch in the West Catlo Valley obtained excellent
yields of the field peas, alfalfa, wheat, oats, barley, emmer, flax, and
rape varieties furnished him by the Station and states that the demon-
stration did more to encourage the settlers in Catlo than anything else
in the Valley, about 150 persons visiting the demonstration tract.

"Co-operative trials with alfalfa in rows for seed production with
N. Henney, W. G. Hodder, and Ben Roder, all in Sunset Valley; Mr.
L. Rhodes near Drewsey; and M. E. Race, near Voltage, resulted ir
fully matured seed in each case.

"Co-operative trials with rape were very successful practically
everywhere in the county."

The co-operative trials demonstrated quite conclusively that the
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Fig. 84. Crops of some of the Herney Experiment Station Cooperators in l93Fie1d Peas, Corn, Rape, Kursk Millet and Row Alfalfa.



ERRATA.-
Page 15Table IV., columns 6 and 7, under 'Precipitation' should readSpringApr. May June. SummerJuly Aug. Sept."
Page 45Under ''Fall Disking''in the sixth line should read' 'common singledisk harrow.''
Page 46Under ''Spring Diskirig' 'the first line should read' 'Where this fall

practice is not followed.''
Page 47The fourth line from the bottom of the page should precede the fifth

line from the bottom.
Page 64Transpose figures opposite heading ''Central Oregon'' in first three

columns, for those opposite the heading ''Fastern Oregon Total.''
Page 144In tenth line from the bottom of page the heading should read

''Value of Gem per Acre.''
Page 156Under ''SorghumsGrain Yields,'' the yield of 'Kooliang'' in the

eighth line, should be 8.8 bu.
Note: Part II ''Parm Management Problems'' is to be issued as a separate bulletin.
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varieties which had proved best at the Experiment Stationthe Turkey
inter wheat; Selected Bluestem, Fretes, and Early Baart spring v'heu

Sixty-Day and Shadeland Climax oats; Swanneck barley; Gray Winter,
Cossack, and Carleton field peas; Baltic alfalfa; Dwarf Essex rapc
and Russian flaxwere equally successful in every other part of ilie
county. Field peas with different co-operators yielded 20, 40, 60. aiii2
even 75 bushels per acre. Rape in rows grew from 1 to 3 feet in height
and continued growing throughout the season in many cases, fre-
quently covering the ground between the rows. Alfalfa seeded in the
spring of the year grew from 1 to 3 feet in height, and in some cases
matured seed during the first season. The oat varieties ranged in yield
rom 10 to 75 bushels, wheat from 10 to 40 bushels, barley from 20 to

30 bushels, emmer from 10 to 50 bushels, and the flax gave even better
yields than on the Experiment Station.

Altogether, the Harney County co-operative work for 1913 may
be considered most successful.

On the substations established in 1912, "the peas were a success
in every instance butone. This was a case of a clean-up by the sage
rats. The alfalfa did well In cvcry instance. The grains did very well
on the Sunset station where there is an excellent man in charge, would
have done well at Harriman and Waverly except for the rats, and made
'ery unsatisfactory yields at Catlo and Drewsey because of being on land
not previously summer fallowed. Flax made good returns everywhere
except Sunset, where is was blown out. Artichokes did nothing. Po-
tatoes made various yields, going as high as 120 bushels for the Geer

. Six Weeks at Sunset. No corn matured but was plenty far along
for silage and fodder at Harriman, Drewsey, Waverly and Sunsetthe
Minnesota 23 and 13 being favorites. Rape made a fine showing every-
where. (The Valley View station is an exception to these remarks, as
It. was neglected and eaten up entirely by sage rats.)"

The visiting and correspondence list during 1913 at the Burns
Station was larger than everanother Farmers Short Course is re-
quested for 1914 and the first annual Farmers Roundup at the Experi-
ment Station Farm planned for the 1914 harvest season.




